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ABSTRACT 

Reproduction constitutes the principle detei-minatit of organismal fitness and, 

therefore, a central theme in biology is devoted to understanding variation in the mode of 

reproduction and its effects within and among species. Different breeding systems lead 

to varying levels of inbreeding, outcrossing, and sex ratios - with concomitant effects on 

patterns of genetic variation, effective population size, and adaptation by natural 

selection. Theoretical studies have proposed many mechanisms to explain the diversity 

of breeding systems observed in nature, several models of which invoke deleterious 

effects of mutation as a dominant force in patterning breeding system evolution. These 

notions motivated the present investigations into (1) the factors contributing to 

outcrossing rates and sex ratio in Caenorhabditis elegans and their population genetic 

effects, and (2) the general importance of deleterious mutation in the evolution of 

breeding system, emphasizing the Caenorhabditis clade. Nematodes of the genus 

Caenorhabditis provide a convenient system for studying these issues because species 

vary in breeding system, self-fertile C. elegam hermaphrodites can be genetically 

transfonmed into females to create dioecious populations, and complete genomic 

sequences of two species allow genomic analysis. With this context, I constructed a 

quantitative model describing sex ratio and outcrossing as a function of male copulatory 

ability and sex-chromosome non-disjunction (as a consequence of the XO sex-

determination mechanism). The sex ratio and amount of outcrossing in C. elegans were 

then predicted from, laboratory experiments and nucleotide polymorphism data, by 
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applying population genetic theory of selection at linked, sites when partial selfmg is 

taken into account. These analyses suggest that outcrossing occurs on the order of one 

percent. Subsequent computational and multigeneration experimental evolution studies 

of the potential influence of deleterious mutations on breeding system evolution 

demonstrated that (1) selfing species do not exhibit lower rates of deleterious mutation 

than outcrossing species, (2) a higher deleterious mutation rate does not prevent the 

invasion of selfing alleles into a population, and (3) adapti ve modulation, of sex-

chromosome non-disjunction is unlikely to underlie the persistence of males in 

androdioecious species. These results indicate that mutational theories are unlikely to 

fiilly explain the evolution of breeding system and sex. 
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CHAPTER. I: INTRODUCTION 

Explanation of the Prohlem and Its Context 

Reproduction constitutes the principle determinant of organismal. fitness and, 

therefore, a central theme in biology is devoted to understanding variation in the mode of 

reproduction and its effects within and among species. Different modes of reproduction 

are expected to perturb population genetic patterns in evolutionarily important ways. For 

example, compared to outbred relatives, inbreeding (e.g. self-fertilizing) species are 

predicted to experience reduced effective population sizes, lower levels of genetic 

variation, increased homozygosity and more rapid accumulation of deleterious m utations 

(Charlesworth & Wright 2001), with the consequence of reduced opportunities for 

adaptive evolution and increased chances of extinction (Gabriel et al. 1993). However, 

conclusive validation of some theoretical predictions with empirical data has proved 

elusive (Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1995). Consequently, comparisons among 

organisms that vary in breeding system afford us the opportunity to test predictions from 

theory. 

The genus Caenorhahditis provides an excellent and tractable system for studying 

the effects of breeding system variation because (I) different species demonstrate 

different modes of reproduction (Poinar & Hansen 1983; Fitch & Thomas 1997) and (2) 

the model species for genetics and development, C. elegans, contributes an, extensive 

toolbox and knowledge-base from, which genomic, phenotypic, and life histo.ry 
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information can be applied across taxa. Tlie self-fertilizing C. elegans was the first 

animal to have its genome sequenced (The C. elegans Sequencing Consortium 1998), and 

this technical achievement was recently repeated in its self-fertilizing congener C. 

hriggsae (Stein et al. 2003). In addition to this sequence resource for molecular genetics, 

the publicly available, large library of classical genetic mutants for C. elegans affords the 

opportunity to dissect the genetic basis of breeding system. 

This dissertation applies the model nematode, C. elegans, and its relatives to the 

problem of the evolution of breeding system usi ng an amalgam of approaches that 

integrates mathematical modeling with laboratory experiments and computational 

population genomics. In particular, mutational models are targeted for evaluation as 

sufficient explanations for the evolution of breeding system. 

A Review of the Literature 

Sexual reproduction is composed of two basic components; meiosis (which is, in 

turn, composed of the two fundamental processes of recombination and segregation) and 

cross-fertilization. A great literature has developed to address the evolutionary origin and 

maintenance of the recombinational component of sexual reproduction (Felsenstein 1974; 

Bernstein 1977; Berostein et al. 1985; Barton 1995; Feldman et al. 1997; Otto & 

Lenonnand 2002; Rice 2002; Otto 2003). A lesser emphasis has been placed on the issue 

of segregation, which confers a more dramatic influence on some population genetic 

features of importance in the evolution of sex (Otto 2003). Classically, the issue of cross-
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fertilization has been simplified to the relative fitness of an obligately asexual versus an 

obligately random mating genotype (Maynard Smith 1978; Bell 1982; Michod & Levin 

1988), although the incidence of inbreeding has been emphasized recently as an 

important factor in the evolution of sex within populations (Otto 2003). Collectively 

these features provide the grist for theories of the evolution of sex, the scores of which 

(Kondrashov 1993) are generally divided into categories of mutational and ecological 

theories (West et al. 1999), 

Mutational models for the evolution of breeding system, and of sex generally, 

involve identifying the fitness consequences of deleterious mutation accumulation, 

elimination and repair. Proximate mutational models, like those of DNA damage repair 

and selfish genetic elements, are generally associated with the origin of recombination 

(Birdsell & Wills 2003), for which both theoretical and empirical evidence is mixed and 

controversial (Bernstein et al. 1985; Maynard Smith 1988; Szathmary & Kover 1991; 

Mongold 1992; Redfield 1993; Otto & Lenonnand 2002). The processes associated with 

conferring a net fitness advantage to one mode of reproduction or another may be 

deterministic (Kondrashov 1988; Charlesworth 1990; Uyenoyama & Waller 1991; 

Chasnov 2000; Otto 2003) or stochastic (Muller 1964; Felsenstein 1974). Deterministic 

mutational models generally predict that sex is favored only when the deleterious 

mutation rate is sufficiently high, subject to deleterious mutations generally being 

recessive (Chasnov 2000), an assumption which is typically observed to be true in a 

variety of taxa (Muller 1950; Simmons & Crow 1977; Deng & Lynch 1997; Garcia-

Dorado et al. 1999; Vassilieva et al 2000). In particular, the specific prediction of a per-
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generation genomic deleterious mutation rate { (./) of order 1 or higher has been discussed 

in the literature as a threshold rate over which a selective advantage is conferred on, 

sexually reproducing individuals (Charlesworth 1990), At U> I, the more efficient 

purging of deleterious mutations via sex is able to offset its two-fold reproductive 

disadvantage. For the evolution of obligate outcrossing versus seMng, this threshold is 

higher because individuals with a selfing mode of reproduction have a lower mutational 

load than asexuals at mutation-selection balance (Charlesworth 1990; Cutter & Payseur 

2003a), making it harder for outcrossing to outcompete selfing than asex. Furthermore, 

in taking into consideration the mutation load of a population in which an allele arises 

that confers an asexual mode of reproduction, the requisite value of U is raised higher 

still (Howard 1994). However, empirical studies to date provide much evidence against 

the easily testable assumptions and predictions of deterministic mutational models as a 

sole explanation for the evolution of sex (Elena & Lenski 1997; Keightley & Eyre-

Walker 2001; Mark Welch & Meselson 2001; Cutter & Payseur 2003a), but by no means 

unanimous (deVisser et al. 1996; Zeyl & Bell 1997; Kondrashov 2001). 

In contrast to deterministic models, stochastic theories like Muller's ratchet (Muller 

1964; Felsenstein 1974; Gabriel et al. 1993; Lynch et al. 1993) and differential rates of 

speciation and extinction among lineages with different breeding systems (Stebbins 1957; 

Nunney 1989; Birky 1999; Takebayashi & M^osTell 2001) have been criticized on 

theoretical grounds as relying on group or higher levels of selection to realize a net 

benefit to sexual reproduction, rather than by accounting for the costs of sex at the level 

of selection among individuals (Maynard Smith 1964; Williams 1975). However, the 



effects of genetic drift in favoring sex are expected, to outweigh the effects of epistasis - a 

central component of deterministic models (Otto & Barton 2001) - al though a 

sufficiently large number of loci subject to selection raises the population size at which a 

maximum benefit of recombination can be observed (lies et ai. 2003), as seen in 

experiments with Chlamydomonas (Colegrave et al 2002), Given the finite size of all 

real-world populations, the potential for mutational meltdown in finite populations 

(Gabriel et al. 1993; Lynch et al. 1993; Zeyl et al. 2001), and the experimental 

observation in viruses that Mullet's ratchet can favor the evolution of recombination 

(Chao et al. 1992), it is likely that both stochastic and deterministic processes are 

important if mutational considerations are a driving force in the evolution of sex. 

Ecological models of the evolution of sex are concerned generally with how sex 

promotes the maintenance of genetic variation and enhances the rate of adaptation. Early 

conceptions focused on arguments about the rate of adaptation; progeny produced by the 

recombining of genomes from different individuals allows separate beneficial alleles to 

be combined in the same individual and be positively selected simultaneously, whereas 

beneficial alleles arising in an asexual population must sweep to fixation sequentially 

(Morgan 1913; Muller 1932; Fisher 1958). Consequently, sexually recombining 

populations are able to adapt more readily to environmental challenges -although this 

explanation, like Muller's Ratchet, has been criticized as relying on group-level selection 

(Maynard Smith 1964; Williams 1975). The additional problem with this scenario is that 

meiosis also breaks up favorable allele combinations. Nonetheless, a number of 

empirical studies provide evidence that recombination increases the rate of adaptation or 



tliat recombination, rates become elevated in response to directional selection (McPhee & 

Robertson 1970; Dunbrack et al. 1995; .Miralles et al 1999; de Visser et al. 1999; Otto & 

Barton 2001; Colegrave et al. 2002), and intra-genomic variation in recombination rate 

affects the response to selection of alleles with positive and negative fitness effects (Hill 

& Robertson 1966; Maynard Smith & Haigh 1974; Charlesworth et al. 1993; Wiehe & 

Stephan 1993; Hudson & Kaplan 1995). 

Most attention to ecological models for the evolution of sex, however, has 

emphasized biotic interactions as a force favoring the production of genetically variable 

progeny throng recombination and outcrossing. In particular, ecological models target 

the potential for firequency-dependent selection from parasites, pathogens and predators 

to promote sex in a Red Queen-like co-evolutionary arms race (Jaenike 1978; Hamilton 

1980; Hamilton et al. 1990). Theoretical studies suggest that outcrossing should be 

favored under conditions of high parasite virulence (Agrawal & Lively 2001), spatial 

heterogeneity in the sign or strength of selection (Lenormand & Otto 2000), and 

population subdivision (Weinshall 1986; Ladle et al. 1993; Judson 1995; Agrawal & 

Chasnov 2001). Consistent with such ecological models, studies have identified reduced 

parasite loads in outcrossing populations (Burt & Bell 1991; Moritz et al 1991), minority 

genotjTpe advantage under field conditions (i.e. frequency-dependent selection) 

(Antonovics & Ellstrand 1984), a fitness benefit of heterozygosity in sexuals relative to 

asexuals (Birdsell & Wills 1996; Greig et al. 1998), and rapid evolution of immune-

related genes (Kuma et al. 1995; Hurst & Peck 1996). However, it is important to 

recognize that ecological and mutational factors are likely to work in concert to promote 
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the maintemnce of raeiosis and outcrossing, and that co-occuning processes from both 

schools of thought ai-e probably responsible for the observed prevalence of sex 

throughout eukaryotes (West et al. 1999; Howard & Lively 2002). 

Differences among taxa in the second main feature of sexual reproduction - cross-

fertilization - provide the basis for what is generally described as breeding system 

variation. A principle division in definitions of breeding system is characterized by the 

presence of meiosis in reproduction i.e. asexual, parthenogenic or vegetative forms 

versus those that require fertilization - which provides the primary dichotomy that is 

considered in discussions of the evolution of sex. In particular, asexual reproduction is 

generally juxtaposed against obligate random mating (Maynard Smith 1978; Bell 1982; 

Michod & Levin 1988). However, there exists a great diversity of breeding systems 

among species that undergo fertilization as an intrinsic component of reproduction 

(Chamov 1982; Steams 1987; Jame & Charlesworth 1993; Kondrashov 1997; Holsinger 

2000). Such breeding system variation deviates from the canonical gonochorism or 

dioecy (separate male and female sexes) with the existence of gynodioecy (coexistence of 

hermaphrodites and females), androdioecy (coexistence of hermaphrodites and males), 

and trioecy (co-occurrence of males, females and hennaphrodites) among other mixed 

mating systems (Jame & Charlesworth 1993). Furthermore, additional classes of 

breeding system depend on the nature of hermaphroditism: simultaneous (co-occurring 

organs for both gamete types), sequential (temporal variation in the type of gamete 

produced by an individual), or self-fertile (Chamov 1982; Stearns 1987). 
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In the case of breeding systems that include self-fertile hermaphrodites, many of the 

features of the asex-sex dichotomy are common to the comparison of selfing and 

outcrossing breeding system strategies. Consequently, much of the evolution of sex 

theory can be adapted to the evolution of selfing (Kondrashov 1985; Uyenoyama & 

Waller 1991; Lynch et al. 1993; Otto 2003). Asexual and selfing reproduction are 

analogous in the respect that they both suffer from "uniparental constraint" (Holsinger 

2000), such that these reproductive modes result in low genetic variation which in turn 

leads to a reduced ability to adapt to local conditions. Asexuals and selfers also both 

avoid the cost of males so that all progeny are "female," giving rise to a higher intrinsic 

rate of growth (Maynard Smith 1978). It is this cost of males that gives rise to the 

common phrase "the two-fold cost of sex," highlighting the observation that the intrinsic 

rate of growth of an asexual or purely selfing individual is expected to be twice that of an 

obligately outcrossing individual. Despite these similar features, the immediate genetic 

consequences of asex and selfing differ markedly. The genomes of asexual progeny are 

exact repHcas of their parents (excepting new mutations) and, if diploid, contain all the 

genetic variation present in the parental genome. In contrast, progeny of a selfmg parent 

harbor half the genetic variation and double the homozygosity of their parent, on average. 

Furthermore, asexuals, but not selfers, do not incur a cost associated with producing 

separate gametes and evade the cost of meiosis (Williams 1975) despite the greater 

genetic similarity of both asexual and selfed progeny to the parent relative to an 

outcrossed progeny. Selfers, on the other hand, have a slower pace of mutational 

meltdown due to M;tiller's Ratchet than, do asexuals (Lynch & Gabriel 1990). 
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Reproductive assurance and automatic selection (Fisher 1941; Gliiselin 1969; 

Holsinger 1996) provide the two primary explanations for how a selfing mode of 

reproduction can be favored by natural selection. Selfing can provide an advantage 

through reproductive assurance when cross-fertilization occurs inefficiently, as under 

conditions of low population density or patchy population distributions (Ghiselin 1969) 

(or lack of pollinators, in the case of some plants; Holsinger 2000). In other words, 

selfing will evolve when reproductive output by selfing, discounted by any effects of 

inbreeding depression, exceeds the expected reproductive output by outcrossing. The 

cost of males can be viewed as a contributor to reproductive assurance. In populations 

subject to continuous growth where earlier-produced progeny have higher reproductive 

value (Fisher 1958) and mate-finding delays fertilization, sell-fertilization may confer an 

advantage by increasing the intrinsic rate of growth. This can also be seen as a 

contributor to reproductive assurance, and is relevant to breeding systems such as that of 

C elegans, where hermaphrodite self-sperm production is shaped by this same force 

(Hodgkin & Barnes 1991; Barker 1992; Cutter 2004). 

Fisher's (1941) notion of "automatic selection" benefits hermaphrodites when they 

are able to fertilize the ova of other individuals. This is the case in many plant 

gynodioecious systems, whereby a self-compatible parent contributes both male and 

female gametes to its self-progeny in addition to male gametes to fertilize other 

individuals in the population (Fisher 1941). Although the basic phenomenon of 

automatic selection does not apply to C. elegans' androdioecious system, plant-centric 

models of this process can be accommodated by assuming 100% "pollen discounting" 
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(Holsinger et al. 1984). Much, theory in the plant literature is devoted to the role of 

inbreeding depression in the evolution of selfing (Jame & Charlesworth 1993), but tlie 

genetic basis of inbreeding depression has also been treated more explicitly in mutational 

models (Charlesworth et al. 1990; Charlesworth et al. 1991). 

The problems of explaining widespread sexual reproduction and the great diversity 

in breeding systems throughout eukaiyotes continue to present significant challenges for 

theory and empirical research. Disentangling the relative importance of different 

processes in driving these patterns will benefit from a comparative approach in clades 

that display a variety of breeding systems as well as from applying genomic, population 

genetic and experimental methods. 

Explanation of the Dissertation Format 

The six appendices of this dissertation that comprise the descriptions of the primary 

research are organized conceptually into two parts. Appendices A, B and C focus on 

characterizing features associated with sex ratio, outcrossing and reproductive mode with 

the species C elegans. In Appendix A ("The proximate determinants of sex ratio in C. 

elegans populations"), a mathematical model is introduced to describe how the 

frequencies of each sex can be quantified in the androdioecious breeding system of 

species like C elegans (Cutter et al. 2003). Laboratory experiments are then employed 

to validate and parameterize the modeling frajnework. Appendix B ("Selection at linked 

sites in the patial selfer Caenorhahditis elegans") presents a population genomic 
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analysis of single nucleotide polyniorphisni data to infer the potential role of genome-

scale patterns of natural selection and the resulting implications for rates of outcrossing 

and rates of deleterious mutation in nature (Cutter & Payseur 2003b). This analysis 

provides the first strong evidence of selection, at linked sites in a partially selfing species, 

as evidenced by tlie positive association between neutral polymorphism and 

recombination rate, for which background selection against deleterious mutations is 

proposed as the most likely mechanism. Appendix C ("A. species-specific molecular 

assay for C elegans sex ratio") describes a molecular method for assaying sex ratio in C. 

elegans from a population sample of wonns, which potentially could be apphed to natural 

isolates provided that sufficient numbers of individuals are present. 

The final three appendices (D, E, F) consider broader evolutionary questions about 

the evolution of breeding system in relation to mutation rate to which the Caenorhabditis 

system is applied. M Appendix D ("Rates of deleterious mutation and the evolution of 

sex in Caenorhabditis'''), ultimate questions about the evolution of breeding system are 

addressed with a comparative genomic approach to test for differences in the genomic 

deleterious mutation rate among three species of Caenorhabditis that vary in mode of 

reproduction (Cutter & Payseur 2003a). From this study, it is shown that mode of 

reproduction is unlikely to modulate the genomic deleterious mutation rate - in 

contradiction of some mutational theories for the evolution of breeding system. The 

research presented in Appendix E ("Mutation and the experimental evolution of 

outcrossing in Caenorhabditis elegans") tests this prediction experimentally with a 20-

generation experimental evolution study that utilizes mutant strains of C elegans to alJow 



genetic manipulation of mutation rate and breeding system,. From this study, it is 

concluded that variation in the rate of deleterious mutation alone is unlikely to be 

responsible for the evolution of breeding system. Finally, Appendix F ("The evolution of 

outcrossing and sex-chromosome non-disjunction: a simulation model") describes an 

individual-based computer simulation inspired by C. elegans hfe history to explore tlie 

evolution of sex chromosome non-disj unction and the potential role of deleterious 

mutation accumulation in affecting male frequencies and rates of outcrossing within 

populations. 

Appendices A, B and D have been published with co-authors in peer-reviewed 

journals. In all cases, I contributed the principle ideas and performed the bulk of the data 

collection, analysis, interpretation and manuscript writing. For Appendix A ("The 

proximate determinants of sex ratio in C elegans populations"), I conceived the basic 

formulation of the mathematical model and carried out the laboratory experiments with 

C. elegans strains to apply to the model. In Appendix B ("Selection at linked sites in the 

partial selfer Caenorhahditis elegans"), I coordinated all data management and executed 

all analyses, including the application ofpartial selfmg to the models ofbackground 

selection and genetic hitchhiking using the approach outlined by Nordborg (Nordborg 

1997; Nordborg 2000). Finally, I carried out the data collection and analysis of gene 

sequences from the three Caenorhahditis species in Appendix D ("Rates of deleterious 

mutation and the evolution of sex in Caenorhahditis''). 
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CHAPTER II: PRESENT STUDY 

The detailed methods, results and conclusions of these studies are presented in the 

papers appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the most important 

findings in these papers. 

Dissertation Summary 

C. elegans is an example of a species in which self-fertiHzing hermaphrodites 

predominate, but functional males continue to persist—allowing outcrossing to persevere 

at low levels. The XO chromosomal sex-determination system enables hermaphrodites to 

produce male progeny by two distinct mechanisms (Brenner 1974; Hodgkin et al. 1979; 

Ward & Carrel 1979): via outcrossing with males (50% male cross-progeny) or through 

selfing, in which one gamete used in fertilization results from rare meiotic sex-

chromosome non-disjunction (--0.2% "spontaneous" males). Consequently, the genetics 

of sex determination coupled with the efficiency by which males find, inseminate and 

obtain fertilizations with hermaphrodites will influence the overall frequency at which 

males and outcrossing occur in populations. Determining how frequently outcrossing 

occurs in C. elegans populations will provide an important step toward reconciling 

predicted population genetic patterns with real data. 

To examine how male copulatory ability and sex-cliromosome non-disjunction 

inflnence the expected sex ratio and rate of outcrossing, I developed a mathematical 
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model that accommodates these components of C. elegans biology (Appendix A). This 

model shows that the outcrossing rate depends directly on the fi-equency of males (i.e. the 

sex ratio) and provides a convenient framework for determining the relative influence of 

various traits that affect male fertihzation success or sex-chromosome non-disjunction on 

outcrossing rates. In a set of laboratory experiments, 1 showed how strains that differ in 

sex-chromosome non-disjunction rate and male mating ability generate quantifiable 

differences that can be measured in a statistical model of the mathematical framework. 

The more ambitious long-term goal for studying sex ratio in tliis species is to quantify the 

rate of outcrossing that occurs in natural populations. Applying population genetic 

theory about the effects of selection on linked, neutral genetic variation in a 

computational genomic analysis of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data, I was 

able to infer rou^ estimates of the amount of C. elegans outcrossing in nature (Appendix 

B). To do so, 1 demonstrated a significant positive association between chromosomal 

recombination rate and the density of SNPs across the worm genome, which occurs 

independently of other covarying factors. This pattern can be explained by models of 

positive and negative selection (genetic hitchhiking (Maynard Smith & Haigh 1974) and 

background selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993; Hudson & Kaplan 1995), respectively) 

that take into account the partial selling mode of reproduction in this species (Nordborg 

1997; Nordborg 2000). However, fitted parameter estimates are more reasonable for the 

background selection model and suggest an outcrossing rate on the order of a few 

percent. I have also developed a molecular method (Appendix C) involving quantitative 

RT-PCR to assay C. elegans sex ratio, and by inference outcrossing rate, leaving open the 



possibility of applying it to nematode samples from nature. This approach is an 

important, novel application of molecular techniques to an evolutionary-ecology problem 

in Rhabditid nematodes because rapid application, of other methods is precluded by the 

morphological similarity among species of Caenorhahditis coupled with the presumed 

rarity of males in androdioecious species like C. elegans and the identical genetic make

up of the two sexes. 

An understanding of the forces that contribute to the origin and maintenance of the 

phylogenetically widespread phenomenon of sexual reproduction has posed a 

longstanding problem in evolutionaiy biology (Maynard Smith 1978; Bell 1982; Michod 

& Levin 1988). How is it that most eukaryotes are able to offset the cost of sexual 

reproduction? Deterministic and stochastic mutational models account for the cost of sex 

in genomes that exhibit high deleterious mutation rates by the more efficient purging of 

deleterious mutations or the reconstitution of more-fit genotypes, respectively, from 

genetic exchange (Muller 1964; Kondrashov 1985; Kondrashov 1988; Charlesworth 

1990; Gabriel et al. 1993). However, empirical verification of theory is mixed. C 

elegans provides an elegant experimental system to address this issue because (1) the 

breeding system can be manipulated genetically with single allelic differences, (2) the 

mutation rate may be varied by using strains with defective mismatch repair machinery, 

(3) the model system features of this organism (e.g. short generation time, ease of lab 

use) make feasible studies of experimental evolution and, furthemiore, (4) the 

Caenorhahditis clade contains species with different breeding systems for use in 

comparative analyses. 



In this dissertation, I have addressed the potential role of mutation on th,e evolution 

of breeding system in three ways. First, I used a comparative sequence-based approach 

to estimate the genomic per-generation rate of deleterious mutation for species of 

Caenorhabditis that vary in breeding system - obligate outcrossing or primarily selfing 

(Appendix D). Based on the common assumption in molecular evolution that the vast 

majority of amino acid substitutions are deleterious (Li 1997), I compared homologous 

gene sequences of the selfing C. elegans and C. hriggsae with the obligately outcrossing 

C. remanei in a phylogenetic framework. This bioinfomiatic study identified genomic 

deleterious mutation rates that are low and equivalent across taxa, irrespective of 

breeding system, and counter to the predictions of mutational theories of the evolution of 

sex. Second, I conducted a multigeneration experimental evolution study w:ith C. elegans 

to determine the influence of mutation rate on the amount of outcrossing that occurs in 

populations and on the ability of an allele that confers an "obligate outcrossing" 

phenotype to invade populations (Appendix E). This study represents the first direct 

attempt to experimentally test the abihty of m utation to affect the evolution of breeding 

system. 1 found that an elevated mutation rate (-1.2 vs. ~0.002 deleterious mutations per 

genome per generation) leads experimental populations of C. elegans to experience more 

outcrossing and slower loss of the obligate outcrossing allele. While these findings 

demonstrate the plausibility of a role for mutational explanations in the evolution of 

outcrossing, the persistence of obligate outcrossing throughout most of the 

Caenorhabditis genus in the face of low genomic rates of deleterious mutation suggests 

that mutational explanations alone cannot fiilly account for the evolution of sex. 
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Consequently, environmental and/or ecological explanations are likely to play an 

important role. Finally, I conducted a computer simulation study, modeled on C. elegam 

life history, to evaluate the potential influence of deleterious mutation accumulation and 

sex-chromosom,e non-disjunction in determining sex ratio and outcrossing rates within 

populations (Appendix F). The simulations show that selection acts to reduce the rate of 

sex-chromosome non-disjunction, so modulation of sex-chromosome non-disjunction rate 

is unlikely to occur as an adaptive mechanism to maintain males. However, under the 

finite population sizes considered in this simulation, variation in the genomic deleterious 

mutation rate did not strongly affect the level of outcrossing experienced within 

populations, despite lower mutation loads conferred by outcrossing and elevated 

extinction rates in populations subject to high deleterious mutation rates. The incidence 

of population extinction suggests that metapopulation processes should be explored in 

future considerations of this issue. 
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Summary 

The soil nematode Caenorhahditis ekgam is an example of a species in which self-fertilizing 
hermaphrodites predominate, but functional males continue to persist - allowing outcrossing to 
persevere at low levels. Hermaphrodites can produce male progeny as a consequence of sex 
chromosome non-disjunction or via outcrossing with males. Consequently, the genetics of sex 
determination coupled with the eifitnency by which males lind, inseminate and obtain fertilizations 
with hermaphrodites will influence the frequency at which males and outcrossing occurs in such 
populations. Behavioural and physiological traits with a heritable basis, as well as ecological 
characters, may influence male reproductive succesij and therefore sex ratio. Because sex ratio is tied 
to male reproductive success, sex ratio greatly affects outcrossing rates, patterns of genetic variation, 
and the ability of natural selection to act within populations. In this paper we explore the 
determinants of male frequency in C. elegans with a mathematical model and experimental data. 
We address the role of the genetic machinery of sex determination via sex chromosome 
non-disjunction on sex ratio and the influence of physiological components of C. elegans' life history 
that contribute to variation in sex ratio by way of male reproductive success. Finally, we discuss the 
short-term and long-term factors that are likely to affect sex ratio and breeding system evolution in 
species like C. elegans. 

1. Introduction 

The bacteriophagous soil nematode Cacnorhabditis 
elegans exhibits an androdioecious mode of repro
duction: C. elegans hermaphrodites are self-fertile, 
but can outcross only with males. It is conceivable 
that a simple genetic basis underlay the evolution 
of androdioecy from gonochorism (male and female 
sexes) in C. elegans' ancestors, because, for example, 
gonochorism can be restored by loss-of-function 
mutation of the/o^-i gene (Schedi & Kimble. 1988; 
Hodgkin, 2002). Self-fertilizing hermaphrodites and 
parthenogenesis have arisen independently multiple 
times from gonochoric ancestors within the Rhabdi-
tidae (Fitch & Thomas, 1997), although the forces 
favoarirsg dtflcrestt reproductive modes in these 
taxa remain unknown. In species with modes of sex 
determination like C. ekgam. the relative contri
bution of self-fertilization and outcrossing to progeny 
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production in natural populations is directly related 
to sex ratio. Thus, regardless of the origins of andro
dioecy, the relative frequency of the two sexes in
fluences the degree of outcrossing, the amoirat of 
standing genetic variation and population subdiv
ision, and the strength with which natural and sexual 
selection may operate. 

The relatively rare phenomenon of androdioecy 
among animals occurs in C. elegam, in part, as a 
consequence of its sex-determination mechanism. Like 
Drosophik but unlike mammalian species (Marin & 
Baker, 1998), the woll-characterized sex-determination 
pathway in C. elegans depends jjrimarily upon the ratio 
of sex chromosomes to autosomes (X: A) (Brenner, 
1974; Hodgkin, 1987; Cline & Meyer, 1996: Meyer, 
2000). Hermaphrodite individuals exhibit X: A > I by 
harbouring two copies of each of the five autosomes 
and two (or rarely three) X chromo-somes. Males, on 
the other hand, contain only a single X chromosome 
in addition to their diploid complement of autosomes, 
resulting in X; A'-=|. 
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C I'k'gam hermaphrodites differ from females only 
in thai the germ line transiently produces sperm prior 
to an irreversible switch to oogenesis (Ward & Carrel, 
J 979; Hodgkin, 1988; Kimble & Ward, 1988). This 
leads to self-fertilization in hermaphrodites, unless 
they mate with a male; morphology precludes mating 
between hermaphrodite pairs. The relative frequency 
of the different sexes is governed primarily by two 
forces: the ability of males to obtain, fertiliKitions 
relative to a hermaphrodite's own sperm and the rate 
of random sex chromosome non-disjunction during 
hermaphrodite meiosis. Normally, each hermaphro
dite gamete contains one X chromosome. However, 
occasional chromosomal noii-di-sjimction events lead 
to the production of viable gametes that lack a sex 
chromosome (nullo-X), which, when fused with a nor
mal mono-X-bearing self-gamete, results in the for
mation of a rank zygote (XO) (Hodgkin el al, 1979). 
Such males are fertile and fully functional. Thus, rare 
chromosomal allocation errors during meiosis result 
in the spontaneous production of males by umnated, 
selfing hermaphrodites. .Male worms produce niillo-X 
and X-bearing sperm with equal frequency, so male x 
hermaphrodite cross-progeny observe a 1:1 sex ratio 
(Hodgkin £'« al., 1979). Likewise, diplo-X gametes can 
result from sex chromosome non-disj;mction which 
can lead to the formation of viable, fertile triplo-X 
hermaphrodites. 

Among other factors, the competitive ability of male 
sperm inside the hermaphrodite reproductive tract 
will influence male reproductive success. ,Male sperm 
outcompete hermaphrodite self-sperm for access to 
oocytes within the spermathecae, as a consequence of 
their larger size and greater motiUty (Ward & Carrel, 
1979; Lamunyon & Ward, 1995, 1998; Singson et al, 
1999). This precedence of male sperm promotes male 
zygote formation via cross-fertilization relative to 
the rate at which male production would occur as a 
consequence of X non-disjunction events. However, 
hermaphrodite self-sperm will be used for fertilization 
prior to an insemination by a male or, if only a small 
number of male sperm are transferred, following de
pletion of male sperm, Such utilization of self-sperm 
for fertilization results in hermaphrodite broods that 
contain much fewer than 50% males on average. 

Here, we explore these counteracting forces in a 
mathematical model to describe the expected equilib
rium frequency of males in C. elegiim populations. 
,Although we focus on the biology of C. eiegms, the 
gene,ral form of the model we derive applies to any 
species that exhibits a similar mechanism of sex de
termination and contains hermaphrodites that cannot 
mate with each other. We then apply a set of experi
ments to the model framework. In particular, we use 
the model to describe quantitatively the phcnotypic 
effects of a mutant strain of C. elegms with elevated 
rates of X-chromosome-,specific non-disjunction in 
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hermaphrodites and rcduced sperm count in males 
relative to these attributes in the canonical N2 strain. 

Androdioccy enjoys extensive theoretical treat
ments relating specifically to plant mating systems 
(Lloyd, 1975; Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 1981; 
Charlesworth, 1984; Ssger & Eckhart, 1996; Vassi-
liadis et al., 2000). However, models of plant aadro-
dioecy presume that hermaphrodite--hermaphrodite 
matings can occur - an assumption which C. elegms 
and other androdioecious animals violate. Sex ratio in 
C. ek'gans was irst treated in a model tliat utilized 
Fisher's concept of reproductive value (Fisher, 1930; 
Hedgecock, 1976). Stewart & Phillips (2002) extended 
to C. ekgam the population genetic modelling 
approach taken to explore androdioccy in the self-
fertilizing clam shrimp Eulimnadia texana (Otto et al.. 
1993; Weeks & Zucker, 1,999; Medland et al, 2000; 
Weeks et al, 2000). Another recent theoretical study 
developed a simple model of the influence of male 
reproductive ability and sex chromosome non
disjunction on sex ratio in C. ekgans (Chasnov & 
Chow, 2002). However, all these approaches dc-
emphasize (or exclude) the biological mechani,sms 
that underlie sex chromosome non-disjunction and its 
role in making males (and the alternative triplo-X 
genotype of hermaphrodites). Our treatment of male 
frequency in C. elegatK provides a more complete 
mechanistic framework for sex ratio in this species 
that characterizes the dynamics of males and the two 
hermaphrodite genotypes (diplo- and triplo-X). This 
model applies both to populations of wild-type worms 
and to genetic mutants with extreme phenotypes. 
Males will be absent deterministically only when no 
non-disjunction occurs or when every gamete is the 
product of non-disjunction (which are both biologi
cally implausible). Because sex chromosome non
disjunction is unlikely to be zero due to biochemical 
constraints, we focus on determining the positive 
equilibrium frequency of males. 

2. A mechanistic model of sex ratio in C. elegms 

(i) Model formulation 

The following mathematical model characterizes the 
dynamics of the different genders in C. eleganx. We 
model the formation of gametes by diplo-X herma
phrodites as described above such that X chromosome 
non-disjunction leads to the formation of diplo-X and 
nullo-,X, gaitictes with equal frequency (|c', where c 
is the rate of non-disjunction) in both sperm and 
oocytes (mono-X-bearing gametes thus occur with 
frequency I—c). This assumption of equivalent rates 
of X non-disjunction in hermaphrodite sperm and 
oocytes appears to be valid (Hedgecock, 1976). How
ever, diplo-X gametes eshibit reduced viability 
relative to nullo-X and mono-X gametes (Hodgkin 
et III., 1979). To accomit for this difference in gamctic 
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Table 1. The normalised sum of the frequencies of zygotes formed by wlfing and cromng yield the composition 
of each zygote type in progeny (see equation 1) 

Zygote 
type Gametes produced Self-2ygoto8 Cross-xygotes 

OO 

xo 

XX 

XXX 

4X 

5X 

6X 

I'D I'X . 
ntQ ™, OTx ~ , m-~ V() + vx 

/!»= lv„f+vx(l-c)+ |vxxf 

i'oC , Vx|(l-c)+|c 

Vxxl(l "<•;) +if 
^XX —J-—~ 

|voC+ i'x|(l -c) + i'xxl(' -f)+ fvaxC 

0 

0 

0 

yoo - (1 •~'')/xx(''(>)+(1 '--'XfeC'ci) 
- !')Jxx(2l'ohx.) 

+ (1 -• <),/ix{2ft:ifx) 

yxx~0 ~s)Jxxl2hohxx + fix} 
+(1 —s)/3X(2?O/xx + 4) 

ysx "= (i -•i")/xx(2/JxAxx) 
+ (I - s)JixQtxtxx + 2?O4\) 

+ (1 ™-5),/ax(2'x'3X + 'xx* 
>'5X '={1 —i>)fai(2txxtsx) 
.te-d-.vXAxC'lx) 

'OO '='»fxx.('>^oho)+sfi)!t.(moto) 
Zxo = '?/xx(Wx Ao + "'o'ix ) 

+¥»x(r>tx>o +rn0W 
^XX ~ tfxx(>nxhx + t>0flxx) 

+ .s/»x{"'x'x +'fo'xx) 

'•-•5/kx('"x'!xx) 
+'>/3x('nx'xx +«o%) 

MX = 'ifiKii^xhx) 

l5X=0 
^6X ™ ^ 

ITie fraction of gametes in which non-disjunction iKcurs is described by c and p,- represents the tcliUivc viability of the ith 
gamete type in hermaphrodites. The fitness of self-progeny relative to oross-ptogony is l-d. Diplo-X hermaphrodite zygotes 
may be formed from the union of two X-bearing gametes or from the union of a nullo-X gamete with a dipio-X gamete, and 
triplo-X hermaphrodite zygotes may derive from the union of nullo-X with trip!o-X gametes, or of mono-X with dip!o-X 
gametes. The fraction of oocytes fertilized by male spenn (i) is the product of p and ijxih The frequency of diplo-X herma
phrodites among all hermaphrodites is fxx =?xx/'—?xo and of triplo-X hermaphrodites is f^x- 1-Ax-

viability, let the fractions of surviving gametes with a 
given number of sex chromosomes be I'o. vx and Vxx-
In contrast, males produce X-bearing and nullo-X 
gametes vv'ith equal frequency (provided I'o = Vx), re
gardless of the rate of X chromosome non-disjunction 
in hermaphrodites (Hodgkin etaL, 1979). Sex chromo
some non-disjunction during meiosis in tripIo-X 
hermaphrodite individuals results in the formation of 
O, X, XX and triplo-X gametes vi'ith probabilities |c, 
1(1 — c)4-|c, |(l-~c)-f-|4' and |c', respectively. Assuming 
random assortment of gametes during hermaphrodite 
self-fertilization, then seven zygotic kai70types are 
possible (Table 1). Four of these zygote types are 
inviable(nullo-X'00'and >4X;Hodgkinrta/., 1979), 
bwt the remaining three are equally viable (XO male, 
XX and .3X hermaphrodite; Hodgkin et aL, 1979). By 
using these simple probabilistic rules of raeio-sis in 
conjunction with parameters representing the repro
ductive efficicncy of males (p) and the influence of 
inbreeding depression due to sdfing (d), we may derive 
predictions of XO male frequency among progeny. 

Some fraction of the sperm that hennaphrodites 
use to fertilize oocytes, s, is produced by males and 
transferred to hermaphrodites by insemination (and 
therefore the fraction of self-sperm used in fertiliasition 
is 1—i). Thi.s variable s is analogous to the quantity 
«M in the androdioecy mode) of Otto et al. (1993) and 
h in Chasnov & Chow (2002). Like the Otto et at. 

(1993) model, the proportion of cross-sperm depends 
on the frequency of males in the population (^xo) 
and their reproductive efficiency, leading to s—pqxo-
The coefficient describing the reproductive efficiency 
of males (p) is constrained only such that it results 
in 0^ 1. In other words, p is an index of the ability 
of males to obtain fertilizations. The function p could 
be partitioned to account for the individual effects of 
al! factors that influence male reproductive success, 
such as worm motility, mate-finding ability, herma
phrodite receptivity to mating, male copulatory ability, 
and the number attd competitive ability of transfen-ed 
male sperm. Note that male mating ability comprises 
only part of male reproductive efficiency, because of 
the other factors that contribute to male reproductive 
success. Ecological factors such as population density 
or temperature could also influence p by altering en
counter rates among individuals, if encounters limit 
mating. Any genetic or environmental variation among 
populations in such factors would tend to result in 
different realised values of p for tho,« populations. 
Although p itself may vary as a function of male fre
quency, wc will use the simpler definition of constant 
male reproductive efficiency p'^^lr, such that it must 
satisfy b<2r9xo<<£l (so for 0«6r «;l). This 
repre,sentation of male reproductive success as a con
stant assumes that frcquency-dcpendent male repro
ductive efficiency (interference competition among 
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males) is absent. Consistent witli this assumption, we 
find no evidence that male reproductive success is 
frequency-dependent at the population densities used 
in this study {see Section 4). 

Inbreeding depression is likely to be an important 
factor in maintaining outcrossing in some taxa, such 
as the clam shrimp E. texana (Otto et al., 1993; Weeks 
& Zwckcr, 1999; Weeks et uL, 2000). Despite its long 
history of inbreeding depression would still 
play a role in determining fitness in C. elegans fol
lowing the occurrence of new deleterious recessive 
mutations. Also, inbreeding depression should have 
been important in the origin of selfing hermaphrodites 
from outcrossed ancestors. We thus allow for the 
possibility of inbreeding depression by introducing 
the parameter d such that the fitness of .self-progeny is 
only a fraction 1 — rfof that of cross-progeny (T able I). 
Although no evidence for inbreeding depression in C. 
elegans currently exists for populations reared nnder 
benign laboratoi7 conditions (Johnson & Hutchinson, 
1993; Chasnov & Chow, 2002), studies with harsher 
conditions that approximate nature could reveal a sig
nificant influence of inbreeding on fitness (Kondrasho v 
& Houle, 1994; Jimenez et al., 1994). 

The frequency of individuals of zygote type i among 
viable progeny may be described by: 

(1) 

where y and z represent self- and crosa-progeny, re
spectively, the relative viability of the ith zygote 
genotype is fc, (e.g. koo ~ 0, kxo = 1, etc.), and a prime 
denotes the subsequent generation (Table 1). The 
non-linear return map of ifxo on 9xo will have a posi
tive >--intcrcept - i.e. some male progeny will always 
be produced even when no male parents exist - as 
long as the rate of X non-disjunction is non-zero. In 
the special cases where males are absent (feo—0) or 
males are incapable of obtaining fertilizations (p—0), 
then all reproduction is via selfing of hermaphrodites. 
When reproduction does occur strictly via .selfing 
(a'=0). we can predict the rate of spontaneous male 

•S ()-3 

production (</x, ^/xT) based on (1) from a 
population of diplo-X hermaphrodites; 

0') 0-2 0-3 0-4 0'5 0-6 
Parent fraction male (%,) 

Fij!. I. The relation l>etwecn fraction of male offspring 
and parents as a function of the rate of non-disjiinction. 
The upper line in each pair of curves with identical dashing 
corresponds to (1=1, the lower euive to ti~0. In all cases, 

i.Q,= vx=" 1, and vxx~i- The points at which the unity 
line intersects the curve.s indicate equilibrium male 
frequencies ((/xo)-

production from triplo-X hermaphrodites. However, 
for the assumptions of r/ appropriate for C. ekgans 
(see below), X chromosome non-disjunction by 
diplo-X hermaphrodites gives rise to more spon
taneous male progeny than triplo-X hemiaphrodites 
over most of the range of c (not shown). Conse
quently, equilibrium mate frequency i,s relatively un
affected by triplo-X reproduction due to the rarity of 
triplo-X individuals coupled with their lower rate of 
spontaneous production of males. 

The equilibrium frequency of males (fxo) occurs 
when male frequency among parents (qxo) and pro
geny ((j'xo) cquihbrates at the point feo = f/xo=<?xO' 
This can be seen graphically as the intersection of the 
curve de.scribing c/xo with the ""'ty line (Fig. 1), Thus, 
^xo provides an expectation for equilibrium male 
frequency as a function of X non-disjunction (c), male 
reproductive efficiency (p), inbreeding depression (d) 
and gametic viability (vq. I'X. *'xx> >'sx) (F'gs 1,4). For 
the general case, we could solve for qxo only numeri
cally. However, for the special case of populations 
lacking triplo-X hermaphrodite parents, wc derived 
an analytical solution (not shown), which was used to 
generate the figures. Also, when c is small, we can 
neglect higher-order terms of c. Doing so allows an 

<?xo -
2i'oi'xc(l -c) 

2i'| -t- 2cvx {vo - 2rx -t- vxx) - c«(2i'o I'x -- vo I'xx + 2>'x vxx - 24)' 
(2) 

The fornitilation of ^1™" is necessary to compare the 
model with empirical studies because they tyisically 
report the frequency of spontaneously produced male 
progeny, rather than an estimate of the rate of X 
non-disjunction (Hodgkin et al, 1979; Hodgkin & 
Doniach, 1997). .An expression similar to (2) may also 
be derived to describe the rate of spontaneous male 

approximation of qxQ as 

c{ 1 — d) 
9x0 

f/xo|, 
1 

+01< (3aj 

m 
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a function of male reproductive dficiency and the rate 
of non-disjunction. Dashed ciirvcs correspond to , 
continuous curves to c—O-OOl. 
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Fig. 3. Self-progeny composition as a function of 
non-disjunction rate. Curves correspond to (4) with 
Vo = Vx=1, Vxx=I and .?=2rqxo = 0. 

When >•=1 or d~ l, equilibrium male frequency is 
constant at Equation (3a) is appropriate for many 
C. elegans strains because no inbreeding depression is 
observed (rf=0), male reproductive efficiency is im
perfect (>•<!) and rates of X non-disjunction in wild 
isolates are likely to be low (Hodgkin & Doniach, 
1997). However, these approximations will not hold 
for mutant strains with elevated rates of X non
disjunction. 

(ii) Mode! results 

As the rate of X non-disjunction increases and in
breeding depression increases, the return map of male 
frequency shifts upward, increasing equilibrium male 
frequency (Fig, 1). Although the curves in Fig. 1 were 
derived from a non-linear relationship between qxo 
and they appear linear due to a dominant linear 
term (see equation 6). The overall fecundity of herma
phrodites dwlines with increasing rates of X non-
isjunction because more inviable zygotes with xero, 
four or more X chromosomes form at higher rates of 
X non-disjuncdon (Fig. 3). Bccuuse the prevalence 
of spontaneous males ((?xo") increase,s with the X 

non-disjunclion rate (e), but the maxiniiim possible 
male frequency remains constant (|). the steepness of 
the rettirn map decreases with c (Rg. 1). Likewise, 
reduced reproductive efficiency decreases the return 
map steepness, but without altering the >'-interccpt 
(not shown). Fig, 2 shows the decline toward the ex
pected equilibrium sex ratio over time for populations 
initiated with 50% males (based on parameter values 
used in (4), below). Equilibrium is reached faster 
when male reproductive eflidency is low and X non
disjunction is high. When X non-disjunction is very 
high in a diplo-X hermaphrodite, most of the herma
phrodite's gatnetes are cither nullo-X or diplo-X 
(rather than the typical mono-X). Consequently, most 
self-zygotes that form are either OO. XX or 4X (be
cause very few mono-X gametes are available), which 
results in a ri.se in relative hermaphrodite frequency 
and a fall in relative male and 3X frequency at ex
tremely high non-disjunction rates (Fig. 3; although 
total progeny production is diminished due to the 
inviability of the zygotes with zero, four or more X 
chromosomes). 

High male reproductive efficiency, high (but not 
extreme) rates of spontiweous male production due 
to frequent X non-disjunction and strong inbreeding 
depression all result in greater equilibrium male fre
quencies (Fig. 4), When male equilibrium frequency 
is evaluated as a function of c, a value of c: exists that 
maximizes the equilibrium male frequency, and its 
magnitude depends on male reproductive efficiency 
and the strength of inbreeding depression (Fig. 4/(). 
Although male frequency is greater when X non
disjunction occurs in a large fraction of hermaphro
dite gametes (Fig. 4^), the overall fecundity of such 
individuals will also be greatly reduced relative to 
hermaphrodites with lower rates of X non-disjunction 
(Fig. 3). The model considers non-disjunction ranging 
from 0 to 1, but, based on the phenotypic effects of a 
variety of genes (Hodgkin et al, 1979), it is unlikely 
that non-di.sjunction rates will exceed ~0-5 in C, ek-
gans. Equilibrium male frequency drops rapidly as the 
strength of inbreeding depression weakens for low-
to moderate rates of X non-disjunction, but falls less 
dramatically when X non-disjunction ishigh (Fig. 4B). 
Strong inbreeding depression can result in high equilib
rium frequencies of males, even when non-disjunction 
rates are low (Fig. 4 A., B). This effect occurs because 
the relative frequency of cross-jsygotes (which are ~| 
male) among progeny increases as the viability of 
self-8;ygotcs dimittishes with the strength of inbreeding 
depression. In the extreme, where self-zygotcs are all 
inviable (d— 1), dioecy results (Fig. 4ff). 

Based on estimates of equilibrium male frequency, 
we may also infer the proportion of individuals in the 
population that result from mating rather than self-
ing ~ the rate of outcrossin,g (C). The outcrossing rate 
is simply 2'-<?xo-
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Fig. 4. Equilibrium male frequency as a functioti of 
{A) rate of non-disjunction, (B) inbreeding depression, 
and (C) male reproductive efficicncy. Outcrossing rate 
is simply a multiple of equilibrium male frequency 
(C=2;-?xo)- In (A) and (C), the upper line in each pair 
of identically-dashed curves corresponds to rfsal and 
the lower curve lo d-0 (as in Fig. 1). In (if) the upper and 
lower lines in each pair correspond to r=0-875 and r -= 
respectively. 

3. Experimental application of the sex ratio model 

We conducted a set of experiments to which the above 
model can be easily applied. The experiments yield 
sex ratio data that approximate the fonn of the cums 
in Fig. 1, where progeny sex ratios are derived from 
parental populations that vary in sex ratio. We in
cluded two worm strains: the standard 'wild-type' 
and a twutant strain with an elevated rate of X 
chromosome non-disjutiction. We used a non-linear 
regression model fitting procedure of (4), below, to the 
resulting diita to estimate the pararaeters that corre
spond to male reproductive efficiency (r) and herma
phrodite X non-disjnnction rate (c). On the basis of 
these parameter estimate.'!, we were able to calculate 
expectations of equilibrium male frequency (gxo) and 
outcrossing rate (C), and rates of spontaneous male 
production Wc then compared ottr empirical 
and model predictions with data from the literature. 

(i) Methods 

We seeded 35 mm Petri dishes, each of which con
tained a single spot (~10mm diameter) of E. coH 
OP50 food source, with populations of 10 virgin 
worms in their last larval stage. These parental popu
lations contained from 0 to 5 males and 5-10 diplo-X 
hermaphrodites, with each of these six treatmenls 
replicated 6- lo 12-foki We transferred the parental 
worms to the bacterial spots of two new sets of plates 
daily for 6 days. We sampled eggs from herma
phrodite worms during a period of 1-5 h on each of 
the 6 days for the first set of fresh plates before we 
transferred them to a second set of plates in which 
they resided (eating, mating and ovipositing un-
sampled eggs) until the following day. Herrjiaphrodite 
•worms were in the presence of male worms (except in 
the zero male treatment) on all plates before, during 
and after the egg-sampling period. The daily egg-
sampling period duration differed (from 1 to 5 h) 
between treatments with different absolute numbers 
of hermaphrodites, so that the touil sampled egg yield 
per day would be similar among treatments. The first 
plate set provided progeny samples with synchronized 
development and yielded a reasonable sample sixe of 
offspring (~ 100 maximum per plate) to ease scoting. 
Populations were incubated at 15 'C. Wc counted and 
identified the sex of ofTspring that were deposited 
during the oviposilion periods after they developed 
into adults. We used total progeny counts from the 
6-day sampling period in further analyses. Males and 
hermaphrodites of late larval and adult age are easily 
distinguished with a dissecting microscope by the 
presence of a conspicuous tail reproductive structure 
(cloaca) in males. Some mortality of parental worms 
of both sexes occurred over the experimental period, 
so we used a weighted average frequency of male 
parents in analyses. Analyses based on initial, rather 
than the weighted average, parent sex ratio did not 
significantly alter resulting parameter estimates (not 
shown). 

Populations for the four experiments were com
prised of parental worms containing (1) all 'wild-type' 
N2 worms, (2) all worms homozygous for the kim-S 
{el49ff) allele (hereafter al490 individuals), (3) e!490 
males and N2 hermaphrodites, and (4) N2 males and 
el49Q hermaphrodites. The autosomal him-5 (eI490) 
allele confers a high rate of X-chromosome-specific 
non-disjunction during meiosis in hermaphrodite 
wonns (with no apparent cflect on autosome segre
gation), resulting in high rates of spontaneous male 
production (Hodgkin et al„ 1979). Males from the 
el49() mutant strain have reduced sperm counts, 
although the two male gamete karyotypes are pro
duced with equal frequency (Hod|ikin et al., 1979). 
The genetic background of the el49() ,strain is other
wise identical to the N2 strain. 
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Fig. 5. Non-linear regressions of (4) to parent and oflspring sex ratio data from the four mating experiments. Sec Table 2 
for variable values and parameter csUtnales. Points of intersection between the continuous unity lino and the dashed 
non-linear regression curves in (J) and {/?) indicate the expected ctjuilibrium male frequency {^So) for N2 and ('/4!>0 
populations, respectively. 

We analysed the parent and progeny sex ratio datft 
with plots of offspring male frequency on parent male 
frequency - concordant with the outline of the model 
presented above (Fig. 1). Non-linear regression analy
sis of the data with (4), below, a simplification of 
(1) in which reproduction by iriplo-X hermaphrodites 
is neglected (because triplo-X hermaphrodites were 
excluded from the experimental parent populations), 
allowed us to evaluate the significance of the parent-
offspring sex ratio relationship and to estimate the 
parameters /• and c simultaneously (Systat v. 9). We 
used exact formulae to calculate equilibrium male fre
quencies rather than the approximate (3a). We used 
estimates for vo, vx> vxx and Vjx (see below) based 
on the findings of Hodgkin et al. (1979), which 
we included in the formulation of the non-linear re
gressions. Based on our estimates of r, c, vq. »'x> ''xx 
and Vix, we make predictions for the equilibrium fre
quency of males in these populations based on (1). 
In all cases, significance was conserved whether un-
transformed or arcsin-square-rooi transformed data 
were analysed; here we report statistics and parameter 
estimates from untransforraed data only. 

(ii) Empirical results and mode! parameterizatimt 

The plots of progeny nialo frequency on parent male 
frequency show a positive, nearly linear relationship 
between the sex ratio of parents and oflspring (Fig. 5), 
Each point in Fig. 5 summarizes the fraction of males 
ill approximately 10 parental individuals atid a mean 
of (4) 506, (B) 190, (C) 460 and (D) 238 progeny for a 

total o({^) 24302, (B) 6843, (Q 17042 and (£)) 8552 
progeny in all. We used non-linear regression to 
fit (4) to the data from each mating experiment. All 
four model fits were significant (SA: Fj,46'=3lO-5. 
f <0-001, mean corrected /?* = /??„c-0-82; SB: Fsm— 
662-3, P < 0-001, =0-74; 5C: f"s.34 = 134-2. P < 'OO1, 
Rf„e=0-7l; 5/): ,fs,.M=631-6, /'<0-001, i?L=0-41). 
Wald 95% confidence intervals for estimates of r did 
not overlap with | in N2 male treatments (SA, SB), 
95% CI of c did not overlap zero in eJ490 herma
phrodite treatments (SB, 5D). Fig. 6 shows the sex 
ratio of progeny across the duration of the exper
iment for N2 populations with differing initial par
ental sex ratios. Overall, progeny sex ratio is fairly 
even over time. The trend toward lower male progeny 
production at later sampling dates could reflect re
duced male mating efficiency or reduced sperm pro
duction among aged male parents. 

Hodgkin el al. (1979) demonstrated that nullo-X 
and diplo-X gametes derived from diplo-X herma
phrodites occur in a 2; 1 ratio, probably due to loss of 
diplo-X gametes. This suggests that it is appropriate 
to let vo'-vx^^l and vxx~l We assume rsx =0. 
Studies investigating inbreeding depression in lab-
orator>' populations of C. ekgans have found no 
supporting evidence (Johnson & Hutchinson, (993; 
Chasnov & Chow. 2002). so we let (/--O (self- and 
cross-progeny equally viable). We also use the defi
nition p = 2r for the mate reproductive dficiency 
function, as described above. Using these values and 
assuming all parent hermaphrodites have two X 
chromosomes (/xx= 1). (f) and (2) can be simplified 
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Table 2. Summary of mn-lincar regression parameter estimates for male reproductive e fficiency (p-2r) and X 
nan-disjunction rate (c) and corresponding mode! predictions from (4) and (&) for the equilibrium frequency of 
males (fxo). spontaneous rate of mate production fraction of outenmed individuals (C) 

PaKiits 
(mate X hermaphrodite) Fig. S n r(SE) c (SE) iS'xo C 

A 48 0-858 (0-040) 0-0036 (0-017) 0-024 0-0036 0-041 
B 36 0-913 (0-035) 0-223 (0-022) 0-437 0-198 0-79S 
C 36 0-508 (0-042) 0-0092 (0016) 0-018 0-0092 0-019 
D 36 0-599 (0-089) 0-324 (0-026) 0-369 0-270 0-441 

N2xN2 
mxhirn-S (el49l)} 
htmS {el490)X-N2 
bim-5 (e.im) x him-S (e/m) 

For the two cases (B, C) in which males mated hermaphrodites from a different strain, §|o intlieates the equilibrium tsiale 
frequency of a hypothetical population wilh coiTespondiiig parameter values. In all cases, vo.-.-vx~ 1, i',x3<=i. and 
rf=0 (see text). 

The non-linear regression model of (4) provided a 
strong fit to the data (see legend to Fig. 5). Although 
a simple linear regression model would also fit these 
data, the parameters from such ati analysis have no 
straightforward biological interpretation. Therefore, 
we present only the results from the model represented 
by (4), the parameters of which have predefined bi
ological meaning. Table 2 summarizes the non-litiear 
regression estimates for X non-disjunction rate (c) and 
male reprodtjctive etBciency (r) for each experiment. 
'ITiese parameter estimates proved to be consistent 
for sex and strain; males of the same strain showed 
similar reproductive efiBciencies regardless of which 
hennaphrodite strain they mated, and hermaphrodites 
of the same strain showed similar rates of X non
disjunction. In particular, N2 male reproductive ef
ficiency greatly exceeds the reproductive efficiency of 
el490 males, and eI490 hermaphrodites demonstrate 
much higher rates of X non-disjunction than N2 

(•4) hermaphrodites. 

Fig. 6. Progeny sex ratio over days of oviposition. 
Points connectcd with citrvcs with smaller dashing 
correspond to initial parent sex ratios descending from 
50% to 0 males in 10% increments. Vertieal error bars 
are standard errors. 

to, respectively: 

Vxo-
. -8) 4- c(8 - 22rfeo) + Brgxo 

<^(6f?xo - 2) - 4c(r9xo +1) + 8 

and 

jpODt 4c(c-l) (5) 

When the rate of X non-disjunction is low (c« 1), and 
terms of second order in c may be neglected, the above 
equations may be approximated as 

^ x o " ' ' f t o + c [ ( l — +  + 0 [ < ; ' ' ] .  ( 6 )  

and 

c4-0[<fl, (7) jipam mo 
Although (6) and (7) are appropriate for strains 
.such as N2, they are likely to be poor estimators for 
strains with high X non-disjunction rates such as 
el490. Note that for these simplified models, the 
equilibrium frequency of males may be derived from 
(4) and (6) as the positive solution to ̂ xo where 
feo=?xo~&-

4. Discus.sion 

A clear understanding of the factors and mechanisms 
that influence male frequency in androdioecious popu
lations is nece,ssary to interpret the extent to which 
outcrossing might influence evolution in such species. 
We have developed a mechanistic model of .sex fre
quency for androdioecious species that provides a 
framework for experimental quantification of the ef
fects of variation in ecological conditions and geneti
cally controlled behaviour and physiology. In a set 
of experiments applied to the model, we describe 
the quantitative differences between the canonical 
N2 strain and a mutant .strain wilh elevated X non
disjunction in herntaphrodites and reduced repro
ductive efficiency of males. >>!ematode,s coraprijse a 
taxonomieally rich clade (Dusenbery, 1980: Blaster, 
I99S; Adoutte et ai. 1999) and soil nematodes in parti
cular are both diverse and cAtremely abundant (Yeates 
& Bongers, 1999). XO sex determination is widespread 
in nematodes and androdioecy is common in taxa wilh 
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a hermaphrodite sex (Triantaphyllou. 1983). Thus, 
although we developed this mode! specifically to ad
dress sex ratio and outcrossing in the nematode C. 
elegans, it also is appropriate for the array of taxa that 
exhibit a similar sex determination system and in 
which hermaphrodites cannot mate with each other. 

(i) Experimeniai verification of the sex ratio model 

The fitted parameter estimates indicate that X non
disjunction rate and mate reproductive efficiency are 
consistent within strains for the two strains c.Hamined, 
in that, relative to N2, el490 hermaphrodites exhi
bited high rates of X non-disjiraction and eI490 males 
experienced low reproductive efficiency. Individuals 
from these two strains differ in allelic stale at only one 
locws (him-S), the only phenotypic effect on males of 
which is a difference in the number of speim produced 
(both male types produce X-bearing and nullo-X 
sperm with equal frequency; Hodgkin et al. 1979). 
Hodgkin et al. (1979) showed that el49() males pro
duce only approximately 55% as many sperm as N2 
males and suggested that their reproductive ability 
v^as proportionately reduced. This value approxi
mates the ratios of the reproductive efficiency par
ameters, r, for the two male strains (mean r e}490l 
N2:0-552/0 g85=0-62; Table 2), implicating differ
ences in male sperm production between the two 
strains as the primary agent responsible for the ob
served differences in male reproductive efficiency. 
However, differences in hermaphrodite sperm pro
duction between the two strains may also contribute 
to realized male reproductive efficiency because el490 
hermaphrodites produce fewer sperm to compete with 
male sperm than do N2 hermaphrodites (Hodgkin 
et al., 1979), Consistent with this hypothesis, males of 
both strains show a trend towards reduced repro
ductive efficiency when mated to N2 hermaphrodites 
relative to el490 hermaphrodites (0-51:0-60 for el49Q 
males: 0-86:0-91 for N2 males). These differences in 
r suggest that the N2 allele of him-5 could invade a 
population fixed for the el490 allele based solely on 
superior N2 male reproductive efficiency, before ac
counting for differences in hermaphrodite fecundity. 
Reports that males exhibit variation in spenn pro
duction among strains that were collected at different 
geographic locations (Hodgkin & Doniach, 1997) 
suggest that male sperm production could poten
tially influence male reproductive efficiency in natural 
populations, and therefore affect mate frequency 
and outcrossing rates. Likewise, differences in sperm 
competitive ability between males may be important 
in comparisons of strains that vary significantly in 
sperm size, as seen among several natural isolates 
of C. elegans (Lamutiyon & Ward, 2002). 

It is conceivable that male reproductive efficiency 
is frequency-dependent such that males experience 
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disproportionately lower reproductive successs when 
common. Such interference competition seems to 
occur in the androdioecious clam shrimp rexami 
(Medland el al., 2000). A simple model using a power 
function of male frequency could describe such a 
scenario in C. elegans: m'~pm"-\-b (male frequency 
m, strength of frequency dependence a where «< I is 
expected for frequency-dejMident interference among 
males, spontaneous male production rate b, and scal
ing parameter p). When we fit this model to our ex
perimental data, Waki 95% confidence inten'als for a 
overlap 1 in all four strain mating pairs, suggesting 
that frequency dependence does not accurately de
scribe the dynamics of mating under the conditions of 
our experiments. This also suggests that our formu
lation of the male reproductive efficiency function as 
p=2r in the mechanistic mode! is appropriate for 
these data. The primary advantage of our mechanistic 
model over such an alternative model is that the 
parameters of the mechanistic mode! have more 
straightforward biological analogues (e.g. p is not in
dependent of h because male frequency has an effec
tive maximum at 50%). 

The rates of spontaneous male production given in 
Table 2 that are based on (5) closely approximate 
previously published reports and our raw empirical 
data that estimated spontaneous male production 
as the actual observed frequency of males produced 
by unmated hermaphrodites. In our study, unmated, 
diplo-X N2 hermaphrodites produced 3 males out of 
5915 total progeny (0-05%). Other reports of spon
taneous male progeny production in N2 provide 
values of 0'3% (Hodgkin et at., 1979) and 0-14% 
(Hodgkin & Doniach, 1997) when woitns were reared 
at the higher incubation temperature of 20 °C. Equi
librium frequencies of males in laboratory popu
lations of N2 at 20 °C have been estimated as 0-2 % 
(Hodgkin, 1983) and 0-077% (Chasnov & Chow, 
2002). Out of 1963 total progeny, unmated, diplo-X 
eI490 hermaphrodites yielded k)0 males (25-5%). 
For this same strain reared at 20 "C, spontaneous 
male progeny have been reported to occur at fre
quencies of 32-9% (Hodgkin (?! al., 1979) and 32-6% 
(Chasnov & Chow, 2002). Higher temperatures pro
mote X non-disjunction in C. elegans (Hodgkin, 1983), 
which may explain the trend of lower values for our 
estimates of the fraction male progeny produced by 
unmated heraiaphrodites relative to those in previous 
studies. 

The model prediction for the equilibrium frequency 
of males ((jxo) in N2 is approximately 7 times higher 
than the rate of spontaneous male production (Table 2). 
This is due to the high reproductive efficiency of N2 
males under the experimental coiulitions examined 
in this study. While a value of 0-858 seems high 
for a species expected to reproduce largely via sell^^ 
fertilization (compared with the j-^-l required tbr 
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dioecy), the non-linear effect of r on equilibfium male 
frequency (Fig. 4C) coupled with low rates of X non
disjunction should be kept in mind when evaluating 
tlie nominal parameter values. The value we estimate 
for N2 male reproductive efficiency acxords with the 
time series of sex ratio described by Stewart & Phillips 
(2002): after 15 generations, our model predicts male 
frequency to be 7-4% (given /'=0-858, c=t=0'0036, and 
iititial male frequency 0'4S) compared with their ob
served 7% ( + 2% SD). Also, the outcrossing rate 
has beet! estimated to occur on the order of a few 
per cent, based on the fu of the background selection 
model to the genomic distribution of C. ekgans 
single-micleotide polymorphisms between two strains 
(Cutter & Payseur, 2003). However, until the poten
tial effects of population density, overlapping gener
ations, and genetic and environmental factors become 
clear, extrapolation of the numerical value of c/xo 
from laboratory studies to natural populations may be 
premature. For example, high temperatures promote 
X non-disjunction (Hodgkin, 1983) and high popu
lation densities may promote male mating. Likewise, 
male reproductive efficiency may be influenced by such 
genetically controlled traits as copulatory plug for
mation (Hodgkin & Doniach, 1997), aggregation be
haviour (de Bono & Bargmann, 1998), ability of males 
to obtain copulations (Li u & Sternberg, 1995; Emmons 
& Sternberg, 1997) and rate of production and size 
of sperra and oocytes (Hodgkin & Barnes, 1991). 
Furthermore, the influence of stochastic events on 
male frequency and outcrossing rates may be particu
larly importiint when the predicted sex ratio is 
so low. 

(ii) Natural selection on sex ratio in C. elegans 

In populations of C. elegans, two forces will select 
against very high rates of X chromosome non
disjunction. First, the higher frequency of inviable 
millo-X zygotes and zygotes with four or more X 
chromosomes formed by individuals with higher X 
non-disjunction rates will place them al a repro
ductive disadvantage due to overall reduced fecundity 
(Fig. 3). Related to this. diplo-X and triplo-X gametes 
(which are tnore common at higher X non-disjunction 
rates) experience reduced survival, which reduces 
the pool of available gametes™ an important limited 
resource. Second, the higher rate of male progeny 
production will further reduce the net reproductive 
rate of lineages with higher rates of X non-disjunction 
('cost of males'; Maynard Smith, 1971) if the males 
have a low reproductive efficiency (Williams, 1975; 
Belt, 1982). However, the probability of X non
disjunction is unlikely to be 2:ero due to biochemical 
constraints in tneiosis. so tnale individuals will con
tinue to be produced spontaneously by selfing herma
phrodites - as long as the genetic and developtnental 
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machinery required to form the male phenotype re
mains functional. 

Because males arc ostensibly unnecessary for re
production in this species, their persistence require.s 
explanation. If male C elegans a-e evolutionarily un
important (i.e. neutral), then the many loci present in 
the genomes of both sexes but expressed only in males 
(Jiang et al., 2001) would be expected to experience 
rclajted selection and a concomitant accumulation of 
deleterious muiations. Mutation accumulation wouid 
lead to the eventual loss of function of the products 
of male-specific genes and. thus, cause failure of 
male development. Available evidence for estimates 
of mutation rate (Drake et al., 1998; Shabalina & 
Kondrashov, 1999; Keightley & Bataillon, 2000; 
A. D. Cutter & B. A. Payseur, unpublished data 2002) 
and lineage age (Kennedy et al., 1993; Thacfcer et al., 
1999; Coghlan & Wolfe, 2002) suggests that sufFicient 
time has elapsed for such a process to occur. 

Chasnov & Chow (2002) argued, on the basis of a 
mutational model, that mating is likely to occur with 
sufficient frequency to overcompensate for deleterious 
mutations in male specific genes-implying that an 
evolutionary advantage to outcrossing is not respon
sible for the persistence of males. Their model is ap
propriate, but we believe that variation in our ability 
to estimate key elements of their model's parameters 
brings into question the definitiveness of their con
clusion. First, they assume el49(l and N2 males have 
equivalent reproductive efficiencies. Our data (Table 
2), and those of Hodgkin et al. (1979), suggest that N2 
male reproductive success is nearly twice that of el490 
males (due to greater sperm production), and some 
natural isolates have even more virile males (Hodgkin 
& Doniach, 1997; Lamunyon & Ward, 2002^ Second, 
the precise genomic deleterious mutation rate in 
C. elegans is unknown, but probably lies in the range 
0-005- 0-12 (Davies et al.. 1999; Vassilieva et al.. 2000; 
Keightley & Bataillon, 2000). Third, their estimate of 
50-60 male-specific loci may be an underestimate by 
a factor of approximately 2. An analysis of multiple 
microarray gene e,xpression experiments suggests that 
83-95 of 17661 loci assayed are likely male-specific, 
implying 91-104 male-specific genes in a genome of 
19282 loci (Kim et al, 2001). As a consequence of 
these issues, the threshold mutation rate (Vf=al-6x 
10"* to 1-7 X 10 "®) may not l?e sufficiently greaterthan 
the per gene mutation rale (Hj,.'=5-x 10'" to Mx 
10 ') thai would be necessary to support the number 
ofmale-8pecificgenesinC.c'/<'||'fl«/genome{Chastiov& 
Chow, 2002). If true, this implies that male mainten
ance may be .subjcct to selection, or. that loci involved 
in the production of males effectively act as selfish 
genetic elements. 

Evidence from several sources indicates that C. 
ekgans history has been aflected by outcrossing 
(Egilmez et al.. 1995; Koch et al., 2000; Cutter & 
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Payseur, 2003), despite low genelic variatioti among 
known wild isolate strains (Thomas & Wilson, 1991; 
Filch & Thomas, 1997; Koch et al., 2000; Wicks 
ft aL, 2001; Graustein ut al, 2002). The theorctica! ad
vantages to oulci'ossing in facilitfiting adaptive evol-
iitioH (Fisher, 1930; Miiller, 1932; Haniiltoii ct al., 
1990) and in eliminating deleterious mutations 
(Muller, 1964; Felsenstein, 1974; Kondrashov, 1988; 
Chariesworth, 1990; Gabriel et at., 1993) form entic
ing hypotheses for male persistence in this species, 
but other possibilities -- namely the notion that male-
spccific genes and loci that influence X non-disjunction 
might act as selfish gencticeleraents - raustbe excluded 
before this may be considered definitive. Clearly, dis
section of the evolutionary forces responsible for the 
persistence of males in populations of C. elegans and 
other androdioecious nematodes remains a topic re
quiring further inquiry. 
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Selection at Linked Sites in the Partial Sdfer CaemrhabdMs ekgans 

Asher D. Cutter and Bret A. Payseur 
Department of Ecology and Evokiionary Biology, lliiiveraJy of Arizona 

Natural selection am produce a correlation between local recombination rates and levels of neutral DNA polymorphism 
as a consecfuence of genetic hitchhiking and background sdeetion. 'Oieory suggests thai selection at linked sites should 
affect patterns of neutml variation in panially selfing populations more drainiitically than in outcrossing populations. 
However, empiricfil investigations of selection at linked sites have focused primarily on outcrossing species. To assess 
the potem'ml roJe of sekoiion a,? a detenninitnt of iwufral polymorphism in the context of partial self -fertiliaation, we 
conducted a multivariate malysis of single-nucleotidB polymorphism, (SNP) density throughout the genome of the 
nematode Caenorhahdiiis ekgam. Wo based the analysis on a publislwd SNP data set and partitioned the genomo into 
windows to calculate SNP densities, recombination rates, and gene den.sities across all six chromosomes. Our analyse.'! 
identify a strong, positive conreslation between recombination rate and neutrd polymorphism (as estimated by noncoding 
SNP density) across the genome of C. elegans. Furthermore, we find that levels of nentnd poiymotjihism are lower in 
genc-dense tegions thjut in gene-pww regions in some analys&s. Analyses iiKOjporating local estimates of divei^ence 
between C. elegam and C. briggsae indicate that a mutational explanation alone is unlikely to explain the observed 
pattenB. Consequently, we interpret these findings as evidence that natural selection shapes genome-wide patterns of 
neutral polyinoiphism in C. ekgans. Our .study provides the first demonstration of such an effect in a partially selfing 
anitnal. Explicit models of genetic hitchhiking and background selection can cach adequately describe the relationship 
between recombination rate and SNP density, but only when they incoiporate selfing rate. Clarification of the relative 
roles of genetic hitchhiking and baeltground selection in C. ekgam awaits the development of specific theoreticiil 
predictions that account for partial self-fcrtilixation and biased sex ratios. 

Introduction 

Theory indicates that genome-wide patterns of single-
niideodde polymorphism (SNP) are influenced by the 
interaction between natural selection and genetic linkage. 
Purifying selection against deleterious mutations csm 
remove linked neutral polymotphisms, leading to a re
duction in variation ("background .selection"; Charle.9-
worth, Morgan, and Chariesv^orth 1993). Positive 
selection increasing the frequency of and/or fixing 
beneficial mutations can also cause a decrease in poly
morphism levels at linked nucleotides ("genetic hitchhik
ing"; Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974). The effects of 
deleterious and beneficial mutations on neutral diversity 
are expected to be most severe in genomic regions that 
rarely lecombine. Moreover, if the rate of deleterious 
mutation or selective sweeps (or both) is sufficiently high, 
background selection (Hudson and Kaplan 1995) attd 
genetic hitchhiking (Wiehe and Stephan 1993) models 
predict an overall positive correlation between nucleotide 
variation and recombination rate. 

Surveys of nucleotide variation in low-recombination 
regions in Drosophila mekmogaster support these pre
dictions. Reduced nucleotide polymorphi.sm has been 
observed at the tip of the X chromosome (Aguad^, 
Miyashita, and Langley 1989: Begtm and Aquadro 1991) 
attd on the fourth chromosome (Berry, Ajiofca, and 
Kreitman 1991; Jen.sen, CharJeswonh, and Kreitman 
2002; but see Wang ei al. 2(K)2), both genomic regions 
experiencing low recombination rates. Additionally, mi-
deotide polymorphism atid recombination rate are posi
tively correlated across the D. meianogaster genome 

Key words: evolutionary genowies, aucleotide iwlymorphism, 
SNP, recombittation jjetietlc hitdthiking, background sekcworj, 
Caenorhafydlitis i'iegam. 
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(Begun and Aquadro 1992; Aquadro, Begun, and Kindahl 
1994; Moriyama and Powell 1996). 

Data from a variety of additional species .suggest that 
the positive relationship betvfeen nucleotide polymor
phism and recombination rate may be taxonomically 
Vifidespread. Nticleotide diversity is reduced in low-
recombination regions in a number of other Drosophila 
species, including D. ananassae (Stephan and Langley 
1989; Chen, Marsh, and Stephan 2000), D. simulans 
(Begun and Aquadro 1991; Betxy, Ajioka, and Kteitman 
1991), D. mmrithna (Hilton, Kliman, and Hey 1994), and 
D. sechellia (Hilton, Kliman, imd Hey 1994). Furthermore, 
there is evidence for a positive correlation between 
nucleotide variation and recombination rate in humans 
(Nachman et al. 1998; Przeworski, Hudson, and Di Rienzo 
2000; Nachman 2001), and weaker support for such an 
as.sociation in house mice (Nachman 1997), sea beets 
(Kraft et al. 1998), tomatoes (Stephan and Langley 1998; 
Baudry et al. 2001), goatgrasses (Dvorak, Luo, and Yang 
1998), and maize O"enaillon et al. 2001). 

The phylogenetic distribution of the.se patterns raises 
the question of what factors may be responsible for 
variation in the role of selection at linked sites in shaping 
genomic patterns within a species. Among other attributes, 
the breeding system may affect the dynamics and observed 
signature of selection at linked sites (Charlesworth and 
Wright 2001). Selfing reduces the "effective recombina
tion rate" between selected and unselected loci within 
a genome because the effective recombination rate i.*, 
conti-ollcd by both chromosomal crossovers and out
crossing (Nordborg 1997, 20(X)). In otlier words, like 
restricted recombination in outcrossing species, self-
fertilization generate.? linkage disequilibriuni between 
selected and neutral mutations, increasing the effects of 
selection on neutrsil polymorphism. Consequently, the 
predicted signature of selection at linked sites C«-g,, the 
correlation between nucleotide polymorphism and 
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rea»mbination Tats) depends on the level of sdf-fertiliza-
tion (Baiidry et al. 2001). In a purely selfitig population, 
the effects of recombination are essentially eliminated, so 
no genomic pattern is expected for variation in neutral 
poJyinorpWsm levels due to selection at linked sites. 
Highly, but not obligately, selflng populations are 
expected to exhibit a positive correlation between neutral 
polymorph ism and recombination mte over a gt«ater iwigc 
of recombination rates than populations with lower 
degrees of selling (Baudry et al. 2001). Furthermore, 
Hedrick (1980) demonstrated that positive selection 
usually affecB neutral variation more dramatically in 
self-fertiliang species than in regions of reduced re
combination in outcro,ssing species. Provided that initial 
genotypic frequencies we not at Hardy-Weinberg equilib
rium (a reasonable assumption in self-fertifeing fspmes), 
this result holds for a range of self-fertilization rates. 
Theoretical work ateo suggests tliat background selection 
may be stronger in self-fertiliKing species than in their 
outcrossing relatives (Charieswonh, Morgan, and Chailes-
virordi 1993; Nordborg, Charteworth, and Charlesworth 
1996). Hence, selection at linked sites is likely to be an 
important determinant of neutral polymoiphisra patterns 
within partially self-fertiliEing species. 

Empirical studies of the association between nucle
otide variation and recombination rate in tomatoes (Baudry 
et al. 2001), goatgrasses (Dvorak, Luo, and Yang 1998). 
and maize (Tenaillon et al. 2001) have provided mixed 
results regarding the potential importance of selection at 
linked sites in partially self-fertilizing organisms. In 
goatgrasses, nucleotide variation and recombination rate 
are weakly positively correlated in five self-tertilizing 
species, but not in the one outcrossing species investigated 
(Dvorak, Luo, and Yang 1998). Two self-compatible and 
three self-incompatible tomato species show a trend 
toward a correlation between nucleotide diversity and 
recombination rate, but none of these relationships is 
significant (although only five genes were surveyed: 
Baudty et al. 2001). In maize, nucleotide polymorphism 
and recombination rate appear to be positively correlated 
(Tenaillon et al. 2001), although tliis study estimated 
recombination rates indirectly from observed levels of 
linkage disequilibria. 

Hence, theoretical swdies suggest that selection at 
linked sites should be important in self-fertilizing species, 
but available evidence provides ambiguous support for this 
prediction. This incongruence indicates that further in
vestigation of the relationship between nucleotide poly
morphism and recombination rate in self-fertiliring species 
is warranted. To date, this relationship has not been 
evaluated in any animal that engage.s in self-fertiH7.ation. 

The bacteriophagous, soil-dwelling nematode, Cae-
mrhabditis elegms, provides a good system in which to 
as.sess the eftect of reproductive mode on selection at 
linked sites. Rmt, this aadrodioeeiou.s species ffiprodnces 
primarily via self-feftilization of hermaphrodites and 
presumably oiitcrosiies with males only rarely (Fitch and 
Thomas 1997). Second, availability of dense genetic maps 
(Barnes et al. 1995) and the oomplete genomic sequence 
(The C. elegam Sequencing Consortium 1998) lillow 
estimation of recombination rates across the genome. 

Third, a large-scale study of SNP identification has 
recently been completed in C. ekgans (Wicks et al, 
2001). Finsilly, a recent study concluded that selection at 
linked sites may ©.tplain dilfewnces in levels of nucleotide 
poJymoiphism between Caaaorhabditid species (Orau.stein 
et al. 2002), Here, we demonstrate that nucleotide 
polymorphism (as measured by SNP density) and re
combination rate correlate strongly and positively across 
the genome of C, elegans. We also suggest that gene-
dense regions may harbor lower polymorphism levels than 
gene-poor regions. Our results indicate that natural 
selection is an important determinswt of genome-wide 
patterns of neutral DNA .sequence variability in C. 
ekgana. Finally, we discuss the ability of background 
selection and genetic hitchhiking models to explain our 
results, and we suggest that background selection is more 
compatible with observed patterns than is widespread 
genetic hitchhiking. 

Methods 

To estimate SNP density, we utilized the updated 
version (a.s of faauaiy 2002) of the SNP data set of Wicks 
et al. (2001), available online at http;//genome.wu.stl,edu/ 
projects/celegiuis/database/. Polymorphisms were identi-
tied ba.sed on comparisons of shotgun sequences (5.4 Mbp 
total) of 11,000 random clones from the Hawaiian C. 
eiegans strain CB4856 with the canonical Bristol N2 strain 
(Wicks et al. 2001). The authors report that these 
sequences wei'e randomly distributed across the genome 
(Wicks et al. 2001). From these polymorphism data we 
excluded 1,574 small insertion or deletion poJymoiphiiim.s 
and 782 exonic SNPs, leaving 3,976 noncoding and 
therefore putatively neutral SNPs. Although not all 
noncoding nucleotides are strictly neutral (Shabalina and 
Kondrafihov 1999), we restricted our analyses to SNPs in 
noncoding regions to minimize any potential influence of 
directly selected sites. Furthermore, preliminary analyses 
•showed no significant correlation across genomic scales of 
recombination rate with exonic SNP density, which should 
harbor a greater fraction of diicctly selected sites than 
noncoding regions, suggesting that such a phenomenon 
would be unlikely to influence our analyses. All other 
genomic infomiation was derived from WormBase release 
WS62 (January 2002, http://www.wonnba.se.org), includ
ing 21,448 predicted positions and sequences of coding 
regions, mapped locus positions, and clone GC content 
from C. eiegans, and predicted coding locus sequences 
from —13 Mbp of the C. briggme genome. 

We calculated estimates for genomic statistics (SNP 
density, gene density, recombination rate, btt.se composi
tion, mean coding region divergence) for nonoveriapping 
windows of sequence along each chromosome, starting at 
both the left and right ends of each chromosome. We 
varied the siw of the windows from 500 kbp to 7 Mbp at 
500-kbp intervals. We e.tcluded some windows at the ends 
of chromo,somes that were less thiw half the length of the 
window size under consideration. The appropriate scale at 
which to consider reiationships between the genomic 
statistics was unclear, .so we arbitrarily chose tlie forward-
oriented 4 Mbp window .si^e for more inteasive analysis. 

http://www.wonnba.se.org
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Unless otherwise noted, our results refer lo analyses of this 
4 Mbp window size (n = 24, one of these points was 
excluded from analyses involving divergence due to 
insufficient numbers of homologous loci in C. hriggsae). 
We calculated SNP density as the nitrt>ber of noncoding 
SNPs per Mbp of noncoding DNA sind gene density as the 
number of coding genes (including alternative splicings) 
per Mbp of total DNA it) the window. Because the SNPs 
were identified from random sequences of —5% of the 
worm genome (Wicks et al. 2(X)1), the absolute magnitude 
of SNP density should be — 20-fold higher than the values 
reported here, altliough telative density should remain 
unaffected. We estimated recorohination rates (cM/Mbp) 
for each window based on the total genetic and physical 
lengths of the windows, using the flanking two mapped 
loci at each boundary to infer the position of the boundary 
in cM (from a set of 515 mapped loci among the six 
C. elegmis chromosomes in WonnBa«!e). We estimated 
divergence rates acro.ss the genome for 1,326 locus pairs 
between C. ekgans and C. hriggsae using a calculation of 
k, on nucleotide sequences with Diverge from the 
Wisconsin Package Version 10.2 (Genetics Computer 
Group [GCG], Madison, Wis.) software based on tlie 
method of Li (Pamilo and Bianchi 1993; Li 1993). We 
selected the putative homologous loci based on top Blast 
scores of predicted coding .sequences for the full C. 
elegans genome and ~13 Mbp of .sequence Iktm C. 
hriggsae in WormBase, and we aligned the sequence pairs 
based on predicted protein .sequence. We adjusted the k, 
estimates by subtracting the residuals of a linear regression 
with tlie codon bias statistic F„p (Stenico, Lloyd, and Sharp 
1994; Keightley and Eyre-Walker 2000; Marais and Diiret 
2001). We calculated tlie mean adjusted 4 value (S,) of the 
available loci in each window as an estimator of local 
mutation rate. Windows of 4 Mbp size contained a mean 
of 53.9 loci from which average 8, was calculated, and 
windows with fewer than two loci for mean 8, estimation 
were excluded from analyses involving divergence. Re
combination rate and SNP density were not normally 
distributed. We etnployed two approaches to address this 
issue. Although normality was not completely restored, we 
used logarithmic trdnsformations of these variables in 
multiple regression analyses to better satisfy the assump
tions of this method. Also, we used nonparametric 
correlation tests in bivariate analyses that included the.se 
variables. 

Results 

Our inferences about the recombinational landscape 
of the C. elegans genome are consistent with those 
reported previously (Barnes et al, 199S). For example, 
recombination rates tend to be higher on chromosomal 
aims and lower near chromosomal centers. Single-
nadeoiide polymorsAistr! density is strongly, positively 
cQwelated with recombination rate across the C. elegcms 
genome (SpMrmaii's p= 0.72, P < O.tWOl; ftgs, 1 and 2). 
eojvsLstent with the action of selection at linked sites and 
the qualitative conclusions of Koch et td. (2000). Other 
bivariate aniily,se.s show that .SNP density coiTSlates 
positively with divergence Sj, (Spearman's p = 0.84, P < 
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0.0001) and GC content (Spesinnan's p = 0.51, P •-
0.012), but negatively with gene density (Spearman's p -~ 
-0.42, P = 0.04.1). 

To ascertain the effect of recombination rale on SNP 
density independent of other factors, we constructed 
a multiple linear regi'ession model of SNP density 
including recombination rate, gene density, mean 8„ and 
chromosome identity as covariates. We excluded base 
composition from the multivariate model because its 
inclusion did not explain significantly inore variation in 
SNP density at any scale. In this model, recombination rate 
and chromosome identity contribute .significantly to 
variation in SNP density at nonoverlapping window scales 
up to 6 Mbp long (F < 0.037 in either forward or rever.se 
oriented windows for each scale; fig, 3). Gene density also 
explains a significant fraction of the variation in SNP 
density, with a negative correlation independent of 
recombination rate across many .scales, particularly at 
.scales greater than 3 Mbp {P < 0.042 in either forward or 
reverse oriented windows for each scale; fig. 3). Di
vergence (5j) does not consistently explain a significant 
fraction of the variation in polymorphism acro.ss scales 
when chromosome identity is included as a covariate. The 
total adjusted P of this model varies from O.J 5 (500 kbp 
windows) to >0.7 (windows 3 Mbp and larger), with 
recombination rate contributing 45% of the explained 
variation on average. A sotnewhat different partitioning of 
the variance in SNP density resute when chromosome 
identity is excluded from the multivaiiate analysis; 
recombination rale continues to act as a significant, strong 
positive correlate of SNP detisity icross • range of scata, 
but no significant effect of gene density is observed at 
my scale, and divergence contributes significantly to 
variation in SNP density at scales between 3 and 4,5 Mbp, 
independent of recombination rate (P < 0.044 in eitlier 
forward, or reverse oriented windows for each scale; 
fig. 3). 
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Discission 

Our results .suggest that natural selection plays a role 
in shaping genome-wide patterns of neutral DNA 
sequence variability in a primarily self-fertilizing species, 
C. elegans. Across many genomic scales, nucleotide 
polymorphism is strongly positively correlated with 
recombination rate, independent of other factors. Evidence 
from other studies also suggests that patterns of neutral 
variation in C. elegans are affected by selection. In 
a survey of polymorphism at two nuclear genes and one 
mitochondrial gene for multiple strains, nucleotide di
versity in C. elegans was fivefold lower than the neutral 
expectation basrf on comparison with the outcrossing 
congener C. remanei (Graustein et al. 2002). Graustein 
et al, (2002) argue that this difference may be explained by 
selection at linked sites, consistent with our interpretations. 
We also observe associations between polymorphism and 
other variables that mu.st be considered in interpretations 
of our results. 

Gene Density 

A prediction of models of selection at linked sites is 
that genomic regions with more, selective urgets will 
exhibit lower levels of polymorphism. If selection is 
n».slly restricted to coding regions, local gene density may 
provide a u.seful index of selection intensity. Under this 
Msuinpiion, gene density should be negativciy cosreSaied 
with nucleotide vatiation. Nucleotide polymorphism and 
gene density may be negatively correlated in humans 
(Payseur and Nachman 2002; but see Lercher and Hurst 
2002), altliough there is little evidence for such a relation-
,ship in l>. melamgmter (Hey and Kliman 2002). As 
prtsiicted by tnodeis of seleaion at linked sites, S,NP 
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FfCt. 3-—Fraction of variation in log SNP density explained at 
diifereni g-snomic jicaies by independtmt variables i» multiple re^Hsion 
analytics, Partial values are the average frorD analyses with gt?fiomic 
windowsj oriented in f(>rwaFd and reverse directions along the 
chrt)mos0mes. Two asteiisks (**) indicate a significant ctteci {P < 
0.05) with window orieiuations, a single asloisk (®) indicates 
signiflcartce with only one orient^ion. Gene density^ but not divergence^ 
consistently conliihutes significantly lo variaticsi in vSNP density in (A) 
when? a njodel th&t includes ohmmomme idendty was iisod, ivhereas in 
{B) divergence, and not gene density, is a significant tacior at most scales 
in a model that excludes chmmosome. Recojmbination rate cxplaints 
a significant fraction of the variance in SNP density TOgardless of whettier 
chn:)miosomc is included as a variable in the multiple regression model. 

density in C. elegans is negatively correlated with gene 
density independent of other variables (provided that 
chromosome identity is included in the multiple regression 
analysis; .see below). An alternative interpretation tor the 
negative association between polymorphi.sm and gene 
density is that a higher fraction of noncoding SNP sites 
may experience stabilizing selection in gene-dense 
regions. This could occur if conseived regulatory elements 
are represented disproportionately in gene-dense regions. 
A comprehensive assignment of function to noncoding 
regions of the worm genome will clarify the relative 
contribution of these two pos.sible alternatives. 

Divergence 

Multiple regression models sliow that, under some 
circHWi.stsaces, the ^j-based measu-re of divergcncc S,, is 
associated with SNP density independent of odjer 
variables. This result suggests that sotne of the viiriation 
in ,SNP density may be attributable to variation in the 
neutral mutsttion rate. However, the robustness of this 
conclusion depends on the ability of to characterize 
neutral mutation rates. Several factors affect the quality of 
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k, (and therefore Sj) as a measure of divergence. First, 
biased usage of codons in C. elegam indicates that many 
synonymous sites experience selection (Stenico, Uoyd, 
and Sharp 1994; Durei 2000), which complicates the use 
of k, as an estimator of the neutral mutation rate. We have 
attempted lo account for this issue by adjusting k., for 
codott bias (see Methods), although this adju.stment will 
suffice only to the extent to which the Fop codon, u.sage 
statistic accurately captures selection on synonymous sites. 
Second, a potential problem arises Iroiti measuring 
polyn»rphisi« and at tlifforent loci. Estimates of 
divergence from the same noncoding regions wliere SNP 
density was measured might provide more appropriate 
estimates of the neutral mutation rate. Unfortunately, this 
is not feasible because noncoding regions of C. elegam 
and C. hriggsae are difficult to align (Shabalitia and 
Kondrashov 1999). Finally, estimating between highly 
divergent lineages is difficult. C. ekgans and C. hriggsae 
show evidence of saturation at .synonymous sites (mean 
85 = 1.5), At this level of divergence, estiinates of k, may 
be inaccurate. Consequently, the use of 5^ as an indicator 
of mutational heterogeneity may lead to underestimation 
of the elfect of mutation on variation in SNP density. 
Additionally, if mutation rates have changed recently, 
relative to Ae divergence time between C. elegans and C. 
hriggsae. k, may not accurately reflect the mutational 
environment under which the SNPs arose. 

Previous work has suggested tliat recombination may 
be mutagenic in C. ekgms (Marais, Mouchiroud, and 
Duret 2001). Consistent with this hypothe.sis, our bivariatc 
analyses uncovered a positive coirelation between re
combination rate lutd 8., (Spearman's p = 0,80, P < 
0.0001). Analy-ses in humans have also indicated that k, 
(measured by comparing human and mouse) and re
combination rate are correlated (Lercher and Hurst 2002). 
Along with experimental evidence in yeast (Strathem, 
Shafer, and McGill 1995; Rattray et al. 2001), these 
observations collectively provide growing support for the 
notion that recombination may be mutagenic. Neverthe
less, the observation that recombination rate and SNP 
density are strongly correlated independent of divergence 
suggests that natural selection shape,s genomic patterns of 
SNP diversity in C. elegans. 

Chromosome Identity 

The inclusion of chromosome identify in multiple 
regres.'iion models does not influence the strong correlation 
between SNP density and recombination rate; however, its 
inclusion does affect the relative contribntion of gene 
density and divergei»ce to variation in SNP density (cf. fig. 
3« md h). For example, gene density is not « significant 
predictor of variation in SNP density when chromosome 
identity is excluded from inultiple Kgression analyses. It is 
difficuli tt? coastnict a biological explanatian for the effect 
of chromosome identity on SNP density. Ascertainment 
bias at the chromosomal level in the identification of SNPs 
or mutational differences among chromosomes could 
account for tliis effect. We find no evidence, however, 
that chromo.wtne.s differ in SNP density (/s.jg = 0.46, 
P = 0.8) or = 0.88, P = 0.5), If the effect of 

chromo,soine idetitity has a biological basis, then inclu,sion 
of this variable in our analyses is appropriate. Without 
knowledge of the true basis of this effect, interpretation of 
the relative roles of gene density and divergence as 
predictors of variation in SNP density requires caution. In 
contrast, our ob.servation of the relationship between 
recombination rate and SNP dcn.sity is unaffected by the 
inclusion or exclusion of chromosome identity in multiple 
regtB-ssion analyses. 

Background Selection and Genetic Hitchhiking Models 

Is the observed positive correlation between SNP 
density and recotnbination rate in C. elegans primarily 
caused by positive or negative selection? A number of 
approaches have been ptTiposed with the aim of distin-
guisliing betwe.en genetic hitchhiking and background 
selection in outcrossing populations with even sex ratios 
(Aquadro. Begun, and Kindahl 1994; Andolfatto 2001). 
However, no theoretical treatments have thoroughly 
outlined the predictions of the,se selective models in the 
context of partial .selling and biajsed sex tatios. A greater 
effect of hitchhiking may be expected in partially selfing 
populations, because selling rate exerts a much stronger 
influence on the fixation probability of t«cessive beneficial 
mutations than on the fixation probability of deleterious 
mutations (Chju'lesworth 1992), although few data ;u« 
available regarding tlie average dominance of beneficial 
mutations. We cannot rigorously evaluate the relative 
abilities of the two models to explain our results, and both 
forces likely operate simultaneously (Kim and Stephan 
2000). Here, we examine the parameter space that is 
consistent with each of them. 

We can use estimates of the genomic deleterious 
mutation rate (£/) in C. elegans to predict the effects of 
background selection on SNP density. Under background 
selection, an approximation of tlie expected level of 
neutral polymorphism (it) in a genomic region that takes 
into account partial self-lertilization is 

ito • exp i-Z^} 
1 + F  

(1) 

where % is the level of polymorphism expected in the 
absence of selection at linked sites, -v is the average 
selection coefficient against deleterious mutations, r is the 
iwombination rsvte, and the outcrossing rate (c) is related 
to the inbreeding coeflicient m F = (1 - c)/(l + c) 
(Chariesworth, Morgan, and Charlesworth 1993; Nord-
borg 1997, 2(KK1). This relation (as well as the model for 
hitchhiking described below) demonstrates that iit the 
complete absence of outowsing (c =• 0, F »- I), neutral 
polymorphism is not influenced by recombination rate aitd 
overall neutral polymorfihistn .should be half that of 
a purely otiKixwsiag poputetioii. Multiple iijvafi of eviden®; 
suggest that (J is approxitmtely 0.005 to 0.03 mutations 
per genome per generation in C. elegans (Keightley and 
Caballero 1997; Vassilieva and Lynch 1999; Va-ssilieva, 
Hook, and I..j'nch 2(KW; Keightley and Bataillon 2000; 
ADC and BAP, unpublished results). However, these 
values for U may underestimate the actual genomic 
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Table I 
Estimated Pai-ameter Values for the Background Selection Model Based on Non-Unear 
Fitting of Equation (1) to SOT Deasity and Recombinatton rate Mc»MmI at the 4 Mhp 
Window Ste {« = 24) 

Input parameter 

V 
0.50 
0.10 
0.05 
0.01 
0.005 
0.001 

Backgrouad Selection Model Fit Parameter Estiroaes (approximaOB SB) 

f ,1V Ko U 

0.34 (0.35) 
0.034 (0.043) 
0.026 (0.021) 
0.0051 (0.0040) 
0.(»26 (0.0020) 
0.000.11 (0.00040) 

0.22 (0,23) 
0,045 (0,046) 
0,012 (0.02,1) 
0,C»44 (0.0046) 
0.0022 (0.0023) 
0,00044 (0,00046) 

120.7 <49,3) 
153.8 (29.4) 
1.17,9 (27,0) 
161,2 (25,0) 
lfil,6 (24.8) 
161.9 (24,6) 

0.1 
0.02 
0.01 
0.001 

0.13 (0,26) 
0.023 (0,042) 
0-012 (0.021) 
0,0012 (0,0021) 

143„1 (52,2) 
)5S.3 (29.1) 
160.2 (27.1) 
I6l,« (24.8) 

0,23 (0.23) 
0,04S (0.047) 
0,023 (0,023) 
0,00Z1 (0,0023) 

deleterious mutation rale by a factor of ~25 (Davies, 
Peters, and Keightley 1999), Using nonlitiear regression, 
we fit this moM to our estimates of SNP density and 
recombinaiion rate to obtain estimate-s of the expected 
neutral polymorphism level (ito), tlie average .strength of 
selection against deleterious mutation.s and the 
outcrossing rate (c), given the rate of deleterious mutation 
({/)• The background selection model appears to explain 
the variation in polymorphi.sin due to recombination rate 
()•'• = 0.57; fig. 2) to a comparable extent as log-trans
formed values in a simple linear regression model (r^ = 
0.60). This background selection model, which includes 
patti^ .selfing, explains significantly more variation in 
SNP density than a version of the model ihat excludes 
partial selfing (extra sum-of-squares F-test Fi^i = 17.6, 
P = 0.0004; fig. 2). We have summaiized in table 1 the 
estimated parameter values firom the background selection 
model fiis. Note that all values of Jio should be scaled 
upward by a factor of ~20 to represent the actual SNP 
density across the entire genome (see Methods). Overall, 
higher rates of deleterious mutation re.sult in higher 
predicted levels of outcrossing and a higher strength of 
selection against deleterious mutations (table 1). The levels 
of outcrossing and strength of selection against deleterious 
mutations predicted by the background selection model, 
based on the SNP den.sity and recombination rate data, 
appear to be reasonable, provided that the deleterious 
mutation rate is not too high. 

We also applied this method to a model of genetic 
hitchhiking that accounts for partial self-fertilization. 
Neutral pt>lymorphism under hitchhiking is expected to be 

where p -•« 2 • • s„ • k • Vo, iVV is the effective popuiatioti 
size, is the average .selection coefficient for beneficial 
mutations, k is approximately 0.073 (Stephan 1995), and 
Vo is the expected number of advantageous mutations 
(Wiehe and Stephan 1993; Nordborg 1997; Kim and 
,Stephan 2000; Nordborg 2000). This model providw 
a similar fit to tlie data as the background selection model 

(flg. 2). but unfortunately it does not allow separate 
estimation of c, ito, and (1 We assume that the estimate of 
2 • N(. • Sa • V(i — 4.6 X 10~* from D. melanogaster 
(Stephan 1995) applies to C. ek.gans (and therefore p ~ 
3.73 X lO"''). This assumption seems a reasonable first 
approximation because estimates of ate in rough 
accordance (calculated as ~ ic/4p ~ 0.5 X lO" - 1 
X Uf; based on these SNPs, the SNPs of Koch et al. 
(20001, or the n estimate of Graustein et al. [2002), and the 
mutation rate estimate ^t of Drake et al. [1998]). When 
partial selfing is excluded from the hitchhifdng model 
(f = 0, c = 1) for P ~ 3.73 X 10"'', the lit of the model is 
signilicantly worse (extra sum-of-squarcs F-test Fjji = 
29.0, P < 0,0001). We summarize in table 2 the predicted 
parameter values fi»m the genetic hitchhiking model fits 
for a range of input estimates for p. The hitchhiking model 
predicts an extremely low estimate for the rale of 
outcrossing, given the esdmate of P derived from 
D. melanogaster (table 2), The value of P must be several 
orders of magnitude larger than the D. meUmogaster 
estimate before the levels of outcrossing predicted by the 
hitchhiking mode! approach the levels expected from 
laboratory and theoretical studies (Hedgecock 1976; 
Chasnov and Chow 2002; Stewart and Phillips 2002; 
Cutter, AviltSs, and Ward 2003). Because the rate of 
outcro,ssing must be at least a,s high as the fequency of 
males in populations (Hedgecock 1976; Chasnov and 
Chow 2002: Stewart and Phillips 2002; Cutter, AviMs, and 
Ward 2003), tliis suggests that widespread selection for 
adaptive mutation.s may be an unlikely candidate as 
a general explanation for patterns of neutral polymorphiiim 
in C, ekgms. 

Examinaiion of di(ferei)ces between autosomes and 
sex chromosomes in obligate outcrossers Ixjrms the basis 
for mat means of distinguishing between backgtwtind 
selection and genetic hitchhiking models (Begun and 
Whitley 2000). However, a high level of .selfing and 
hermsphrodite-biased sex ratio renders tlie effective si?.es 
of the X and autosomes essentially identical (E. Pollack 
and ADC!, unpuMi-shed rtssults) and the X will spend very 
little time in a hemizygous state. These effects remove the 
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Table 2 
Estimated Parameter Values for Genetic Hitchhiking Model Based on Non-lln«ar Fitting of 
Equation (2) to SNP Density and Recombination Rate Measured at the 4 Mbp Window Size 
(n = 24) 

Input Paramctof 

s 
3,73 X IC)-* 
3.73 X 10"' 
3.73 X 10""' 

Genatic Hitehhiking Model Fit ParaiwtBr Estimates (approsimatt, SB) 

I.S X 10"' (6.3 X 10 °) 
1.9 X lo^'ce-S X 10"^ 
1.9 X t0""(6.5 X 10' 

J61.0 (1.1.3) 
161.0(1.5.3) 
161.0(15.3) 

0.01 
o.oni 

O.Olf (0.{10(j4) 
0.0019 (0.00065) 

1.«.4 ( l .'S. l )  
160.8 (15.2) 

theoretical basis for X-autosome differences in fipedes 
like C. ekgam. Here, we observe no .signiiicam. difference 
between the X chromosome and the autosomes in S.NP 
density {P - 0.7). in light of the equivaient effective sizes 
of autosomes and the sex chromosome that are expected in 
C. elegans, we suspect that X-autosoroe cottiparisons will 
not aid in discriminating between background selection 
and genetic hitchhiking models in this species. 

Conclusion.s 

Outcrossing occurs with .sufficient firequency within 
C. elegam to yield a significant signature of selection 
acioss the genome. In the absence of outcrossing, we 
would not expect selection at linked -sites to induce 
a correlation between neutral polymorphism and recom
bination rate. However, we ob.serve a clear cottelation. If 
background selection accurately describes the process 
underlying the relatioaship between neutral polymorphism 
and recombination rate, then outcrossing may occur with 
a frequency of >1%. Two independent sources of 
evidence for the operation of outcrossing among popula
tions come from mixed SNP profiles among 11 C. elegans 
strains (Koch et al. 2000) and mosaic distributions of 
transposable elements among strains (Egilmez, Ebert, and 
Reis 1995). These observations suggest that males may 
deserve a more prominent role in our understanding of 
the evolution of C. elegans populations. The intriguing 
question of how even a low level of outcrossing is 
maintained in this species, given that reproduction does 
not require the pre-sence of males, remains open. 

Reduced levels of genetic variation overall in 
partially or fiilly selling species compared to outcrossitig 
relatives have been observed in several plant clades 
(Miyashita, Innan, and Terauchi 1996; Liii, Zhang, and 
Charlesworth 1998; Liu. Charlesworth, and Kreilman 
1999; Savolainen et al. 2000; Baudry et al. 2(»!), but 
this study provides one of the first unambiguous examples 
of a relationship between neutral psilymorphisra aid re
combination rate within the genome of a partially .seifing 
organism (Dvorak, l,uo, and Yang 1998; Baudry et al. 
2001; Tenaillon et ill. 200!). The strength of this 
telationship and the wealtlj of genetic information in C. 
elegms, together, suggest that the genus CmmorlmhdiHs, 
in which species vary in mode of reproduction, may 

provide a more fertile system than previou,sly recognized 
for .studying the influence of breeding system on patterns 
of genomic diversity. 
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appendix c. a species-specific molecular assay' for c ELEGANS sex 

:ratio 

abstract 

A population's effective size, level of genetic variability, patterns of genome 

evolution and potential for adaptive evolution are all influenced by the proportional 

composition of the different sexes. In species with breeding systems that deviate 

dramatically from obligate random mating, as in Caenorhabditis elegans' androdioecious 

system, conspicuous departures from an even sex ratio are often expected. In C. elegans, 

however, no simple assay has been available to be able to quantify sex ratio from a 

nematode sample with a mixed composition of species. Efforts to do so are complicated 

by the exceptional morphological similarity among Caenorhabditis species, with 

feminine sexes being indistinguishable, and the lack of a sex-specific chromosome. In 

this study, I introduce a molecular assay for quantifying the relative frequency of males 

from a sample of worms. The method uses reverse-transcription quantitative PGR (RT-

qPCR) to exploit the speciic expression in males only of some genes, despite genomic 

identity between the sexes, to infer the relative abundance of males from the relative 

abundance of a male-specific gene transcript. 
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introduction 

Population sex ratio and inbreeding are important determinants of a range of 

population genetic phenomena - from levels of genetic variation to effective population 

size and, therefore, the potential for adaptation. In species with complex breeding 

systems, such as gynodioecy and androdioecy, sex ratio and levels of inbreeding can be 

strongly inter-related. In the absence of parthenogenesis, reproduction by individuals 

with only a single gamete type (i.e. non-hermaplirodites) insures that at least some 

outbreeding occurs. However, determining the amount of outbreeding that occurs in 

species with such complicated breeding systems is not always straightforward. In both 

plants and animals, the androdioecious breeding system (males and hermaphrodites) is 

rare (Charlesworth 1984; Jame & Charlesworth 1993). The only well-documented 

example of animal androdioecy, other than for nematodes like Caenorhabditis elegans, is 

the clam shrimp Eulimnadia texana (Weeks et al. 1997; Zucker et al. 1997), in which 

males are rare (although much less rare than expected for C. elegans) and inbreeding is 

common (Sassaman 1989; Weeks & Zucker 1999). However, similar studies of sex ratio 

in natural populations of C. elegans are unavailable, limited in part to lack of a 

convenient assay for the frequency of the two sexes. 

In C elegans, populations are composed of self-fertile hermaphrodites and males to 

form an androdioecious breeding system, (Brenner 1974). The sex determination 

mechanism- the diploid male karyotype contains a single X ctiromosorae whereas two X 

chromosomes are present in hermaphrodites—dictates that males comprise half of cross-



progeny and also allows males to be produced spontaneously by sex chromosome non

disjunction (Hodgkin et al. 1979). The inability of hermaphrodites to fertilize each other 

makes males the only potential source of outbreeding, which in the face of self-fertilizing 

hermaphrodites makes the maintenance of males an interesting problem that has been 

modeled in several ways to predict that males will be rare (Hedgecock 1976; Stewart & 

Phillips 2002; Chasnov & Chow 2002; Cutter et al 2003). 

Available, but limited, population genetic data support the notion that a small but 

non-negligible amount of outcrossing due to males occurs in natural populations (Cutter 

& Payseur 2003; Denver et al 2003). However, empirical verification of sex ratio and 

outcrossing rate in nature is hindered in this species by the fact that individuals from 

several species of Caenorhahditis are virtually indistinguishable based on morphology 

(Fitch & Thomas 1997) and their species ranges and extent of co-occurrence is not well-

defined. Furthermore, given the expected rarity of males in natural populations, a 

molecular approach is needed to assay sex ratio and therefore to be able to infer levels of 

outcrossing. The expected rarity of males also complicates the implementation of an 

efficient molecular assay. For example, the X-autosome ratio from karyotypic or 

chromosome-specific markers would be statistically distinguishable from unity only 

when males are sufficiently common. Also, the lack of a male Y-chromosome precludes 

the application of approaches from other taxa with XY or ZW sex determination. 

In this study, I develop a molecular approach to quantify the relative frequency of 

males and hermaplirodites in a sample of worms. Although, the genomes of individuals 

of the two genders contain the exact same complement of genes because there is no sex-
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specific chromosome, some genes are expressed in a sex-specific manner (Jiang et al. 

2001; Reiiike et al 2004). This method, using reverse transcription quantitative PCR 

(RT-qPCR) exploits this difference in expression between males and hermaphrodites to 

quantify the expression of a male-specific gene transcript relative to a control gene that is 

transcribed in both sexes. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Expression of her-1 occurs in males, but not hemaplirodites, during all stages of C. 

eiegans development (Trent et al 1991; Perry et al. 1994). Consequently, the expression 

level of her-1 in a sample of worms relative to the expression level of a control gene that 

is expressed in both sexes provides an index of relative male abundance. Following 

common practice (Johnstone 1999), 1 use the RNA polymerase 11 gene ama-1 as a control 

in RT-qPCR to assay relative her~l expression. 

Total RN A was extracted according to the instructions provided with the Qiagen 

RNeasy RNA mini-prep kit on synchronized worm populations composed of adults and 

LI larvae, washed with M9 buffer solution as described (Johnstone 1999). Briefly, 

aliquots of 10 - 15}il worm concentrate were pulverized with an electric pestle under 

liquid nitrogen prior to addition of RNA stabihzation buffer and subsequent 

homogenization with the electric pestle. To generate C. eiegans populations with a broad 

range of sex ratios, mutant strains DR466 him-5 (el490) and CB1065 him~2 (el065) as 

well as populations of mated and unmated wildtype N2 worms were reared on NGM agar 

plates. Aliquots of worms from the washes were transferred to new plates for counting of 

male and hermaphrodite adults (Table 1). Following RNA quantitation via 

spectophotometry, RNA samples were reverse transcribed to make cDNA (Qiagen 

Omniscript reverse transcriptase, mix of 12-18mer oligo-dT primers, RNase inhibitor) for 

use as template in qPCR. Triplicate samples for each primer pair were included in qPCR 

with the SmartCycler system, following instructions from the Qiagen SyberOreen PCR 
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kit. Primers for her-l were 5'- GTTGCAAGAACCTCATGACC -3' and 5'-

CGGCATTTCTCAAAACATTTA-3' (Tm=58°C); primers for ama-1 were 5'-

AAGACTGGCACAAACTCGAAA-3' and 5'-ATCCACCTGCGACCTTCTTT-3' 

(Tni=59°C). These primer pairs yield 112 and 151 bp PCR products, respectively. The 

primers were designed in regions of high divergence between the orthologous gene 

copies in C. elegans and C. briggsae to ensure species fidelity and one primer in each 

pair spans an exon-exon junction to avoid amplification of genomic DNA. 

I used a AQ approach (Livak & Schmittgen 2001) to quantify differences in relative 

expression between population samples of worms over the course of 40 PCR cycles (Fig. 

1). An observed level of 20 units of SyberGreen fluorescence detected by the 

SmartCycler qPCR machine during the phase of exponential increase in PCR was used to 

determine the critical threshold (Q) for calculating the PCR cycle number in comparisons 

of her-] and ama-1 amplification. The difference in Q (ACt) between ama-1 and her-1 in 

units of PCR cycles allows compari son across samples by using the endogenous ama-1 

expression levels as a control. These values of ACt were subsequently transformed to 

2"^^^'' to show the data in units of expression fold-difference and to help linearize its 

relationsliip with male frequency (Livak & Schmittgen 2001). 
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RESULTS 

Species Specificity 

To ascertain the species specificity of the primers used to amplify the male-

expressed gene her-1 and the control RNA polymerase gene ama-I, I visualized PGR 

reactions performed across a 10°C annealing temperature gradient for cDNA samples 

from C elegans, C. hriggsae, and C. remanei. A single amplification product was 

observed at all annealing temperatures in C. elegans with the ama-1 primers and no 

bands were present at any annealing temperature for the heterospecific samples. At low 

annealing temperatures using the her-1 primers, a single band was observed for all three 

species. The bands seen for C hriggsae and C. remanei were more faint and of a higher 

molecular weight than the C. elegans PGR product, indicating that the non-specific 

amplification of heterospecific cDNA is likely to be less efficient than for homospecific 

cDNA. The annealing temperature range over which robust C elegans her-1 

amplification was observed was greater than for the heterospecific samples, so all qPCR 

utilized a high, annealing temperature that allowed C. e/eg-aw-specific amplification of 

her-1 (Tm=58°C). The specificity of these conditions was verified with qPCR, which 

showed no increase in DNA content above baseline in any replicate for both her-1 and 

ama-1. 
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Quantitation of Sex Ratio 

By quantifying the relative expression of C. elegans male-specific her-1 in worm 

populations with varying, known sex ratios, a curve relating male frequency to gene 

expression was constructed. Each point describing relative her-l expression corresponds 

to the difference in €% values for her-l and ama~l for replicate samples of a particular 

population (Fig. 1). On semi-log scale, the relationship between relative her-l expression 

(ACt) and male frequency is approximately linear in the range of 1% to 20% males (Fig, 

2). The ACt statistic (Q cycle difference between ama-1 and her~l) depends primarily on 

variation in the Q of her-l, indicating that similar initial quantities of cDN A were 

included in qPCR reactions {ama~l Q values ranged from 25.6 to 27.9 indicating a less 

than 1.5-fold cDNA quantity difference among reactions) and corroborating that the 

presence of males does strongly increase the representation of her-l transcripts. Upon 

2"^*^' transformation, the relationship with log male frequency becomes much more 

linear, although a 2"^ order polynomial regression provides a better fit for the data (Fig. 

2b). At lower extremes of male frequency, deviations from the near-linearity of the other 

data points breaks down and must be accounted for. 



DISCUSSION 

The androdioeciotis breeding system of C. elegans allows the frequency of males 

within populations to va.ry potentially over several orders of magnitude, depending on the 

incidence of X-chromosome non-disjunction and the efficiency of male copulation 

(Cutter et al. 2003). While predictions may be made about the occurrence of males in 

nature, based on laboratory assays of these two characteristics (Cutter et al 2003) or 

indirect methods that use population genetic information (Cutter & Payseur 2003), no 

high-throughput empirical assays have been applied to this problem. The method 

developed here provides the first such assay that may be practicable on natural samples of 

C. elegans. This molecular assay malces use of differences in expression patterns 

between the sexes of some loci in order to quantify the relative abundance of a male-

specific transcript {her-l). hi this study, I used RT-qPCR to show how relative her-1 

transcript abundance varies with >2 orders of magnitude variation in male frequency 

among laboratory stocks of C. elegans. This RT-qPCR approach permits quantitation 

through the real-time measurement of cDNA concentration using fluorescent dyes during 

the PCR reaction and allows species-specificity by using stringent PCR conditions and 

specific PCR primers. This kind of approach is warranted because (1) the extreme 

morphological similarity among species oi Caenorhahditis precludes simultaneous 

species and sex identification based on phenotypic characters, (2) the expected rarity of 

males exacerbates the problem of accurately estimating sex ratio, and (3) male and 

hermaphrodite C. elegans share identical genomes, differing only in the number of sex 

chromosomes and in the expression profile of some genes. 
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The relationship between male frequency and relative her-! Ixanscript abundance is 

strongly positive and log-linear over a lax-ge portion of the biologically important range of 

male frequencies (Fig. 2). 'While tliis observation suggests that this assay may provide a 

robust indication, of male frequency within a sample of worms, some potential limitations 

may constrain its application to field samples. For example, the RT-qPCR approach 

requires that sufficient numbers of individuals are present in a sample to yield an 

adequate representation of C. elegans mRN'A for subsequent reverse transcription and 

PCR. In addition, the number of C elegans individuals present in a processed sample is 

unknown. Of course, a small number of individuals in a given sample will be a limitation 

on any field-based approach intent on quantifying sex ratio, given binomial sampling 

variance, in addition to any metliodology-specific issues. I have found that total 

nematode extraction from ~ 100ml of soil generally yields several hundred to several 

thousand nematodes; however, soil samples to date have failed to produce C. elegans. 

Despite the potential constraints of linding C. elegans in sufficient density from 

field samples, this method holds a number of advantages over potential alternati ve 

methods of assaying sex ratio in C. elegans. Among the advantages of the approach 

described here is that species identity need not be determined a priori because the PCR 

stage of the protocol is species-specific and worm isolates need not remain alive 

following the isolation treatment from, soil (Poinar 1983), provided that mRNA 

degradation can be precluded. Other potential approaches include (!) relative 

quantification of X-diromosomes to autosomes using molecular markere or (2) 

application of in situ hybridization using species- and sex-specific mRNA probes, or 
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fluorescent antibody staining, to a worn sample followed by manual counting with a 

microscope or automated counting with a womi sorter. The primary limitation of X-

autosome relative quantitation, is that with rare m,ales, the X-autosome ratio will lie very 

close to unity and distinguishing deviations from unity are unlikely to be reliable. 

Furthermore, the maximum possible deviation (with 50% males) is only a two-fold 

difference in the abundance of X chromosomes relative to autosomes. In situ 

hybridization represents a potentially promising approach that would allow direct 

identification of individuals, although it would require a greater degree of manual 

handling per sample. Immuno-staining methods, however, do suffer from high initial 

expense and potential difficulty in obtaining a sufficiently specific antibody (Mounsey et 

al. 1999). A comparative analysis of these various approaches would prove insiglitful 
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Table 1. Summary of sex ratios observed for each popiilatioii sample. 

sample males hemiaphrodites fraction male 5% Cf 95% Cf 

N2-5a 1 1342 0.00074 0.000019 0.0041 
N2-3a 1 956 0.00104 0.000026 0.0058 
N2-4b 29 1912 0.0149 0.010 0.021 
N2-2b 39 1198 0.0315 0.023 0.043 
CB1065-G 52 1274 0.0400 0.030 0.052 
N2-3b 34 684 0.0474 0.033 0.066 
CB1065-P 101 1471 0.0642 0.053 0.078 
N2"la 26 166 0.135 0.090 0.192 
N2-lb 185 953 0.163 0.142 0.185 
el490-0 610 622 0.495 0.467 0.523 
el490-R 1156 839 0.579 0.557 0.601 
^binomial confidence intervals 
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Figure 1.. Example qPCR runs from a mated N2 population with 16.3% males (N2-lb). 

Solid boxes correspond to cDNA levels for the male-specific her-1, empty boxes 

correspond to levels of ama-L The cycle number (Q) where SyberGreen fluorescence 

equals 20 units was measured for calculation of AG. 
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Figure 2. Association between ACt and male fi-equency. (A) Raw AC? values in units of 

PGR cycles versus the observed fraction male. The dashed, line represents the least-

squares regression line for the central seven points with log-transformed male frequencies 

(ACt == ••-0.721 + 0.968 * logi©[fraction male]). (B) Transformed AQ values to indicate 

fold-differences in expression as a function of the observed male frequency. The red line 

represents the least-squai'es linear regression for the nine highest male frequencies 

== -0.192 - 3.216 * logio[fraction male]); the dashed curve corresponds to the least-

squares 2"'' order polynomial regi*ession curve for all eleven male frequencies (2''^^'^ = 

0.651 - 2.688 * logio[fraction male] - 0.684 * (logio[fraction male] - 1,418)^). Vertical 

bars indicate standard errors. Horizontal bars indicate 95% binomial confidence 

intervals. 
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APPENDIX D. RATES OF DELETERIOUS MUTATION AND THE EVOLUTION OF 

SEX IN CAENORHABDim 
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iUsstract 

A variety of models propose tliat the accumulation of deleterious mutations 
plays an imporiant role in the evolution of breeding systems. Those models 
make predictions regarding the relative rates of protein evolution and 
deleterious mutation in taxa with contrasting modes ol reproduction. Here 
wc comparc available coding sequences from one obligatdy outcrossing and 
two pritnarily seiting species of Caemrhabditis to explore the potential for 
mutational models to explain the evolution of breeding system in this dade. 
If deleterious mutations interact synergisttcally, the mutational detcrroinistic 
liyijothesis predicts that a high genomic deleterious mutation rate {U) will 
offset the reproductive disadvantage of outcrossing relative to asexual or 
seffing reproduction. Therefore. C. ekgms and C. hrig$sm (both largely selfitrg) 
should both exhibit lower rates of deleterious mutation than the obligately 
outcro.ssing relative C. remanef. Using a comparative approach, we estimate 
U to be equivalent (and <1) among all three related species. Stochastic 
mutational models, Muller's ratchet and Hill-Robertson interference, are 
expected to cause reductions in the effective population size in species that 
rarely outcross, thereby allowing deleteiious mutations to accumulate at an 
elevated rate. We find only limited support for more rapid molecular evolution 
in selfing lineages. Overall, our analyses indicate that the evolution of 
breeding system in this group is unlikely to be explained solely by available 
mutational models. 

Introduction 
Theory indicates that the accumulation of deleterious 
mutations in individuals and in populations may play an 
important role in the evolution of sex. Different muta
tional models focus on the influence of genetic linkage 
(Hill gp Robertson, 1966), on stochastic population 
genetic tact,ors (Muller, 1964; Gabriel et at, 1993; Lynch 
et at, 1993), on the role of selection or competition 
among lineages (Birky, 1999), and on deteniiinistic 
efteas of deleterious mutation in relation to the two
fold cost of sex (Kondrashov, 1988; Charlesworth. 1990). 
Most of the work on this topic has focused on the 

Qrrm'patidm<^; IJ. CuutT, Drparfment ol fe'oiogy and 
EvoliiUonw SiwiDgy. Ouivmity of Armmii, Iticsfin, A.X B'r/2t, USA. 
Tel.: +I-520-62i-t4!)4: fa.'t; *{-S20-ai-9m: 
e-mail: acini«"»«nail.ari2ona,e(li! 

likelihood of invasion of asexually reproducing individ
uals in an otherwise outcrossing population. However, 
these models also apply to comparisons of different types 
of breeding system. Many features of the theoretical 
predictions hold for the problem of self-fertilisiirig indi
viduals invading an outcrossing population, such as 
expected differences in rates of nucleotide substitution. 
We use DNA sequence data in a comparative context to 
evaluate the degree to which these mutational models 
may contribute to the maintenance or loss of outcrossing 
in a clade of rhabditid iifmatodes. 

A mutational model that has received much attention 
in recent years is the mutational deterministic (iVID) 
hypothesis, which posits that scleaion against deleteri
ous mutations is responsible for the origin and/or 
mahitenarice of sex (Kondrashov, 1988). Under syner
gistic epi.5ias)s, where each additional deleterious muta
tion causes a greater-than-additive reduction in fitness. 
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sexual populations can purge combinations of delt'terioiis 
mutations more efflciently than asexual populatUwis, 
When the genomic deleterious inutatioii rate p« gen
eration (U) is at least 1, the resulting decreased muta
tional load <){ outcrossing sexual populations can offset 
the two-fold disadvantage of meiosis (Charlesworth, 
1990). Therefore, the MO hypothesis predias that U will 
be reasonably high (of order 1) in outcrossing spcdcs 
(Kondrashov, 1988; Charles worth, 1990). Like asexually 
reproduciiig Individuals, self-fertiUzing individuals 
experience a two-fold reproductive advantage over out-
crossers (iloyd, 1980). However, the fitness of a purely 
seUfng individual at mutation-selection balance (~e »") 
is less than that of an average individual in an obligately 
outcrossing population under the assumption of syner
gistic epistasis (KImura & Maruyawia, 1966: 
Kondra!!hov, ]9g5; Charle-worth, 1990). Consistent with 
the notion that htghly selling populations will be resist
ant to invasion by an asexual genotype (Charlesworth, 
1980), sellers also experience greater fitness than 
asexuals (~e~^') at mutatiori-selectioit balance (Kimura 
& IVtaniyama, 1966). Note that the well-known ij-foid 
reproductive advantage of asexuals over random-mating 
hermaphrodites does not hold for obligate selfers, which 
completely recover the cost of meiosis (Lloyd, 1980). 
Thus, akin to the prediaion for the typical comparison 
between outcrossing and asexual reproduction, the MD 
model predicts that outcrossing will offer a net advantage 
over selfing only when Uis sufficiently large (specifically, 
when U > .4). Consequently, we expect to find higher 
values of U in obligately outcrossing members of a dade 
relative to members that rarely outcross if the MD 
hypothesis is a general explanation for the maintenance 
of sex (i.e. obligate outcrossing relative to other breeding 
systems) and enough time has elapsed for V to evolve 
(Kondrashov, 1985; Charlesworth, 1990; Wright era/., 
2002). 

Kondrashov &• Crow (1993) proposed an approach to 
estimate 1/ using interspecific DNA setpjence compar
isons by contrasting the total numbers of constrained and 
unconstrained sites in a genome, conditioned on diver
gence time in generations. Keightley & Eyre-Walker 
(2000) used this approach to c.stimate U for a variety of 
animal species and suggested that U is often <1, 
challenging the generality of the MD hypothe.sis. This 
comparative method of estimating U based on a 
nontrivial sample of the genome is becoming ntore 
feasible as genomic data accumulate in more species 
and it allows the derivation of genomic deleterious 
mutation rate estimates independent from experimentai 
estimates (e.g. Wright tt al, 2002) - we use this approach 
among CaenorhabditH species. 

The interaction between deleterious mutation and 
genetic linkage in finite populations also can influence 
the evolution of breeding system. Interference among 
selected, linked loci can lead to a reduction in effective 
population size (Hill & Robertson, 1966) and the 

subsequent accumulation of deleterious mutations. 
Therefore, the rate of amino acid substitution (corrected 
for mutation rate heterogeneity) should be higher in 
nonoutcrossing lineages relative to outcrossing lineages 
when a large fraction of amino add nmlations are sliglitly 
deleterious (i.e. selection coefficients on the order of the 
reciprocal of the population si«e; Ohta, 1973) and 
Hill-Robertson interference is a potent force. Mulicr's 
ratchet (Mullcr, 1964), which Is stronger in small 
populations, provides another stochastic mutational 
e-Kplanation for the evolutionary advantage to outcross
ing. As the genomes of progeny in outcrossing popula
tions can be rec-onstituted to contain fewer deleterious 
mutations than their parents (by vinue of recombinant 
gametes), nonoutcrossing populations should experience 
greater fitness reduaions and increased probabilities of 
exiinction due to a higher load of deleterious mutations 
(Muller, 1964; Gabriel Hah. J 993; I.ynch et al., 199?). 
Like the predictions that follow from Hill-Robertson 
interference, nonoutcrossing lineages that persist should 
exhibit higher amino acid substitution rates than closely 
related outcrossing species, Additiottally, we might 
expect such lineages to evolve reduced mutation rates 
to slow the accinnulation of deleterious mutations, 
which will be promoted by selection or competition 
among nonoutcrossing lineagts (Birky, 1999). 

Members of the bacterloph.igoiis, soil-dwelling nema
tode gen lis Camorhabditis provide an excellent system in 
which to evaluate explanations for the evolution of 
outcrossing, and the MD hypothesis in particular. First, 
the complete genomic sequence of C. ek$am (The 
C. degans Sequencing Consonium, 1998) and of large 
stretches of contiguous sequence in the closely related 
species C briggsae (Kent & Zahler, 2000) make it possible 
to compare sequences at many loci, as has been done to 
estimate levels of seleaive constraint on intergenic 
sequences (Shabalina & Kondrashov, 1999). Further
more, the complete sequence of C. elegans allows fairly 
accurate estimation of parameters relevant to V, includ
ing the total number of coding sites in the genome. 
Secondly, there is variation in the mode of reproduction 
among Camorhahdilis species. The androdioecious spc
dcs, C elegans and C. bri^gsae, reproduce largely via self-
fertilization of hennaphrodites and outcross with males 
only rarely (Fitch &• Thomas, 1997; Riddle ft al. 1997) -
C. elegans males are produced spontaneously at a fre
quency of ~0.2% under laboratory ccmditions (Hodgkin 
eta!., 1979; Hodgkin fr Doniach, 1997) and indirect 
evidence sugge.cts that outcrossing occurs at a frequency 
<2% in nature (Cutter & Payseur, 2003). fn coittrast, the 
closely related C rmusnd exhibits an obligately out
crossing breeding system with an even sex ratio (Baird 
et al, 1994) and much higher levels of genetic variation 
among isolate.? (Grsisstein si at., 2002; Jovelin a.!., 
200'.!). The variation it? breeding syment among Cmwr-
habditis species contrasts with the conservation in mor
phology (Pitch & Thomas, 1997; Sudhaus & Fitch, 2001). 
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As phylogenetic evidence Indicates that obligate out
crossing represents the anccsiral state for tliis group 
(Fitch & Thomas, 1997) and sclf-fcrtlliEittg hemi.iphn)-
dites may have evolved independently in C. ekgans and 
C, brigpae (E. Haag, personal comtnunication), the issue 
is simplified to the maintenance ot obligate outcrossing, 
to the exclusion of its origin (U'ltski, 1999), Finally, 
selflng has evolved independently several times in the 
Rhabdilidai; (Fitch & Thomas, 1997), indicating that the 
topic of breeding system evolution is a general problem 
in nematodes and not a peculiartty of the Caenorhabditis 
genus. 

Here, we use coding sequences available for caenor-
itabditids to compare rates of deleterious mutation (U) 
and site substitution {K^) for obligate outcrossing and 
highly selfing sijwclcs. We concentrate on the MD 
hypothesis, which has received the most attention in 
recent literature. If the mutational niodels hold gener
ally, then we expect that these species vm'U vary in rates 
of deleterious mutation and protein evolution vi'ith 
respect to their breeding system - C. remand should 
exhibit disproportionately high values of V and low rates 
of protein evolution. Selftng and outcrossing species of 
Arabietopsif have been shown to exhibit no significant 
diffcrenw in U (Wright a al, 2002), but such a coinpar-
ison between related animals that vary in breeding 
system has not been inade previously. We examine the 
effect of variation in the paratncters used to estimate U 
and argue that V is probably low and quite similar for 
C. elegans, C. brisgsae, and C, remanei. We also find little 
support for the predictions of Hill-Robertson and 
Muller's ratchet models in that the rate of molecular 
evolution is rarely higher in primarily selfing species. 
These results suggest that the evolution of breeding 
system in this group is unlikely to be explained by 
available mutational models alone. 

Methods 

Confirmation of phytogeny 

We confirmed the pltylogenetic topology for C elegans, 
C briggsae, and C. remanei based on published nuclear 
DNA sequences for three genes. This analysis served two 
puiposes; it provided us with a framework in which to 
perform relative-rates tests (Sarich & Wilson, 1973) and 
sequence-based estimation of U for each Coinarhabditis 
spetles-pair. We consinicted molecular phylogcnies of 
nuclear genes with the PAUPsearch Wisconsin Package 
Version 10.2 fGenetics Computer Group (GCG), Madi
son, WI, USA] software based on coding nucleotide 
sequences for calmodulin {cal-l; oulgroup Slrongyloides 
stmvralis), globin (outgroup Nippmtrongylus bmsiikmis), 
arid a homcobox gene {cdi-lj; outgroiips S. nttli and 
S. stercorals). Sequences for C elegans were obtained frotn 
hft,p://www.wormbase.org. Other sequences were extrac
ted from (icnP.ank (http://www.ncbi,nlm.nlh.gov), from 

Outgroup (s) C. elegans C. briggsae C. mrnartei 

Fig. 1 Ckidogram (or Camnrlmhililb ekgms. C. hrisjsae, and 
C. remand based on three nuclear loci (globiti, eal-i and ah-t3). 
Branches 8 and K are .*.78% the length of branch H. as inferretl from 
mlnlrruim evolution distanre statistics. 

the paper by Thomas & Wilson (1991) (cal-l). or from 
A. Streit (personal communication) (,ceh-lj). We used 
this set of loci for phylogenetic teconstruction because 
outgroup sequences tor additional loci were unavailable. 
Analyses using minimum evolution distance, maximum 
parsimony, and maximum likelihood optitnality criteria 
all yielded a single tree with a topology that hypothesixes 
a sister relationship between C. hriggsae and C. remand 
with 62-100% bootstrap support (Fig. 1). This topology is 
consistent with distance measures tor .several other lod 
(Haag &• Kimble, 2000: Chen et al. 2001; Rudel & 
Kimble, 2001; .Tovelin et al. 2003) and the pattern of 
interspecific hybrid formation among these species (Baird 
a al, 1992). In contrast, slowly evolving ribosomal genes 
(Fitch et al, 1995; Baldwin et al, 1997) and high simi
larity among morphological charatters have contributed 
to conflicting and unresolved species relationships in 
previous phylogenetic analyses (Sudhaus & Kiontke, 
1996; Baldwin et al, 1997; Sudhaus &• Fitch. 2001); 18S 
rDNA and male tail characters Itave been described as 
insufficient to differentiate species relationships among 
these three taxa (Pitch et al, 1995; Sudhaus 8- Kiontke, 
1996). Consequently, we rely on the growing consensus 
hypothesis ot species relationships supported by our 
molecular data (Fig. 1). We inferred that the relative 
length of branches B and R is 7S% that of branch E based 
on the average minimum evolution branch length 
distances of these tha'e loci (Fig. ,1). Accordingly, we 
reduced the divergence time between C brigpae and 
C. remanei by 22% relative to C. ekgans in calculations of 
I! (Fig. 1). 

Three-species comparisons 

We analysed substitution rates in coding sequences for 
10 loci (~i5 kb) with ortholi>gs in C elegans, C. briggsae 
and C remmei (syn. vulgaris) (Table 1). We obtained 
C. ek$(inf sequences from htip:/.'www.wormbase org and 
other .sequences from GenBank (http;//www.ncbi.nhr). 
nih.gov). Caenorhabditis remanei sequence from two lod 
that were not available in Genbank were provided by 
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Tahle l UaaiiSusteHl substitution rales, codon usage Was and reloiivc-Mtes test statistics, 

Wu & U's 
Rjiailve-iates tsai briggsae-rmmrm mgBns-Mggsne etsigan 

C, e/egons C. tirtggme. C. mmmei . -
iocus acccmions 0. 

8
 z P' KK KA KA 

m{'1 MstnoUs) 0.31 0,27 n.a. 0.00 0.49 0,00 0.00 0.04 
o^-13 ($00 Methods^ 0.36 0.4a n.s. 0.10 1.4B 9.13 181 0.13 2.04 
fmn-S. A{-0549Ba. AP507D19 0,39 0.09 n,&. 0.30 i.m 0.27 1.89 o.gr 1J3 
fog-3 AF3S4169.AF354170 0.45 0.S9 n.g. 0.2/ 1.31 0.S4 1.41 0-30 1J5 
gbtm U482S9, U48S94 O.SS -1.06 n.s. om 0,B4 0.09 O.TO om 1.01 
gM AF316554, AP310558 0.37 3.39 0.0004 0.2Q 1.43 0.36 a.71 0.32 1,72 
iln-U AM0100T3, A^^23103a 0.3S 1.26 n.s. 0.11 0.83 0.17 1.01 0.!6 0.91 
mec'3 U0287S. X6^^)6a o.ar i.?a 0-037 0.08 0.94 0.10 1.68 0.06 1.97 

AF24/a4T, /M^24?8i>2 o.so 1.M 0.041 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.21 0.0 i 0.11 
tmS U098r9, AF187966 0.33 0,46 n.s. 0.42 1.4a o.&o 1.72 0-49 1.66 

•Muii ipk-test  correct ion,  a  0,005,  

A. Streit (the homcobox gene ceh-13) and the paper by 
Thoinas & Wilson (J991) for the calmodulin gene cal-l. 
We aligned cach locus tising GCG Pileup on the 
corresponding amino add sequences. We then back-
translated into nucleotides these aligned amino add 
sequences and ran GCG Diverge on each locus pair to 
calculate rates o! .synonymous (Kg) and nonsynonymous 
(Ka) site substitution. Diverge uses the improved tncthod 
of Li (tj ei a!., 1985; li, 1993; Pamilo & Bianchi, 1993) 
that utilizes Kiinura's two-parameter method (Kimura, 
1980) to correct for multiple hits and to take transition 
and transversion rate differences into account. Given 
C. elegans as outgroup, we tested for differences in rates of 
molecular evolution between C. briggsae and C remand 
for each locus and (or concatenated sequences with 
relative-rates tests using the K2WuIi program {Wu & U, 
1985; IVluse & Weir, 1992; http://jcsmr,anu.edu.au/ 
dinm/hunigen/lars/k2wulisub.htni), which also employs 
Klmura's two-paratneter model (Kimura, 1980),' 

Our analyses assume that Kg is a robust indicator of the 
neutral mutation rate. In an effort to account for possible 
selection on synonymous sites (Akashi, 1995) we adjus
ted our synonymous substitution rate estimates for the 
effects of codon bias (see below). We refer to these 
adjusted estimates as (5,, 

We estimated rates of total (M) and deleterious ( U )  
mutation per generation with and 4. following 
Kondrashov & Crow (1993) as modified by Eyre-Walker 
fr Keightley (1999), Using a method weighted by gene 
length (I), 

M m and a = 

where all summations arc across loci and Z ~ 2 
(genomes) x 19 099 (genes) x 1W4 (tsudt'otides/gcny) x 
(J/C (generations/year)) x (1/7 (divei-gence time)) is a 
constant that includes the number of genes (Tlie C ele^ans 
Sequencing Consortium, 1998), the length of genes 

(mean gene length of 1406 C ekgans loci, see below), 
generation time {<?), and divergence time (Y). The gene 
length (.£,) used in our summations is the number of 
nucleotides processed by Diverge. This method measures 
the average deleterious mutation rate of the two species 
used to generate the Kf, and values. Consequently, the 
prediction of the MD model is that < 

^ SynonymOlJS .Site.S 
are saturated (<5, > 1), on average, we also made esti
mates of IJ by using a constant value of the neutral 
mutation rate, where M = 2 x 19 099 x 1644 x 9.1 x 
2.25x10""' (Drake et al. 1998), We caladated 95% 
confidence limits of M and U via b<X)tstrap analysis with 
10 000 replicates (Manly, 1997). 

As the average generation time of Caemrhabditis 
species in nature is unknown, and no fossil records 
provide definitive infonnation regarding the timing of 
the C. ekgans-hrigpae divergence, we calculated M and U 
for a broad range of these two parameters. Other studies 
(Denver et al, 2000) assumed 4-day egg-to-egg genera
tion duration (~90 geoerations/year), which is close to 
the grovrth rate of C. ekgans in the laboratory at 20 '-"C 
(Byerly et al., 1976). Under laboratory conditions, 
C. de$ans worms develop in ~2.5 days (~1S0 genera
tions/year) at 25 °C and in ~6 days (~60 generations/ 
year) at 15 "C (Byerly et al, 1976), although the facul
tative and developmcntally quiesccnt dauer larval path
way can persist for weeks to months (Riddle, 1988). 
Fecundity (Byerly et al, 1976) and population growth 
rate (Venette & Ferris, 1997) are both maximal at 
~20 °C. Typical estimates (based on one or a few genes) 
for the time to most recent common ancestor of C ekgans 
and C, hriggsae vary between 23 and 60 million years 
(My) (Pra.sad & Baillie, 1989; Heschl & Baillie. 1990; tee 
itd., 1992; Kennedy a 199.3; Thac.ker cf «/.. 1999), 
A more recent analysis based on chromosomal 
rearrangements estimates the date to be 30--130 My ago 
(Coghlan & Wolfe, 2002). 
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C. elegant C. brlggsae comparisons 

We also calculated rates of substitution for a larger 
sample of 1406 putative orthologs of C. ekgans and 
C hrigffsas. Wc extracted the coding regions for gene 
predictions based on the full C. ekgms genomic setiuenee 
and ~n Mb of C. hrigpae genoinic sequence from 
ACBDB (A C, ekgans Database, http;//www,worm 
basc.org). We used GCG BLASTN to identiiV locus pairs 
between the two species that provided the best match as 
potential onhologs. We trari.slated into amino adds the 
nucleotide sequeiiee for the coding regions of each locus 
for alignment of bcst-match pairs using GCG Gap with 
defaiilt parameters. We then back-translated into nucle
otides these aligned amino acid sequences and ran GCG 
Diverge on cach locus pair to calculate rates of synony
mous (Ks) and nonsynonymous (Ka) .substitutions. In 
further analyses, we included only the 1406 locus pairs 
for which the BLAST score SIO"^ both KA an<l Ks could 
be calculated, and >40% of codons were processed by 
Diverge (each locus from each species is included only 
once). This procedure resulted in 1.94 Mb of sequence 
processed by Diverge. 

We calculated an index of codon usage bias based 
on C. ekgans optimal codons, for each coding sequence 
for both C ekgans and C. briggsae (Stenico aal, 1994; 
Sharp & Bradnam, 1997; JWarais & Duret, 2001). Both Ka 
and its demonstrated significant nc»gative relationships 
with species-averaged Fc,p {Ka = 0.363 - 0.454 x F„,„ 
f'l.i-Hj-i = 97.7, P < 0.0001, r^ = 0.06; Ks = 2.48-
2.67 X F„p, Pi_um = 709.5, P < 0.0001, = 034). Con
sequently, we correaed Xs with the fCj-Pop regression 
equation [at mean P„p ~ 0.36 where codon usage is 
expected to be unbiased (Stenico eta!., 1994); 

= 1.52], We refer to these F,,,,-adjusted sub
stitution rates as ^s' This procedure did not dramatically 
influence our U estimates (for the C. ekgans-C. brisgsae 
comparison, mean &, is greater than Ks by 0.16). We used 
these same regression equations in our adjustment of Ks 
for codon bias in analyses Involving C. remanei. 

Result* 
Our comparison of loci between the predominantly 
selfing C. ekgans and C. briggsae and the obligately 
outcrossing C, remanei yields estimates of protein evolu
tionary rates and deleterious mutation that are surpris
ingly similar among taxa. The ratio of the rates of 
nonsynonytnous to synonymous nucleotide .sub.stitufion 
(K-Afk) do not differ significantly between the three 
species-pair comparisons {Fz.-ii = 0.008, n.s.; Table 2). 
Rates of nonsynonymous site substitution (A'a) also did 
not differ significantly = 0,16, n.s.; Table 2). These 
results also hold for comparisons of substitution rates 
uriadjosted for codon usage bias. Furthermore, control
ling for nonindependenee of correlated histories with 
relative-rates tests yields no significant difference in the 

Table 3 Summary of avcr.j.KC rau-s of irvaHition ai iionsynonyvnous 

(K,!) Olid — i (i?,j sites. 

SpaillM! Loci Kf/i,, <>>J 
elegam-brmi. MOa 0.112 (O.iWi) i i ! (0.005) 1.517 jO.OCI) 
ehsgans-tingg^B 10 0.117(0,029) 0.196(0.(361) 1.5/1(0.172) 
eksgsm-mimiiia 10 0,113(0.031) 0,182(0.051) 1.636 (0.1«! 
btlggimit-rmma 10 0,118(0,030) 0,199 (0,046) 1.214 (O.ltO) 

Standeird errore arc given (n parcmlieses. 

.rate of substitution in the selfing C. brlggsae compared 
with the outcrossing C. renmnet in nine of the 10 loci, 
after correding for multiple tests (Table I). The one gene 
with significant differences among lineages {fflp-l) has 
the second highest rate of nonsynonymous substitution 
in comparisons with C. ekgam, and demonstrates a higher 
substitution rate in C. briggsae. This gene appears to drive 
the significance of the relative-rates test performed on 
concatenated sequence from all 10 genes 3.1 J, 
/••= 0.0009) because when glp-l is excluded from the 
concatenated sequence, the relative-rates test fails to 
achieve statistical significance {z~ 1.56, P - 0.06). 

Estimates of the genomic deleterious mutation rate do 
not differ among the species-comparisons; 95% bootstrap 
confidence intervals of U for each specics-jwir all overlap 
with each other. For example, assuming 90 generations/ 
year for alt species and the time to the most recent 
common ancestor of C. ekgans and C. briggsae/remanei is 
50 My and of C briggsae and C remanei is 44.5 My, then 
estimates of the deleterious mutation rate for these 
comparisons are all U ~ 0.02 with overlapping 95% 
confidence intervals (Table 3). Lower values of U result if 
more distant times of divergence or more rapid turnover 
of generations are assumed (Fig. 2). 

The mean (and distributions) of Ka and <5, for the large 
number of sequence comparisons between C. ekgans and 
C. hriggsae coincide closely for the set of 10 loci that were 
compared among al! three species of CaenorhaMitis 
(Table 2). This suggests that no obvious bias exists in 
the sample of loci used for the estimation of U and in 
relative-rates tests. An analysis of the ANOVA design for 
testing among estimates of indicates that a difference 
of 0.058 in K^/St can be detected with power >80% at 
a =- 0.05. This power analysis affirms that these data are 
sufficient to identify modest differences in substitution 
rates, although the relative-rates tests are phylogeneti-
cally more appropriate. 

These data also allow the estimation of the proportion 
of the genome subject to selective constraint. The degree 
of coitstraint among coding regions may be estimated as 
1 ~ and as UIM (Eyre-Walker & Keightley, 1999). 
There are approximately 20.S Mb (19 099 genes x 
0.652 X 1644 sites/gene) of nousytioriymiitis .sites and 
97 ,Mb of total ,ONA, iti the C. ekgans gettome (The 
C. dtgam Sequencing Consonium, 199S). Our estimate 
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of constraint in coding regions (~0.85) therefore implies 
that ~ia% (0.85 X 20."5 iMb/97 Mb) of the genome is 
aftcaed by strong piirif^'ing sclcction. This result can 
be contrasted with a rcccnt cstimaft- from humans of 
about 2% (Nachman & Croweil 2000) using a similar 
ajtproach, ailhough both results are likely underesti
mates becatise they consider sdcctioti only on non
synonymous sites. A previous analysis of constrfsint in 
~130 kb of sytitenie C. ekgam and C briggsae scquencc 
concluded that at least 32% of sites in tbi-ir genomes arc 
functionally conserved (Shabalina & Kondtashov, 
1999), based on 72.2% invariant clonic sites as well 
as invariant intronic and intergenic nucleotides. Consis
tent with the findings of Shabalina & Kondrashot' 
(1999), we calculate 73.9% invariant coding region 
base pairs for the ~2 Mb of sequence from the 1406 loci 
we compared between C. ekgans and C. hriggsae. Such a 
large extetit of the genooie subject to purifying selec
tion, in conjunction with the partially selfing mode of 
reproduction, suggests that the action of background 
selection (Charlesworth et at, 1993) may be likely to be 
a potent force influencing patterns of polymorphism in 
these species (Cutter & Payseur, 2003; Sivasundar S 
Hey, 2005). 

Discussion 

Seifing and outcrossing lineagos do not differ 
in deleterious mutation rate 

Our analyses demonstrate that estimates of the genomic 
deleterious mutation rate V from pairwise comparisons 
of coding sequences do not differ among the species 
Caenorhabditis ekgam, C. briggsae and C. remanei. In all 
eases, E7 is <1 and likely falls in the range of O.OOS-0.05. 
given a broad range of reasonable estimates of diver
gence and generation time. However, the absolute 
niagnhnde ol the U estimates is immaterial to the 
argument that genomic deleterious mutation rates do 
not differ among lineages. Relative-rates tests, used to 
control for shared histories, confirm the conclnsion that 
C remand genes generally exhibit rates of evolution no 
different than C. briggsae genes. These observations are 
partic-ularly compelling in light of the different breeditig 
systems represented in this clade: C rmand is an 
obligately outcrossing species, whereas C. ek^mts attd 
C. hrig0me reproduce largely via self-fertilization. Muta
tional models applied to the relative fitness of selfing 
and outcrossing predia higher gcnomic deltnerious 
mutation rates and lower rates of protein evolution in 
outcrossing lineages (Kondrashov, 1988; Charlesworth, 
1990). Consequently, we infer that inntational models 
are unlikely to fully explain the evolution of outcrossing 
in this dade. 

Alternative explanations for these results seem incom
patible with available data for these spccies, although 
they arc difficult to rqect entirely. It is conceivable that 
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longer generation times in C. remanei coupled with a 
higher mutation rate (and therefore a higher genomic 
deleterious mutation rate) could produce the same 
pattern that we report. However, laboratory data suggest 
that development times of these species do not differ 
dramatically (Byerly etal, 1976) and relative-rates tests 
(ail to detea elevated substitution rates along the 
C. remanei lineage. Differences in mutation rate among 
the three species could be masked by saturation at 
synonymous sites, which could compromise our conclu
sions it the mutation rate in C. remanei is much higher 
than in the other species. However, the facts that (1) 
and S, positively covary (Spearman's p — 0.45;« = 1406; 
P < 0.0001) and that (2) interpreted as a distance 
statistic is lower in the C. hriggsae-rmanei comparison 
(consistent with the tree topology) argue that do^s 
capture biologically meaningful variation in mutation 
rates. Alternatively, one could contend that insufficient 
time has elapsed for mutation rates to evolve to different 
levels along each lineage (or, equivalently, that breeding 
system evolution occurred very recently). However, 
available estimates of divergence time between C. elegans 
and C. briggsM seem sufficiently large (23-120 My; 
Prasad & Baillie, 1989; Heschl & Baillie, 1990; Lee et al. 
1992; Kennedy et al, 1993; Thacker et al.. 1999; Cogblan 
& Wolfe, 2002) for mutation rates to have evolved. 
Finally, no differences in U or would be expected 
a priori if C elegatis and C hriggsae were cryptic obligate 
outcrossers, but this is unlikely given their low levels of 
genetic variation (Thomas &• Wilson, 1991; Bgiltrie?er al., 
1995; Koch et al, 2000; Wicks a al.. 2001; Graustein 
et al.. 2002; .lovelin et al., 2003; Sivasundar & Hey, 2003), 
low predicted rate of outcrossiitg (Hodgkin et al, 1979; 
Rodgkin S Doniach. 1997; Chasnov & Chow, 2002; 
Cmter fr Payseur, 2003; Cutter et al, 2003) and 
negligible inbreeding depression or heterosis (Johnson 
& Hutchinson, 1993; Chasnov & Chow, 2002). 

Implications of equivalent deleterious mutation rates 

Our conclusion that the MD hypothesis on its own does 
not explain the maintenance of outcrossing in caenor-
habditids has three main implications. First, deleterious 
mutations may not have synergistic effects on fitness, on 
average, in this species group. Cijnsistent with this 
implication, a recent test for synergistic eplstasis between 
mutations affeoing C. elegms life-history traits found only 
a nonsignificant trend for this mode of gene interaction 
(Peters & Keightley, 2000). The lack of a dominant role of 
synergistic interactions also has been shown in Escherichia 
coli (Elena &• Lenski, 1997), viruses (Elena & Moya, 1999; 
de la Pena et al, 2000), and Saccharomyces cmvisiae 
(Wloch et al, 2001), although experiments with 
Chlamydomonas (de Visser et al, 1996) and Drosophila 
melmogaster (Mukai, 1964; Kitagawa, 1967) have sup
ported the notion of synergistic epistatic interactions. 
Theoretical work has also demonstrated tftat population 
structure (Agrawal & Chasnov, 2001; Otto & Barton, 
2001), environmental heterogeneity (Lenormand & Otto, 
2000), and variation in the sign of eplstasis among loci 
(Otto & Peldman, 1997) can dramatically affect the 
expeaed benefit of recombination in purging deleterious 
mutations. However, when most deleterious mutations 
are recessive, as believed for R melartogaster (Mullet, 
1950), the assumption of synergistic epistasis need not be 
met for the advantages of outcrossing to outweigh the 
costs (Chasnov, 2000). Furthermore, ecological condi
tions in nature could induce epistatic gene interactions 
that are unobservablc in the laboratory (Peters & 
Keightley, 2000), and the degree of epistasis in the 
C. hriggme and C. remanei genomes remains unknown. 

Secondly, factors other than .wicction against deleter
ious mutatiotis are likely to be important in the evolution 
of outcrossing in caenorhabditids. Although one locus 
shows evidence for an elevated rate of protein evolution in 
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the selfing C. briggsae relative to tlie outcrossing C. remanei 
stochastic mutational models (Mullcr, 1964; Hill & 
Robertson, 1966) seem unlikely to strongly influence the 
evolution ot outcrossing in these spccies. The effect of 
Muller's ratchet will be weak when effeaive population 
size exceeds ~1000 (Maynard Smith, 1978), »md we 
suspect that these nemaiodes will generally experience 
very large population sizes and densities in nature (Mikok 
& Sulkava, 2001). The observation of significant levels of 
codon usage bias in C. ekgans (Stenico et al.. 1994; Marais & 
Dtiret, 2001), for which selection coefficients {s) arc likely 
to be small (Akashi, 1995), also supports the notion of 
a large effeaive si»; of C. ekgans populations (i.e. IV,. ~ 
ll/sl ~ 10®). Rough calculations of iVj. based on single 
nucleotide polymorphism data (Cutter & Payscur, 200J) 
and microsatellites tmder a stepwise mutation model 
(Sivasimdar fr Hey, 2003) give a rattge of JV,, ~ lO'^-U)""'. 
Consequently, it is unlikely that the operation of Muller's 
ratchet or Hill-Robertson interference in selfing lineages 
could sufficiently offset the two-fold cost of sex. 

The major alternative class of adaptive hypotheses 
designed to explain the origin and maintenance of sexual 
reproduction, but which also apply to the relative fitness 
of selfing and outcrossing, have been termed environ
mental-ecological models (Kondrashov, 1988; West 
et al.. 1999), of which Red Queen hypotheses are most 
favoured (Bell, 1,982; West et al, 1999). Red Queen 
models propose that biotic imeraaions, typically parasitic 
or pathogenic (Jaenike, 1978; Hamilton etal, 1990), 
drive an antagonistic coevolution that leads to selection 
tor different allelic combinations in the interacting 
species (Bell, 1982). Like the MD hypothesis, these 
models depend oxt epistatic interactions among alleles, 
although the specific form of epistasis depends on the 
particular model (Barton, 1995; West etal, 1999). 
Caenorhabdith ekgans, C. briggsae and C. remanei are 
known to participate in phoretic, necromenic relation
ships (the nematodes cling to a host and wait for it to die 
before consuming the bacteria that grow on the carcass) 
with slugs, snails and/or terrestrial isopods (Baird et al, 
1994: Baird, 1999), and C ekgans succumbs to some 
pathogenic bacterial species in the laboratory (Aballay 
et al, 2000; Hodgkin et al, 2000). However, it remains an 
open question as to the degree to which antagonistic 
cocvolutionary scenarios involving caenorhabditids may 
be evolutionarlly intportant in nature. This leaves open 
the possibility that both mutational and environmental-
ecological models for the evolution of sex may be 
important simultaneously in obligately outcrossing 
caenorhabditids like C remanei. by accounting for the 
'coi>t of sex' in combination (West et al, 1999). 

Third, the consistent observation that 1/ is <1 in this 
spccies group (Keightley &• CaboUero. 1997; Keightley & 
Batailion, 2000; VassiKcva a al, 2000) suggests that the 
magnitude ol V may be more strongly influenced by 
factors unrelated to the evolution of breeding system. 
The notion that the numfier of gerrnline cell divisions 

cotitributes to the gcnomic deleterious mutation rate 
provides one alternative explanation for variation in U 
across taxa (Lynch el al, 1999). Our data are consistent 
with, but not a direct test of, the gerrnline cell division 
idea in that all three Caencrhabditis species exhibit a 
similar number of gerrnline ccll divisions and similar 
estimates of U. The gennline cell division model also 
receives stjpport from other studies: the number of 
mutations per genome per cell division appears to be 
relatively constant across many eukaryote species (Drake 
et al, 1998), the per generation mutation rate increases 
with the age of reproduction of human males {C«)W,  

1993), and U scales with generation time (which corre
lates with gerrnline cell division ruimber) across species 
(Keightley & Eyre-Walker, 2000). 

y estimates In CmnorhaMltis 

Of the spccies included in our analyses, genomic 
deleterious mutation rates have been estimated for 
phenotypes related to fitness only in C. ekgans. Estimates 
of U for life-history charaaers from large mutation-
accumulation experiments range between 0.002 
(Keightley 8 Cabal lero, 1997) and 0.03 (Vassilieva fr 
Lynch, 1999; Vassilieva et al, 2000). A recent re-analysis 
of these published data indicates that the values may be 
closer to J/~0.005 (Keightley & Batailion, 2000), but 
because these mutation accurnulatioti studies may fail to 
detect ~96% of deleterious mutations (Davies etal, 
1999), these estimates may need to be scaled ui)ward by a 
factor of ~25 (i.e. y~0.125). Consequently, the magni
tude of U for fitness in C. elegans is still considered an 
open question (Kondrashov, 2001). Our comparative 
sequence-based approach to estitnating U in Caenorlmh-
ditis, given literature-based assumptions regarding gen
eration and divergence time, yields values (0.005-0.05) 
that are comparable with those derived from the itima-
tion accumulation studies. Although it is interesting to 
make use of this independent means of estimating V, it 
remains difficult to place great confidence in any partic
ular estimate. Both experimental and comparative 
methods for calculating U yield minimum estimates, so 
these studies provide a lower hound for the genomic 
deleterious mutation rate. Potential sources of error for 
the comparative approach (in addition to uncertainty in 
divergence and generation times) include the inability to 
account tor insenion/deletlon mutations or mutations in 
noncoding regions, and the possibility that our proxy 
for neutral mwtalioii rate is inaccurate. Combining 
extreme values for these sources of error into a single 
estimate provides a potential upper bound to U of ~0.82 
(23 My divergence, 50 generations/year, per site muta
tion rate based on 9.1 x 2.25 x 10""' mutations per 
generation (Drake et al, 1998). dividing by 0.6 to 
account for constrained noncoding regions (Shabalina 
& Kondrashov, 1999), based on the 1406 C. elegans-
C. briggsae kici). 
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Irrespective of the absolute magnitude of U, our 
cvaluatUm of the MD hyjjothesis is probably not com-
proinised by its imderestitiiation or uncertainty in our 
estimates of other parameters because it is the relative 
values of U that are important for our analyses. The-
piiylogenctic arrangemem of the three caenorhabditids 
used here mitigates much of the unccrtairtty in the 
comparisots of U values. Given that C. brigpae atid 
C. remanei are sister spcdes relative to C. ekgans, the 
C. ekgans-C. hrigpae and C, ekgam-C, remanei divergence 
times are equivalent. Thi.s motivated our test of the 
relative rates of evolution between C. bri^gsm and 
C. remanei, conditioned on the oiitgroup status of C. ele$ans, 
Camorhahditis remanei does not demonstrate elevated rates 
of protein evolution, according with the observation that 
confidence imervals for the U estimates overlap. 

Conclusions 

This study provides one of the first comparative tests of 
mutational models for the evolution of outcrossing in a 
clade that exhibits variation in breeding system (Wright 
et al., 2002). Very few estimates of V are available in 
anittjal taxa that do not outeross obligately, or front 
clades tltat contain species that exhibit a variety of 
breeding systems. However, such a comparatii'e 
approach should prove fruitful among the lineages wfith 
varying modes of reprodwtlion in brassicaceous plants 
related to Arabidopsis and rotifers. In A. thaliam, U has 
been estimated by several means: a mutation accumula
tion study estimated C/~0.1 (Schultz et at, 1999), levels 
of inbreeding depression provide a value of ~0.3 
(Charksworth et at, 1990), and sequence data indicate 
U in Arabidopsis to be 0.2-0.6 (Wright et al., 2002). 
Consistent with our findings in Camorhahditis, Wright 
et at (2002) found no significant difference in U esti
mates between the selfing A. thalima and the outcrossing 
A. lyrata. Additionally, the ability for mutational models 
to explain patterns of variation in breeding system should 
depend on the frequency of outcrossing and the fitness 
function describing synergistic epistasis (Kimura & 
Maruyania, 1966). Given that a small amount of 
outcrossing may confer benefits under a variety of 
different models (Hurst & Feck, 1996), and that highly 
selfing, facultative outcrossers provide natural examples 
of the evolution of breeding system in progress, a 
thorough treatment of theoretical models that predict 
when mutational processes may be appropriate in par
tially selfing taxa will be useful (Kondrashtjv, 1985), 
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APPENDIX E. MUTATION AND THE EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION OF 

OUTCROSSmO IN CAENORHABDim ELEGAm 

ABSTRACT 

An understanding of the forces that contribute to the origin and maintenance of 

the phylogenetically widespread phenomenon of sexual reproduction has posed a 

longstanding problem in evolutionary biology. Mutational theories contend that sex can 

be maintained when the deleterious mutation rate is sufficiently high, although empirical 

evidence is equivocal and experimental evolution studies are lacking. To test the 

influence of mutation on the evolution of obligate outcrossing, I introduced a genetic 

polymorphism for breeding system into populations of the nematode Caenorhabditis 

elegans with high- and low-mutation rate genetic backgrounds and tracked the change in 

frequency of females, hermaphrodites, and males over ~21 generations. Here I show that 

an elevated mutation rate leads experimental populations of C. elegans to experience 

more outcrossing and slower loss of an "obligate outcrossing" allele. This provides 

experimental evidence supporting the plausibility of deleterious mutational explanations 

for the evolution of sex in principle, but the action of other processes is likely required to 

explain the evolution of sex in entirety. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The peivasive incidence of sexual reproduction among eukaryote species 

(Maynard Smith 1978; Bell 1982; Michod & Levin 1988) in the face of costs of sex 

associated with, among other potential factors, reproductive rate - has prompted scores of 

proposed explanations (Kondrashov 1993). Detenninistic (Kondrashov 1988; 

Charlesworth 1990) and stochastic (Muller 1964; Gabriel et al. 1993) mutational models 

account for the two-fold cost of sexual reproduction at high mutation rates by the more 

efficient purging of deleterious mutations or the reconstitution of more-fit genotypes, 

respectively, from genetic exchange. While these models are often considered in terms 

of the evolution of recombination, they also apply to breeding system evolution (i.e. 

asexual vs. selling vs. outcrossing; (Kondrashov 1985; Charlesworth et al. 1990b; Otto 

2003)). In particular, the detenninistic mutational hypothesis proposes that per-

generation genomic deleterious mutation rates (11) of order one or higher should lead to a 

short-term advantage of obligate outcrossing over asexual or selling reproduction, 

provided that deleterious mutations exhibit synergistic epistasis or are predominantly 

recessive (Kondrashov 1988; Charlesworth 1990; Chasnov 2000; Otto 2003). In these 

models, the selective advantage of an allele that confers asexual or selling reproduction 

over an obligate outcrossing allele is offset by the genetic load of deleterious mutations 

when the mutation rate is sufficiently high, due to the more efficient elimination of 

deleterious mutations under outcrossing. 
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Previous empirical examinations have targeted the assumptions of high U and 

synergistic fitness interactions among loci and have yielded results that do not endorse 

definitively a dominant role for deleterious mutational models (Drake et al 1998; Lynch 

et al 1999; Rice 2002) relative to ecologically motivated theories for the evolution of sex 

(Bell 1982; Hamilton et al 1990; West et al 1999). hi particular, studies employing 

mutation accumulation, inbreeding depression, and sequence comparisons have attempted 

to estimate U in a variety of taxa (Schultz et al 1999), including C elegans (Keightley & 

Caballero 1997; Vassilieva et al 2000; Cutter & Payseur 2003a), Drosophila 

melanogaster (e.g. (Mukai 1964; Kondrashov & Houle 1994)), Daphnia pulex (Lynch et 

al 1998), Arabidopsis thaliana (Charlesworth et al 1990a; Schultz et al 1999; Wright et 

al 2002), several vertebrates (Keightley & Eyre-Walker 2000), bacteria (Kibota & Lynch 

1996), and viruses (Elena & Moya 1999). Likewise, many studies have tested for 

evidence of synergistic fitness interactions among loci (e.g. (Mukai 1964; Kitagawa 

1967; deVisser et al 1996; Elena & Lenski 1997; Elena & Moya 1999; Peters & 

Keightley 2000; de la Pena et al 2000; Wloch et al 2001)). Despite the prevalence of 

studies of this nature that quanti fy features related to the assumptions of a deterministic 

explanation for the evolution of sex and despite their conflicting results (high and low U; 

positive, negative, weak, or no synergistic epistasis), little attention has focused on direct 

empirical tests, in part due to the rarity of organisms amenable to experimental analysis. 

The present study departs from, these earlier approaches by testing directly the 

invasive ability of different breeding systems in populations whose genomes experience 

different mutational environments. C. elegans provides an elegant experimental system. 
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to address this issue because both the breeding system and mutation rate can be 

manipulated genetically with single allelic differences, C. elegans typical breeding 

system is androdioecious ~ males and self-fertile hermaphrodites - where gender in the 

XO sex-determination system is controlled by the ratio of X cliromosomes to autosomes 

(Meyer 2000), This sex determination mechanism and the germline gametogenesis 

switch in hermaphrodites have proved to be highly amenable to genetic manipulation 

(Hod^in 2002), witli single allelic mutants capable of transforming hermaphrodites 

functionally into females (Schedl & Kimble 1988; Minniti et al. 1996; Stewart & Phillips 

2002). Such alleles may be thought of as extreme modifiers of the rate of outcrossing sex 

or selfing (Uyenoyama & Waller 1991; Otto 2003), and they allow the construction of 

populations that are polymorphic for breeding system (trioecious) by female and 

hermaphrodite differentiation due to a single locus. Therefore, alleles conferring 

divergent reproductive strategy phenotypes can be placed in direct competition under 

different treatments that might be expected to yield contrasting selection pressures on the 

two modes of reproduction. This basic approach was used to show that, under normal 

conditions, C. elegans hermaphrodites do in fact outcompete females (Stewart & Phillips 

2002). However, should the genomic deleterious mutation rate contribute to the 

evolution of breeding system, this finding is to be expected given the low rates of 

deleterious mutation inferred for C. elegans (Keightley & Cabal lero 1997; Vassilieva et 

al. 2000; Cutter & Payseur 2003a). 

To investigate the potential effect of mutation rate on the evolution, of breeding 

system, I propagated populations of C. elegans in four treatment combinations of 
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mutation, rate (elevated or wild-type) and breeding system (trioecious or wild-type 

androdioecious) (Table 1). The high mutation genetic background was effected with a 

mismatch repair-deficient mutation, which induces a >28-fold higher incidence of 

recessive lethal mutations than wild-type (Tijsterman et al. 2002), corresponding to a 

value of C/"near one. By tracking the frequency of each sex over time, any influence of 

mutation on the change in frequency of the different sexes - and consequently on the rate 

of outcrossing and the frequency of alleles at the breeding system locus - can be 

discriminated. Across ~21 generations, mutation rate positively influenced the rate of 

outcrossing sex and retarded the loss of the obligately outcrossing allele, consistent with 

predictions of mutational theori es of the evolution of sex. However, the inability of the 

obligately outcrossing breeding system to invade populations that experience the 

extraordinarily high mutation rate suggests that alternative explanations are likely 

required to account for the widespread gonochorism observed in most rhabditid 

nematodes. 
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M ATERIAI.S AND METHODS 

Worm Strains; The backcrossed and inbred strains BA963 spe-27 (it 132) (Minniti et al 

1996) and NL2511 msh-6 (pk2504) (Tijsterman et al. 2002) were kindly provided by the 

Caenorhahditis Genetics Center and were crossed and inbred to generate the 

homozygous double-mutant BAl 122. Hermaphrodites homozygous for the it J 32 allele 

produce only non-functional self-sperm at the restrictive temperature 25"C, at which all 

experiments were conducted, and have very low self-fertility at lower temperatures 

(Miimiti et al. 1996). Thus, the it 132 allele can be thought of as an "obligate 

outcrossing" allele, because populations fixed for it! 32 are composed only of "females" 

and males. Male development is unaffected by this mutation and itl32 males exhibit 

fertility that is nearly the same as for wildtype males (Minniti et al. 1996). 

NL2511 worms homozygous for the pk2504 exonic-deletion allele of the mutS 

mismatch-repair gene homolog msh-6 exhibit greatly increased rates of spontaneous 

mutation (Tijsterman et al 2002). Given the reported range of the per-generation 

genomic deleterious mutation rate (U) for wildtype C. elegans from 0.005 to 0.03 

(Vassilieva & Lynch 1999; Keightley & Bataillon 2000; Cutter & Payseur 2003a), the U 

for NL2511 can be roughly estimated to lie between 0.14 and 0.84 assuming it can be 

scaled by the 28-fold higher incidence of recessive lethals in NL2511 (Tijsterman et al. 

2002), although it may be -25 times higher still (Davies et al. 1999). By applying 

Haldane's (Haldane 1966) relation m = (U/sf ', the genomic lethal recessive mutation rate 

is approximated as ~1.2 for NL2511 (m = 20,000/300 genes * 1.65% (Tijsterman et al 
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2002); selection coefficient s ~ 1) and as 0.002 for wildtype C. elegam (Rosenbluth et al 

1983; Tijstemian et al. 2002). If temperature positively influences the mutation rate, 

these may be underestimates for the elevated incubation temperature used in this study. 

The elevated mutation rate leads to a dramatic reduction in fitness (Tijsterman et al 

2002) (Fig. 1 A). A. recent mutation accumulation study showed that a strain with a 

similar mutator effect as NL2511 exhibits (7 ~ 0.14 for fitness-related traits, although it 

may be as high as 43 based on the incidence of new coding sequence mutations 

(Tijsterman et al. 2002; Estes et al 2004). 

Experimental Populations: Ten initial populations were founded for each of the four 

treatments (Table 1). Trioecious populations were constructed by introducing the spe-l? 

(itl32) allele (Minniti et al 1996), such that "females" {itl32/itl32), hermaphrodites 

(+/+, +/itl32% and males (any spe-27 genotype) coexisted in the founding populations. 

Homozygous itl32litl32 individuals (with two sex chromosomes) develop as 

hermaphrodites that fail to produce functional self-sperm under the experimental 

conditions and therefore are functionally females (Minniti et al 1996). At the first 

transfer, each replicate was split in quadruplicate to generate 40 replicate populations for 

each treatment. This large degree of replication was used to look for the possibility of 

mutational meltdown to extinction (Lynch et al 1993), which did not occur in any of the 

160 populations. This lack of extinction is consistent with the maintenance of reasonably 

high fitness in populations of small size subject to elevated mutation rates (Estes et al 

2004). All populations were incubated at 25''C (the restrictive temperature for it 132) on 
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35 mm NGM agar Petri plates coated with, a lawn of ,£ coU OP50 food source and 

transferred every third day (approximately one generation) by washing with 200 fil M9 

buffer and subsequent transfer of 15 |.il of suspended worms to a new plate. Although 

mixed-stage wornis comprised the populations, the overwhelming majority of individuals 

were LI or L2 larvae after three days and transfer aliquots contained >1000 individuals. 

Androdioecious populations were initiated with 10 hermaphrodites and 10 males of strain 

N2 (low mutation rate; AL) or NL2511 (high mutation rate; AH). Initial high-mutation 

trioecious populations (TH) contained 10 BAl 122 males, 10 BAl 122 "females," 10 

NL2511 males, and 10 NL2511 hermaphrodites whereas low-mutation trioecious 

populations (TL) were founded with 10 BA963 males, 10 BA963 "females," 10 N2 

males, and 10 N2 hennaphrodites. Consequently, wild-tj^pe and itl32 alleles of spe~27 

were initially present at equal frequency in trioecious populations. The AL treatment is 

directly analogous to the experiment of Stewart & Phillips (Stewart & Phillips 2002) that 

followed the frequency offog-2 (y7J), an allele that also confers a female phenotype 

when homozygous. 

Phenotype Scoring; The sex composition of each population was scored at transfers 1, 

4, 8,16, and 21. For scoring, 48 LI or L2 individuals from each TL and TH population 

were picked to individual OP50 seeded NGM agar-filled wells on 24-well plates and 

incubated until adulthood, when self-fertility or -sterility could be rapidly scored to assess 

the number of hennaphrodites or "femMes." An additional sample of 100 - 300 LI or L2 

individuals from each population of all four treatments were picked to a single 35 mm 
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plate, incubated until adulthood, and scored for the number of males and Jioii-males 

(hermaphrodites plus "females" for the trioecious populations, hermaphrodites only for 

the androdioecous populations). Womis in high-mutation treatments exhibiting gross 

morphological or developmental defects or intersex phenotypes that made gender 

identification or scoring of self-sterility ambiguous were excluded. Because 

hermaphrodites in populations with a Mgh mutation rate experienced an elevated 

incidence of self-sterility (Fig. IB), 48 hermaphrodites from each of 10 replicates for 

treatments AL and AH were scored for sterility at transfer 23 from which I subsequently 

adjusted for the "false-positive" rate in calculations of female frequency in trioecious 

populations for statistical analyses. Self-fecundity of 5 hermaphrodites from each of 10 

populations of AH, AL, TH and TL was scored at transfer 21. Repeated measures 

ANOVA models were used to test for the effects of mutation rate, time, and breeding 

system on the frequency of males and the corrected fraction of self-sterile individuals 

among non-males. Similar results obtain for arcsin-square-root transformed frequencies; 

results only from untransformed data are reported. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Males occurred at significantly higher frequency in treatments with a high 

mutation rate (Fi,is6--=12.7, P=0.0005; Fig. 2). Elevated male frequencies arose by 

transfer 4 and persisted for the remainder of the experiment (Fig. 2), The XO sex 

detemiination mechanism in C eiegans dictates that males may be produced only by 

crossing or rare self-fertilizations with X-nondisjoined gametes (1-lodgkin et al 1979); 

thus male frequency is directly related to the rate of outcrossing (Stewart & Phillips 2002; 

Chasnov & Chow 2002; Cutter et al. 2003). The higher frequency of males under high 

mutation conditions is not due to some artifact of more X-nondisjunction. Differential 

nondisjunction rates between mutation regimes would be expected to be equivalent in 

both breeding system treatments, so androdioecious populations can be used as a control 

for trioecious populations by comparing the differences in male frequency (TH % male -

AH % male) to (TL % male - AL % male) (F,,78-7.4, P=0.0081; Fig. 2c). The 

observation that (TH ~ AH) > (TL - AL) for male frequency demonstrates that males are 

more abundant in the high mutation treatment even after accounting for any potential 

direct effects of mutation rate that are common to populations in different breeding 

system treatments (e.g. if the higher mutation rate directly generated more X-

nondisj unction and therefore more males). Furthermore, msh-6 (pk2504) has been shown 

previously to exhibit no effect on X-nondisjunction (Tijstennan et al. 2002). 

Consequently, the elevated incidence of males in the high mutation treatments indicates 

that mutation rate positively influences the rate of outcrossing. The 2% - 5% elevation in 
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male fi-equeo,cy under high mutation conditions in the tiioecious Iteatment corresponds to 

a ~ 4% - 10% Mglier incidence of outcrossing (Cutter et al 2003); likewise, the latter 

sample points in the aidrodioecioiis populations suggest ~ 2% - 4% more outcrossing in 

the high mutation treatment. These observations are consistent with the prediction that 

greater inbreeding depression, due to an elevated mutation rate, should lead to more 

outcrossing and higher frequencies of males (Stewart & Phillips 2002; Chasnov & Chow 

2002; Cutter et al 2003). 

Females were significantly more common under high mutation rate conditions 

(F] ,78=29.6, F<0.0001; Fig. 3a), although they declined in overall frequency over the 

course of the experiment. The significance of the effect of mutation on female frequency 

declines when adjusted values are used (Fi,78=2.99, P=0.088; Fig. 3b). Tliis retardation 

of female loss by an elevated mutation rate is consistent vwth the notion that the cost of 

obhgate outcrossing is reduced as the influx of deleterious mutations rises. In other 

words, selection favoring selfing is stronger when the deleterious mutation rate is low. 

Furthermore, the strong correlation between the frequencies of females (which can 

reproduce only by crossing) and males (which only crossing can produce) attests to the 

association between outcrossing and the incidence of males in populations = 0.46, 

F,.398=338.9, P<0.0001; Fig. 4). 

Despite elevated male (and female) frequency in high-mutation treatments, 

hermaphrodites invaded all 160 populations over the course of 21 transfers, irrespective 

of genomic mutational background or breeding system, (Fig. 5). Thus, the initial 

observation by Stewart & Phillips (Stewart & Phillips 2002) that C elegans 
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liemiaphrodites rapidly outcompete females in a wildtype genetic background also 

extends to populations with genomes subject to greatly increased deleterious mutational 

input. This dominant competitive ability of hermaplirodites indicates that the elevated 

mutation rate was insufficient to fully offset the cost of obligate outcrossing in the short 

term. One possible explanation is that the fitness effects of deleterious mutations may 

not interact sjmergistically or may only rarely be recessive, thus underniining the 

assumptions of deterministic mutational models (Kondrashov 1988; Charlesworth 1990; 

Chasnov 2000; Otto 2003). Although experimental studies in C elegans support the 

notion of predominantly non-epistatic interactions between deleterious mutations (Peters 

«& Keightley 2000), it is a long-held view that deleterious mutations exhibit primarily 

recessive phenotypic effects (Muller 1950; Garcia-Dorado et al. 1999). Empirical 

support for recessive effects in C. elegans comes from both mutation accumulation 

experiments (Vassilieva et al. 2000) and mutagenesis experiments (Peters et al. 2003). 

Alternatively, the benefit of more efficient purging of deleterious mutations may 

not exceed the cost of obligate outcrossing even in the context of an elevated rate of 

mutation. This is likely to be the case for two reasons: (i) the estimate of U conferred by 

msh-6 (pk2504) might be lower than that expected to give outcrossing a net advantage 

over pure selfing (Charlesworth 1990) and (ii) hemiaphrodite C. elegans can facultatively 

mate with males. Theory suggests that obligate outcrossing can invade a partially selfing 

population less readily than a purely selfing population (Charlesworth 1990; Uyenoyama 

& Waller 1991) and a small amount of outcrossing at equilibrium can be favored under 

some conditions (Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1987; Cliarleswortli et al. 1991). Thus, a 
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small amount of outcrossing by hermaphrodites - as predicted for C. elegam in nature 

(Hedgecock 1976; Cutter & Payseur 2003b) - may provide sufficient benefits in tenns of 

mutation elimination to preclude the evolution of obligate outcrossing evm in 

populations faced with an unusually high mutation rate. The higher incidence of males -

and therefore outcrossing - observed in populations experiencing elevated mutation rates 

argues for an important role of cross-fertilization in fitness maximization under 

mutational stress. 

Traditional models of the evolution of breeding system that focus on inbreeding 

depression indicate that a number of factors can influence the evolution of selfing in 

complicated ways. Depending on the average strength of selection, against new 

mutations, purging of deleterious mutations by inbreeding (i.e. selfing) may or may not 

be sufficiently effective to allow a selfing genotype to invade an outcrossing population 

(Lande & Schemske 1985; Charlesworth et al. 1990b). The abiUty for inbreeding 

depression to describe the relative fitness of self- and cross-progeny also depends on 

mutational dominance such that, for example, selfing can invade a population even under 

extreme inbreeding depression (>50%) due to recessive lethals (Holsinger 1988). 

However, selfing should incur less of an advantage relative to outcrossing in the presence 

of "pollen discounting" (Holsinger et al. 1984)—such discounting is complete in C. 

elegans where hermaphrodites cannot inseminate other hermaphrodites. 

The finding in this study that selfing hermaphrodites invade populations under 

conditions of both low and high mutation rate suggests that the selfing advantage might 

result from reductions in fitness that are predominantly due to large-effect deleterious 
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mutations, which caii be purged, effectively by inbreeding and can lead to an advantage of 

selfi,ng even with >50% reduction in fitness .relative to outcrossers. Such an explanation 

also is consistent with the observations th.at no heterosis or inbreeding depression is 

found ill natural strains of C. elegans (Johnson & Hutchinson 1993; Chasnov & Chow 

2002) and that most of the mutational variance in a strain defective for msh-2, that 

experiences a high mutation rate, is due to large-effect detrimental mutations (Estes et al 

2004). Mutant alleles of msh-2 and of msh-6, used in this study, have very similar effects 

(Tijsterman et al 2002). However, it is not yet clear experimentally whether the 

conclusion that most mutations induced by EMS or msh-2 confer only slightly deleterious 

effects in C elegans (Davies et al. 1999) - which selftng cannot purge efficiently 

(Charlesworth et al 1990b) - might be important for breeding system evolution (Estes et 

al. 2004). Theory also shows that extreme modifiers of the selfing rate (like those alleles 

used in the experiments in this study) can often invade populations more easily than 

subtle modifiers (Charlesworth et al. 1990b). Thus, it will be important to study the 

experimental evolution of modifiers with a range of effects on the selfing rate. 

Previous studies have demonstrated wide variation in genomic deleterious 

mutation rates and mixed evidence for the occurrence of synergistic epistasis (Drake et 

al 1998; Lynch et al. 1999; Rice 2002). This study presents a direct test for an effect of 

mutation on the genetic invasibility of different types of breeding system. "While these 

data demonstrate the plausibility of a role for deleterious mutational explanations in the 

evolution of outcrossing, the persistence of obligate outcrossing throughout most of the 

Caenorhahditis genus in the face oflow genomic rates of deleterious mutation. (Cutter & 
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Payseur 2003a) suggests that deleterious mutational explanations alone can not fully 

accomit for the evolution of different breeding systems. Additional explanations, such as 

environmental-ecological models, may need to be invoked to help explain the evolution 

of breeding system in combination with deleterious mutational theories (West et al 

1999). 
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Figure 1. Hermaphrodite self-fecEndity (A) and self-sterility (B). (A) Self-fecimdity is 

reduced in treatments experiencing high, mutation rate (at transfer 21). (B) The incidence 

of he.rmap,hrodite sterility (at trans,fer 23), which is M^er in, the treatment experiencing 

elevated mutation rate, was used to co.rrect female frequency estimates. Treatment 

abbreviations as in Table 1. Bars indicate s.e.m. 

Figure 2. Changes in male frequencies over time. In both trioecious (A) and 

androdioecious populations (B), males persist at greater frequencies under high mutation 

conditions. (C) Analysis of "A fraction male" (TH - AH, TL - AL) controls for the 

possibility of elevated X non-disjunction in high mutation treatments. Treatment 

abbreviations as in Table 1. Bars indicate s.e.m. 

Figure 3. Changes in "female" frequencies over time. "Females" are more common in the 

high mutation treatment at intermediate sample points. (A) Fraction of non-males scored 

as "female" and (B) adjusted for baseline sterility rates. Treatment abbreviations as in 

Table 1. Bars indicate s.e.m. 

Figure 4. Male and "female" frequencies correlate positively. Inset shows mean gender 

frequencies for each sample point, separated by mutation treatment (TH filled, TL 

unjB,lled boxes). The line indicates least-squares regression fit. Bars indicate s.e.m. 



Figure 5. Changes in, hermaphrodite frequencies over time. Hemiaphrodites invade 

populations with high or low mutation rate. Self-fecundity of hemtaphrodites is 

significantly lower in high-mutation rate treatments (inset). Treatment abbreviations 

in Table 1. Bars indicate s.e.m. 
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Table 1. Experimental design. 

Mutation rate 

High'' Low 

ao . Trioecious® TH TL 

Androdioecious AH AL 

^Trioecious populations are composed of males, hermaphrodites, and "females," such that 

self-fertility or -sterility is controlled by tlie spe-27 genotype. ''A high mutation genetic 

background is conferred by defective copies of the mismatch repair gene msh-6. 
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APPENDIX F. THE EVOLUTION OF OUTCROSSING AND SEX-CIMOMOSOME 

NON-DISJUNCTION: A SIMULATION MODEL 

ABSTRACT 

Androdioecy is a rare breeding system in which hermaphrodites coexist with males 

and is represented among a number of nematode species. Nematodes may be predisposed 

to accommodate this kind of breeding system as a consequence of the common XO sex 

determination mechanism because, following the evolution of selfing hermaphroditism, 

sex-chromosome non-disjunction can lead to the production of spontaneous male progeny 

(e.g. Caenorhahditis elegans and C. hriggsae). The persistence of outcrossing males in 

the presence of selfing hermaphrodites, however, is generally disfavored by selection 

unless outcrossing confers some advantage. In this study, I develop an individual-based, 

stochastic simulation model inspired by C. elegans life history to explore whether male 

maintenance and outcrossing occurs through the adaptive modulation of sex-chromosome 

non-disjunction rates when faced with accumulating deleterious mutations. The 

simulation results indicate that selection generally favors a reduction in sex-chromosome 

non-disjunction rates and tliat average population outcrossing rates are not significantly 

affected by the genomic deleterious mutation rate. However, the pervasiveness of 

population extinction suggests that a metapopulation perspective on these processes 

might prove particularly informative. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The features that specify C. elegans life history in terms of growth and reproduction 

are relatively few and well-defined (Wood 1988; Riddle et ai. 1997). Consequently, the 

relative simplicity of this system lends it to modeling studies that explore how well-

understood basic characteristics of its biology might infonti our understanding of more 

complicated traits and general principles that may apply across taxa. Reproduction in tliis 

and related androdioecious species occurs by one of two modes: self-fertilization within 

the reproductive tract of hermaphrodites or cross-fertilization by males upon insemination 

of hermaphrodites (Brenner 1974). The incidence of males in populations is controlled 

by the ability of males to obtain fertilizations and by the frequency of sex-chromosome 

non-disjunction events that allow the spontaneous production of males by self-fertilizing 

hermaphrodites, whereby greater male copulatory success and higher rates of non

disjunction lead to the presence of more males (Cutter et al. 2003). This influence of sex 

chromosome non-disjunction on male frequency is a consequence of XO sex 

determination, which is the dominant sex determination mechanism in nematodes 

(Triantaphyllou 1983; Poinar & Hansen 1983; Mutafova 1995), so XX selfing 

hermaphrodites that produce any X-deficient gametes will spontaneously produce male 

progeny (Brenner 1974; Hodgkin et al. 1979). However, it remains an open question as 

to what processes allow the persistence of the male phenotype in androdioecious 

populations, given that males are unnecessary for reproduction. 
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The maintenance of males in species like C elegans niiglit result from an, adaptive 

process, as in explanations for the evo lution of sex and recombination where outcrossing 

allows more efScient purging of deleterious mutations (Kondrashov 1988; Charleswoith 

1990; Otto 2003), reconstitution of more fit genotypes (Muller 1964; Lynch et ah 1993), 

more rapid evolution by combining beneficial alleles (Muller 1932; Fisher 1958), or 

improved fitness in host-parasite coevolution (Hamilton 1980; Hamilton et al. 1990). 

Alternatively, genes that contribute to male development might represent selfish genetic 

elements or might be maintained in a non-adaptive manner (Chasnov & Chow 2002), 

although definitive evidence for either of these processes is lacking (Cutter et al. 2003). 

Several observations make it difficult to infer the evolutionary importance of males and 

the mechanisms that contribute to their maintenance in species like C. elegans: (1) a 

recent study showed that the chromosomal sex-determination mechanism in C elegans 

can be bypassed by some environmental conditions to produce more males (Prahlad et al. 

2003), (2) rates of sex-chromosomal non-disjunction can be altered independently fi*om 

the rates of autosomal non-disjunction (Hodgkin et al. 1979), and (3) the male phenotype 

has persisted in the face of hermaphroditism for a long time despite low levels of 

population-wide outcrossing and low genetic variation (Graustein et al 2002; Sivasundar 

& Hey 2003; Jovehn et al. 2003; Denver et al. 2003; Cutter & Payseur 2003b). The 

direct connections between male Irequency, sex-chromosome non-disjunction and 

outcrossing (Cutter et al 2003) indicate that the ultimate causes of male persistence in 

aiidrodioecious species requires explanation. Is the persistence of males adaptive, and is 

modulation of sex-chromosome non-disjunction responsible for maintaining males? 
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In this study, 1 develop an agent-based simulation model for the growth and 

reproduction of organisms based on C. elegans biology to address these issues of male 

maintenance and outcrossing rate. In particular, I aim to determine whether sex-

chromosome non-disjunction may be considered to be a plausible adaptive force 

responsible for male maintenance and how deleterious mutation accumulation impacts 

the evolution of outcrossing rates. This stochastic model extends the analytic treatment 

of Cutter et al (Cutter et al. 2003) of sex ratio and outcrossing rates by considering 

overlapping generations, physiologically and behaviorally parameterized mating 

functions, and genetically explicit phenotypes whose evolution is subject to mutation, 

selection, and drift. Using this simulation, 1 explore how the genetics of sex-chromosome 

non-disj unction and deleterious mutation accumulation influence rates of outcrossing and 

population persistence. 



THE MODEL 

This stochastic simulation written in Java models the growth and reproduction of 

individuals, patterned after the life history characterized by C elegans development. The 

population structure allows overlapping age categories of individuals to approximate 

continuous growth. The model considers individuals with a number of characteristics, 

including gamete complements that change over time, individual genotypes that control 

the rate of sex-chromosome non-disjunction in hermaphrodites, and individual genotypes 

controlling the number and identity of deleterious mutations. The sex-chromosome non

disjunction rate is allowed to evolve, which directly influences the frequency of males 

and outcrossing in the population. In addition, the genome acciraiulates deleterious 

mutations over time. The life cycle modeled in the simulations proceeds as follows, with 

a summary of the input parameters and the values used given in Table 1. 

Development: Following fertilization and oviposition, 12 time steps separate birth 

from adult reproductive maturity. Based on C. elegans development, this corresponds to 

6h intervals for a 3d embryonic and larval development period. A constant mortality rate 

is implemented to stochastically remove individuals at each time step. At reproductive 

maturity, hermaphrodites are allocated 1000 oocytes and 300 sperm and become 

competent to mate with males, to self-fertilize, and to lay the fertilized eggs. 

Hermaphrodite oviposition increases to a maximum rate 12 time steps following 

maturity, and then declines. At maturity, male individuals are allocated 2000 sperm and 
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become competent to mate with hennaphrodites. Hermaphrodites (males) »e removed 

from the population when they exhaust their allocation of oocytes (spenn), if they reach a 

maximum age (48 time steps), or if they are subject to stochastic mortality. These 

general features of development are based on observations of C. elegans that show that 

egg to adult development takes ~3d at room temperature (Byerly et al. 1976; Lewis & 

Fleming 1995), that hermaphrodites generally produce ~300 sperni for self-fertilization 

and can make upwards of 1000 eggs if mated (Kimble & Ward 1988; Hodgkin & 

Doniach 1997), that males make -2000 sperm (Hodgkin & Doniach 1997), and that 

fertilization rates are unimodal (Byerly et al. 1976). 

Reproduction: A male inseminates a hermaphrodite in a given time step based on 

a stochastic realization of a constant mating probability, upon which they transfer sperm 

(normally distributed with mean 100, variance 10) containing haploid genomic profiles of 

the male to be stored in the hermaphrodite spermatheca. Hermaphrodites preferentially 

use male sperm in fertilization, consistent with C. elegans reproductive biology (Ward & 

Carrel 1979). Hermaphrodite gametes are assigned an X-chromosome complement based 

on the genetically-encoded non-disjunction phenotype of the mother, such that deviations 

from the typical mono-X gamete to nullo- or triplo-X gametes become more common 

when the probability of non-disjunction is higher (Hodgkin et al. 1979; Cutter et al. 

2003). Half of male gametes contain a single sex chromosome and half lack a sex 

chromosome, consistent with the observation that male X-chromosome segregation is 

largely unaffected by genetic factors that alter segregation patterns in hermaphrodites 
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(Hodgkin et al. 1979). Consequently, the gender of resulting zygotes may be XO male, 

XX hermaphrodite, or XXX hermaphrodite (individuals with other X-chromosome ploidy 

levels die) where each individual is diploid at all other loci. Population size was limited 

with a hard cap at 2000 individuals. 

Phenotypes and Genotypes; Gametes contain a haploid genome encoded in 32-bit 

strings based on a multi-locus system where each locus has two possible alleles, 

following similar genetic encoding in other work (Aviles et al. 2002). Consequently, 

individuals are diploid. The probability of hermaphrodite sex-chromosome non-

disjxmction is controlled by the number of positive alleles at the 16 loci that contribute to 

this phenotype in a cumulative fashion and by the quantitative effect of each allele. Loci 

are unlinked to each other and unlinked to an additional 16 neutral loci with no 

phenotypic effect. The sex-chromosome non-disjunction loci are initialized as 

heterozygotes at the start of each simulation (i.e. 16 positive alleles). Mutation in these 

phenotype loci is implemented in a translocation-like fashion to avoid directional biases 

by maintaining the number of 0- and 1 -valued alleles, but rearranging the values between 

a pair of loci (Aviles et al. 2002). Loci subject to deleterious mutation are modeled on a 

separate 32-bit chromosome initialized with zero deleterious alleles, but deleterious 

alleles arise stochastically as point mutations (no translocation mechanism operates) and 

may become fixed. Fixed deleterious alleles cannot revert by back-mutation. Zygotes 

containing greater than a threshold nmnber of deleterious alleles will die, but individuals 

with sub-threshold levels of deleterious allele accumulation do not suffer any fitness 



effects. This fitness regime is analogous to the truncation selection envisioned in some 

mutational models tor the evolution of sex (Kondrashov 1988; Charlesworth 1990). 

Populations evolved in two replicate simulation runs for each set of input parameter 

values over the course of 180,000 time steps, which corresponds to 15,000 generations 

given a 12 time-step generation time. The first 2000 generations experienced enforced 

obligate outcrossing (i.e. hermaphrodites could not produce sperm and therefore were 

females), after which immediate conversion to androdioecy (self-fertile hermaphrodites 

and males) ensued. Population summary statistics were output to file for every third 

generation (36 time steps). Summary statistics for each of the 3025 simulations were 

calculated based on the average values across the final 6000 generations of each 

simulation run (2000 data points) using an automated Perl script for parsing of simulation 

output files. Calculation of effecti ve population size (N®) was based on a method 

extended from that of Pollak (Pollak 1987) to specifically accommodate nematode 

androdioecy (E. Pollak & A.D. Cutter, unpublished results). These simulation summary 

data were used in stepwise ANOVA or nominal logistic models (including 2""^ order 

polynomials of each variable and 1"^ order interactions) to describe how the input 

variables contribute to variation in the levels of sex-chromosome non-disjunction that 

evolved, rates of outcrossing and sex ratio, deleterious mutation accumulation, and the 

likelihood of population extinction. 
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RESULTS 

In each simulation, the population rapidly reached a stable age distribution of adults 

and j uveniles, the details of which depend primarily on tlie mortality rate parameter. 

Over time, deleterious alleles accumulate within populations (Fig. la), with 

corresponding decrements in the frequency of loci heterozygous for deleterious alleles 

(Fig. lb,c). The accumulation of deleterious mutations also leads to a decline in total 

population size (Fig. Id). In multiple regression analyses, only the deleterious mutation 

rate and the threshold number of deleterious alleles (and their interactions) contribute to 

variation in the number of accumulated deleterious mutations across simulation runs 

(ANOVA F4,2242 = 2006.1, P<0.0001, = 0.78). However, higher male mating ability 

reduces the frequency of fixation (of either possible allele) at fitness loci (Table 2) and 

increases the frequency of heterozygous fitness loci (Table 3), in addition to the effects of 

mutation rate on the fixation of fitness loci (Fig. 2). As expected, heterozygosity at 

neutral loci also is strongly affected by mutation rate in that higher mutation rates at 

neutral loci lead to a greater frequency of heterozygous neutral loci (Fig. 3). 

The average rate of outcrossing in populations depends strongly on the frequency of 

males, which in turn is determined by the amount of sex-chromosome non-disjunction 

and male mating ability (Fig. 4). More outcrossing occurs when males and sex-

chromosome non-disjunction are common and when males are efficient at obtaining 

fertilizations. However, a number of other factors and interactions contribute to variation 

in outcrossing rates (Table 4). For exmiple, counter to intuition, less outcrossing tends to 



occur in populations with higher deleterious mutation rates among persisting populations. 

Furthermore, outcrossing appears to reduce the average number of deleterious alleles 

when mutations rates are high, but leads to the accumulation of more deleterious alleles 

at low mutation rates (Fig. 5). Perhaps coincidentally, the median outcrossing rate of 

1.7% across all simulations is quite similar to the level of outcrossing predicted for C. 

elegans based on polymorphism data (Cutter & Payseur 2003b). 

The level of X-chromosome non-disjunction that evolves is higher when each allele 

contributes a larger effect on this phenotype (Fig. 6a; Table 5), but the number of alleles 

that raise the non-disjunction rate is reduced when the individual allelic effects are large 

(Fig. 6b). Furthermore, the level of non-disjunction that evolves is lower when the 

mutation rate is high (i.e. less mutation-limited) at non-disjunction loci (Fig. 6c). These 

findings indicate that selection favors reduced levels of X non-disjunction. 

Population extinction occurred within the simulations at a variety of combinations 

of extreme parameter values. High rates of deleterious mutation and intrinsic mortality 

and large X non-disjxmction allelic effects contribute to increased probability of 

extinction, whereas more efficient male mating and a higher threshold number of 

deleterious mutations reduces the likelihood of population extinction (Table 6). 
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DISCUSSION 

In this individual-based stochastic simulation model inspired by C elegam life 

history and breeding system, it is clear tliat selection generally acts to reduce the rate of 

sex chromosome non-disjunction. This pattern is evidenced by fewer X non-disjmiction 

promoting alleles being present when each allele has a large effect. Outcrossing, on the 

other hand, is positively influenced by the elevated incidence of males that results from 

more X non-disjunction. These findings indicate that the cost of X non-disjunction in 

producing inviable zygotes generally outweighs any benefits to promoting outcrossing. 

This emphasizes that, for X non-disjunction to provide a viable adaptive mechanism for 

enforcing outcrossing, the benefits of sex must compensate for the costs associated 

specifically with non-disjunction in addition to the traditionally described costs of sex 

(Maynard Smith 1978; Michod & Levin 1988). 

Consistent with the results of these simulations, Chasnov & Chow (Chasnov & 

Chow 2002) have argued that X non-disjunction rates in C. elegans have evolved to a 

minimum, rather than an optimum. They reason that the lack of heterosis under lab 

conditions, poor C. elegans male mating ability (relative to males of the obligately 

outcrossing C. remanei), low attractiveness of C. elegans hermaphrodites to males 

(relative to the attractiveness of C. remanei females to both con- and hetero-specific 

males), and greater reproductive value of early-produced offspring (Fisher 1958; 

Hodgkin & Barnes 1991; Barker 1992; Cutter 2004) all indicate that males and 

outcrossing are neutral or disfavored by natural selection. Consequently, they maintain 
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that genes controlling male development persist in a manner analogous to mutation-

selection balance of deleterious alleles as a byproduct of the fact that biochemical 

constraints cannot reduce X non-disjunction rates to zero. While their mathematical 

model of the idea that male-specific genes persist without some male advantage is 

unlikely to explain the persistence of the plethora of male-specific genes since the origin 

of hemiaphroditism (Kim et al. 2001; Cutter et al. 2003; Reinke et al. 2004), it appears 

clear that modulation of X non-disjmiction rate is unlikely to be a viable adaptive 

explanation for promoting the maintenance of males. 

The accumulation of deleterious mutations results in population size decline, which 

tends to lead to extinction when the deleterious mutation rate is high. However, among 

the populations that persist, a higher deleterious mutation rate contributes to greater 

heterozygosity and fewer fixations at fitness loci. This effect on heterozygosity and 

fixation occurs despite unidirectional mutation on fitness loci and an overall negative 

effect of deleterious mutation rate on the levels of outcrossing. The magnitude of the 

deleterious mutation rate does influence the effects of outcrossing, such that outcrossing 

only effectively reduces the accumulation of deleterious alleles when mutation rates are 

high, consistent with theory (Kondrashov 1988; Charlesworth 1990). Overall, these 

findings are consistent with the results of other work in nematodes that has shown that 

species of Caenorhabditis that differ in breeding system (obligately outcrossing versus 

primarily selfmg) do not have different genomic deleterious mutation rates (Cutter & 

Payseur 2003a). These data suggest that mutational processes may not be the dominant 
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force maintaming males and outcrossing - unless they are realized through 

metapopmlation dynamics, which were not considered in this model (see below). 

Population extinction was a common occurrence in the simulations and was more 

hkely to occur with higli mortality rates and high deleterious mutation rates. Given the 

finite nature of the simulated populations, the accumulation of deleterious mutations via 

Muller's Ratchet (Muller 1964) and subsequent mutational meltdown due to these factors 

is not siwprising (Lynch & Gabriel 1990; Gabriel et al. 1993; Lynch et aL 1993). Large 

allelic effects of X non-disjunction also promoted extinction, due to an induced increase 

in the effective mortality rate from the higher incidence of inviability among zygotes in 

an environment of frequent non-disjunction. In contrast to the above factors that hinder 

population persistence, effi cient male mating and a high threshold number of deleterious 

mutations mitigate the likelihood of population extinction. Because cross-fertihzation 

occurs more frequently with more efficient male mating ability, mating allows 

persistence of higher levels of heterozygosity at fitness loci and their recombination to 

reconstitute genotypes with fewer deleterious mutations, thus staving off mutational 

meltdown. The frequent incidence of population extinction in these simulations, in 

conjunction with population genetics theory about the effect of selfing on promoting 

population subdivision (Charlesworth & Wright 2001), indicates that a treatment of this 

problem in a metapopulation context is warranted (i.e. allow for extinction among 

demes). Given the plausibility of mutational meltdown, an exploration of the effects of 

variation in maximum population size also might shed light on the ability for stochastic 

mutational models to in fluence the amount of outcrossing. 
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Interestingly, Pannel (2000) proposed a metapopulation, model for the evolution of 

androdioecy that assumes selfiiig rates decrease with increasing local population size. On 

a small scale, this may be plausible in nematodes like C. elegans, where the probability of 

spontaneous male production by X non-disjunction is likely to actually produce males 

(and hence outcrossing) only when the population size is sufficiently large. This point is 

exemplified in Fig. 7, which shows how the binomial probability of observing zero males 

declines as the number of individuals sampled increases. The biologically plausible 

example non-disjunction rate of 10"^ indicates that a population of size 1000 is expected 

to lack males, and therefore to lack outcrossing, nearly 40% of the time (Fig. 7). 

XO sex determination is the principle genetic mechanism for differential sexual 

development in nematodes. The potential for sex-chromosome non-disjunction to 

generate males spontaneously in selfing hermaphrodite individuals due to this mode of 

sex determination may explain in part why animal examples of the rare androdioecious 

breeding system primarily occur in this group. Thus, X non-disjunction provides an 

inherent process by which males are introduced into a population - persisting with the 

benefits of a small amount of sex (Hurst & Peck 1996). However, adaptive modulation 

of X non-disjunction to higli levels to promote male production appears unlikely based on 

this and other work (Chasnov & Chow 2002). Consequently, other processes will be 

necessary to understand the persistence of males and androdioecy in such species. Some 

nematode groups use an X„0 mechanism for sex determination (female karyotypes 

include n X chromosomes, males have none; Triantaphyllou 1983; Poinar & Hansen 

1983). We should expect androdioecy to be extremely unhkely in species with 
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hermaphrodites in such groups because tlie spontaneous production of males from 

aneuploid gametes must involve the loss of multiple chromosom,es simultaneously, thus 

dramatically reducing (1) the rate at which males are spontaneously produced, (2) the 

equilibrium, frequency of males, and (3) the ability for male-specific genes to persist 

(Chasnov & Chow 2002; Cutter et al. 2003). 
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Table 1. Summary of variable simulation param.eters and their values. 

input parameter values description 

mating ability (MA) 

X non~disjimction allelic 
effect (XE) 

phenotypic mutation rate 
(PMR) 

deleterious mutation rate 
(DMR) 

max deleterious mutations 
(K) 

mortality rate (MoR) 

0.00001,0.00005,0.0001, per-male probability of 
0.0005, 0.001 copulating per time step 

0.0001,0.001, 0.01 per-allele increment in the 
probability of X non
disjunction per gamete 

0.0001, 0.001,0.01 probability of translocation of 
0-1 bits for neutral or non
disjunction loci 

0.001, 0.01, 0.1,0.5, 0.7,0.9 genomic deleterious mutation 
rate per gamete per generation 

10, 50 threshold number of 
deleterious alleles 

0.001, 0.01, 0.015 probability of mortality per 
time step 



Table 2. Reduced ANOVA model factors explaining variation in the number of fixed 

fitness loci among simulations as the factor increases. Total variance explained = 0.76 

(F9,2238 = 802.6, F<0.0001). 

effect on number of 
factor fixed fitness loci F ratio P 
K + 5375.1 <0.0001 
DMR . 1314.0 <0.0001 
MA _ 6.0 0.015 
XE . 4.3 0.039 
DMR*K + 532.5 <0.0001 
DMR*:DMR + 334.0 <0.0001 
MA*XE - 4.6 0.032 
MA*DMR - 4.5 0.033 
XE*DMR - 1.9 0.17 



Table 3. Reduced ANOVA model factors explaining variation in the frequency of 

heterozygotes at fitness loci as the factor increases. Total variance explained = 0. 

(F22.2225 = 271.6, P<0.0001). 

effect on, frequency of 
deleterious mutation 

factor heterozygotes F ratio P 

DMR + 2124.4 <0.0001 
MA + 305.8 <0.0001 
PMR - 69.9 <0.0001 
XE + 65.0 <0.0001 
K . 17.3 <0.0001 
MoR - 3.2 0.076 
MA*XE + 579.3 <0.0001 
MA=^DMR + 482.5 <0.0001 
XE*DMR + 281.3 <0.0001 
XE-^PMR - 129.7 <0.0001 
MA*PMR - 88.7 <0.0001 
DMR*DMR - 86.8 <0.0001 
MA*MA + 78.6 <0.0001 
DMR*PMR - 54.4 <0.0001 
MA*K - 21.6 <0.0001 
XE*K - 16.6 <0.0001 
DMR*K - 15.0 <0.0001 
XE*MoR - 10.7 0.0011 
XE*XE ~ 9.7 0.0019 
MA*MoR - 7.6 0.0059 
DMR'^MoR ~ 4.5 0.034 
PMR*K 2.5 0.12 



Table 4. Reduced ANOVA model factors explaining variation in outcrossing rate among 

simulations as the factor increases. Total variance explained = 0.85 795,7, 

P<0.0001). 

factor effect on outcrossing F ratio P 
MA + 3227.4 <0.0001 
XE + 832.3 <0.0001 
MoR. . 203.7 <0.0001 
PMR - 170.1 <0.0001 
DMR . 28.2 <0.0001 
MA * XE + 2399.1 <0.0001 
MA * MA + 549.1 <0.0001 
X E * XE - 320.7 <0.0001 
XE*PMR - 296.9 <0.0001 
MA * MoR - 281.8 <0.0001 
MA * PMR - 137.2 <0.0001 
XE * MoR 119.1 <0.0001 
M A • D M R  _ 48.4 <0.0001 
XE * DMR - 25.8 <0.0001 
PMR * MoR - 2.5 0.11 
DMR * PMR - 1.9 0.17 



Table 5. Reduced ANOVA model factors explatnmg variation in the level of X 

chromosome noti-disjtttiction that evolved among simulations as the factor increases. 

Total variance explained = 0.81 (F27,2,220 = 351.3, P<0.0001). 

factor effect on X non-disjunction F ratio P 

XE + 351.3 <0.0001 
MA _ 83.6 <0.0001 
Ne + 69.4 <0.0001 
MoR + 56.3 <0.0001 
PMR . 34.5 <0.0001 
K + 2.4 0.12 
DMR + 1.0 0.31 
XE * PMR . 688.1 <0.0001 
MoR * Ne + 188.0 <0.0001 
MoR * MoR + 180.7 <0.0001 

Ne * Ne + 163.2 <0.0001 
XE»MoR - 83.1 <0.0001 
MA* MoR ~ 79.4 <0.0001 
MA * Ne - 78.1 <0.0001 
PMR • Ne + 59.5 <0.0001 
XE * DMR - 57.0 <0.0001 
DMR * MoR + 35.2 <0.0001 
PMR * MoR + 31.7 <0.0001 
XE*Ne - 29.1 <0.0001 
DMR * Ne + 27.6 <0.0001 
M A * XE - 23.1 <0.0001 
XE*XE - 21.2 <0.0001 
MA * DMR - 19.5 <0.0001 
DMR DMR + 4.4 0.036 
XE*K + 2.5 0.11 
PMR * PMR + 2.3 0.13 
MA* MA - 1.9 0.17 



Table 6. Reduced model factors explaining variation in the probability of extinction 

among simulations as the factor increases. Total variance explained U = 0.90 

3118.7, df=16,P<0.0001). 

factor effect on extinction Wald P 

MA - 146.7 <0.0001 

MoR + 135.4 <0.0001 

DMR + 79.6 <0.0001 

XE + 49.1 <0.0001 

K - 25.8 <0.0001 

PMR + 3.6 0.057 

MoR * MoR + 101.6 <0.0001 

MA * DMR + 59.4 <0.0001 

MA * XE + 47.0 <0.0001 

M A * K  - 24.5 <0.0001 

XE * DMR - 23.7 <0.0001 

XE * MoR - 22.2 <0.0001 

DMR * MoR + 9.0 0.0027 

K*MoR + 7.2 0.0072 

DMR * K + 4.2 0.040 

PMR*K + 3.2 0.076 
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Figure 1, Clmiiges over time and with respect to the accumulation of deleterious alleles in 

an example simulation run. Deleterious alleles accumulate in a stepwise fashion (A) as 

average heterozygosity at fitness loci declines (B). The average number of heterozygous 

fitness loci declines as deleterious alleles accumulate (C). The accumulation of 

deleterious alleles results in a decline in population size (D). The colored lines in (D) 

represent least-squares regression lines for the data points with the same color, hi all 

panels, identical colors correspond to data in a given time interval over the course of the 

simulation, with black points occurring earliest and red occurring latest in the simulation 

run. Simulation parameters: MA = 0.0005, XE = 0.01, DMR = 0.5, PMR = 0.0001, K = 

10, MoR = 0.001. 
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Figure 2. Negative association between the deleterious mutation, rate and the number of 

fitness loci fixed for either possible allele. Red points K = 50, blue points K = 10. 
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Figure 3. Positive association between heterozygosity at neutral loci and the degree of 

outcrossing. Colors correspond to different phenotypic mutation rates: yellow PMR = 

0.0001, oKmge PMR - 0.001, red PMR = 0.01. 
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Figure 4, Positive associations between outcrossing rate, the incidence of :males and the 

level of X chromosome non-disjunction. Colors in A and C correspond to different male 

mating ability parameter values: red MA = 0.001, yellow MA = 0.0005, blue MA = 

0,0001, purple MA = 0.00005, black MA = 0.00001. Colors in B correspond to different 

effect sizes of X non-disjunction alleles: magenta XE = 0.0001, periwinkle XE = 0.001, 

rose XE = 0.01. Points in D represent data from a given timepoint in the simulation ran 

witli parameters given in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 5. The association between deleterious allele accumulation and outcrossing rate 

depends on the deleterious mutation rate. Positive correlation between the number of 

accumulated deleterious alleles and outcrossing at low deleterious mutation rates (A; 

DM.R = 0.01) versus negative correlation at high deleterious mutation rates (B; DMR = 

0.9). Note the larger range in the number of deleterious alleles in (B). Tlireshold 

mutation level K = 10 in both panels. 
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Figure 6. Effects of tlie strength of X non-disjunction, alleles and phenot)^ic mutation 

rate on the evolution of X non-disjunction. Higher levels of X non-disjunction evolve 

when each allele has a larger effect (A) and when the phenotypic mutation rate is low 

(C). Fewer alleles with a positive influence on X non-disjunction rate evolve when each 

allele has a large effect (B). 
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Figure 7. Binomial probability of observing zero spontaneous m,ales, given varying 

population sizes and X non-disjunction rates. Expected spontaneous male frequency 

calculated from non-disjunction rates (c) using equation (5) in Cutter et al (2003). 
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